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CITY OF SOUTH PORTLAND 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS 

FOR SOLAR PHOTOVOLTAIC PROJECTS 
BID#24-20 

Statement of Purpose 

On April 17, 2018 the City Council adopted a goal to use 100% clean, renewable energy for 
municipal operations by 2040. More recently, the Council expressed its desire to accelerate our 
transition away from fossil fuels toward renewable energy by adopting a Resolution Supporting 
Accelerated Climate Action on October 8, 2019. 

In order to help us meet our goals, the City is soliciting proposals from qualified firms to provide 
cost effective solar PV systems at select City facilities and off-site locations. Our aim is to offset 
more than 80% of our municipal electricity usage1 with solar energy over the next three to five 
years. This Request for Proposals is to identify one or more solar energy firms (“solar provider”) 
to design, install, finance, own, operate, and maintain the PV systems. Following the installation 
of selected PV projects, the City intends to enter into a power purchase agreement ("PPA") for a 
term of up to twenty (20) years with the solar provider(s).  

It is the City's intent to maximize the installation of solar PV as soon as practical in order to take 
full advantage of rebates and rate structures, with projects proposed for Phase I (listed below) to 
be completed by the end of 2023. As such, the term of the proposed PV development relationship 
is anticipated to be three (3) years with the option of an extension.  

Depending on the success of the initial projects, the relationship with the solar provider(s) may 
be extended to develop and/or implement additional solar PV projects at other sites as they 
become available including, but not limited to other municipal buildings, open spaces, and off-
site locations. These projects are identified below as Phase II.  

Project Scope 

The scope of services provided shall be one or more "turn-key" solar PV projects including 
planning, engineering, labor, materials, delivery, installation, and commissioning, as well as all 
warranties and maintenance as described more fully in the PPA contract. Solar production shall 

1 South Portland uses approximately 8.5 million kWhs per year. This figure excludes the middle schools as there are plans to 
build a new consolidated middle school, however there is uncertainty around the energy load of the proposed school. We 
estimate the additional load may be roughly 1.7 million kWhs per year and that a proposed 187 kW solar array would offset 
roughly 8% or 215,000 kWhs.  

https://www.southportland.org/files/8815/2364/8572/14_-_RESOLVE_24.pdf
https://go.boarddocs.com/me/sport/Board.nsf/files/BGSR386B9239/$file/RESOLVE%20%234%20-%20AS%20PASSED.pdf
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include real time web-based monitoring made available to the City for public viewing via the 
internet. 
 
In order to help inform our RFP, the City commissioned ReVision Energy to complete a 
preliminary solar feasibility assessment. The report, which is attached as Appendix A, includes a 
review of possible City sites that would be suitable for solar and an analysis of how the City 
might maximize the use of solar to offset our electricity load and save money.  
 
Based on this report and input from City staff, South Portland has identified the following 
facilities as potential sites for Phase I. We believe that the installation of solar systems at these 
facilities will not void roof integrity or warranties, not interfere with any existing equipment, 
and not pose a problem at the capped landfill, however verification by a licensed engineer is 
necessary before entering into a PPA.   
 
City facilities identified for Phase I: 
 

• Capped Landfill (site 1 and site 2) - 929 Highland Ave 

• Community Center - 21 Nelson Rd 

• Redbank Community Center - MacArthur Circle 

• Western Ave Fire Station - 34 James Baka Dr 

• Cash Corner Fire Station - 360 Main St 
 
The selected solar provider(s) will design, install, finance, own, operate, and maintain solar PV 
systems, either roof-mounted or ground-mounted that will maximize the solar resources at one 
or more of these facilities, taking into account any constraints at the installation site, available 
solar resources, installation costs, and other relevant factors. All the electrical design must be 
completed and/or approved by a licensed electrical engineer. 
 
For solar panels located on the roofs of facilities, all tracks and anchoring equipment shall meet 
applicable building codes. All equipment shall be UL listed. The projects must use energy-
generation devices that are commercially available and offer warranties, spare parts, and service 
commensurate with their commercial status. Any selected solar provider shall be required to 
obtain written certification from the parties issuing or overseeing the roof warranty that the 
proposed solar installation will not nullify or void the warranty, or else provide their own 
warranty. Written roof loading verification shall be carried out by a licensed structural engineer.  
 
For the capped landfill site, a feasibility study, included as an attachment, concluded that the site 
has the potential for approximately 3 MW of solar PV generation. The City installed a 1 MW (DC) 
array on this site in 2017, and is looking to develop solar arrays on the two remaining parcels. A 
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geotechnical study, also attached, demonstrated the installation of solar arrays would not harm 
the landfill cap but pointed out the need to coordinate with any efforts to adjust gas venting from 
the landfill. A study is currently underway to determine the need for additional vents on the 
upper portion of the landfill (site 2) to redirect the methane gas generated by the landfill. The 
City is working with the DEP on this and expects the work will be completed this spring, and will 
not interfere with any proposed solar array.  
 
For any and all projects the City expects to pay no up-front fees. The solar provider shall be 
responsible for obtaining all required permits, utility interconnection, net metering agreements, 
and solar program incentives available. At the end of the lease or PPA term or any renewal term, 
and should the City and/or private partner not choose to purchase the solar PV system, the solar 
provider will remove the solar PV system and return the project site to preexisting conditions, all 
at the solar provider’s sole cost and expense, and at no cost or expense to the City. A record of 
the preexisting condition of any facility having a solar PV system installed shall be provided by 
the solar provider to the city with a video recording. 
 
A PPA will apply to each project, and is expected to be for a 20 year term with options to extend 
and with available buyout/purchase options. The solar provider(s) will design, install, finance, 
own, operate, and maintain the PV systems pursuant to the terms and conditions of the agreed 
upon solar PPA and according to the pricing proposals received. This RFP is not a contract offer, 
and no contract will exist unless and until a PPA is signed by the City and the solar provider(s). 
 
The selected solar provider(s) should seek to minimize system installation costs and maximize 
savings. This includes taking into account the City’s electrical demand and load patterns, and 
matching City accounts for net metering to specific projects. Pricing should be provided for each 
project, however if there is an advantage to aggregating the pricing, it should be noted in the 
proposal. 
 
Depending on the success of Phase I projects and the percentage of the City’s electrical load 
remaining that has not been allocated to solar, the City may extend its relationship with the solar 
provider(s) to develop and/or implement additional solar PV projects at other sites as they 
become available including, but not limited to other municipal buildings, open spaces, and off-
site locations. These projects are identified below as Phase II. 
 
Projects identified for Phase II: 
 

• Wainwright Field Complex - 125 Gary L. Maietta Parkway 
This 146 acre recreation site is adjacent to the capped landfill. It is currently undergoing 
a Master Planning process to enhance and upgrade the facilities. Once this process is 
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complete and staff have identified both the energy requirements and on-site 
opportunities for solar, the City will look to include solar on this parcel. 

• Off-site locations 

If we maximize our on-site solar energy potential with the projects listed in Phase I, the 
City will still have 2-4 million kWhs of remaining electricity use that will not be offset by 
solar. Currently, we are exploring an option to commit 2 million kWhs of this load to an 
aggregate off-site solar project. If this project does not come to fruition, we will look to 
work with the solar provider(s) to identify an alternative off-site project. This project may 
be limited to the City’s remaining load (which can be adjusted according to the outcome 
of Phase I, but should include a buffer for any unexpected changes in energy load), or may 
include the City as an anchor tenant in a community solar project. All off-site projects 
should adhere to the considerations listed in Maine Audubon’s new report, Renewable 
Energy and Wildlife in Maine: Avoiding, Minimizing, and Mitigating Impacts to Wildlife 
and Habitat from Solar, Wind, and Transmission Facilities. 

• Other new buildings and redevelopment as it is approved and constructed, such as a new 
Willard Beach House  

 
Standards of Development 
 

The Successful Bidder must comply with the following:  
 
Non-discrimination in Employment and Labor Standards: Bidders on this work and all 
subcontractors will be required to comply with the President's Executive Order No. 11246 (EEO) 
and the amendments and supplements to that Order regarding affirmative action and equal 
employment opportunity. A Compliance Certification Form is required with bid (Supplemental 
Conditions SC-20 CDBG Program Federal Contract Provisions). Requirements under this Order are 
detailed in the Bidding Documents.  
 
Department of Labor Regulations: The Contractor must comply with all the Safety and Health 
Regulations (CFR29 Part 1926 and all subsequent amendments) as promulgated by the US 
Department of Labor on June 24, 1974; the Department of Labor Regulations relating to Copeland 
"Anti-Kickback Act (18 U.S.C. 874) as supplemented by 29 CFR Part 3; Contract Work Hours and 
Safety Standards Act (40 U.S.C. 327-330) as supplemented by 29 CFR Part 5, and Occupational 
Safety and Health Standards (OSHA) (29 CFR Part 1910).  
 
Environmental Regulations: The Contractor must comply with all applicable standards, orders, or 
requirements issued under Section 306 of the Clean Air Act (42 U.S.C. 1857(h)), Section 508 of 
the Clean Water Act (33 U.S.C. 1368), Executive Order 11738 and Environmental Protection 

https://www.maineaudubon.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/MaineAudubonRenewables_Wildlife2019Summary.pdf
https://www.maineaudubon.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/MaineAudubonRenewables_Wildlife2019Summary.pdf
https://www.maineaudubon.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/MaineAudubonRenewables_Wildlife2019Summary.pdf
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Agency regulations (40 CFR Part 15). Contractors are urged to become familiar with the 
requirements of these regulations.  
 
Solar Provider’s Liability Insurance 
 

The solar provider shall not commence work under the PPA until it has obtained all insurance 
required under this paragraph and such insurance has been approved by the City. It is a 
requirement that the “CITY OF SOUTH PORTLAND” specifically be named as an Additional Insured 
on the General Liability and Automobile Liability policies. “Certificate Holder” is hereby named 
as additional insured” is NOT acceptable.  
  
Commercial General Liability to include products and completed operations, and blanket 
contractual. The limits of liability shall be as follows: 
 

      Bodily Injury and Property Damage   $1,000,000 
      Personal Injury and Advertising Injury   $1,000,000 
      Per Project Aggregate     $1,000,000 
      General Aggregate      $2,000,000 
      Products and Completed Operations Aggregate  $2,000,000 
      Medical Payments                        $10,000 
 
Business Automobile Liability 
 

The solar provider shall maintain and cause all sub-contractors and lower tier contractors to 
maintain business automobile liability insurance covering all owned, non-owned, leased, rented 
or hired automobiles. The limits of liability shall be as follows: 
 
      Bodily Injury and Property Damage   $1,000,000 
 

Automobile physical damage coverage shall be at the option of the solar provider, all sub-
contractors and lower tier contractors.  The City shall not be liable for physical loss or damage 
to any owned, non-owned, leased, rented or hired automobile. 

 
Workers' Compensation Insurance  
 

The solar provider shall maintain and cause all sub-contractors and lower tier contractor’s to 
maintain Workers' Compensation and Employers Liability in accordance with the laws and 
regulations of the State of Maine. The limits of liability provided shall be as follows:  
 

      Coverage A:        Statutory 
      Coverage B:        $100,000/$500,000/$100,000 
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Professional Liability  
 

If the solar provider is an Architect, Engineer or Surveyor, they shall maintain a policy of insurance 
to pay  on  their behalf whatever amounts that may become legally required to pay on account 
of an error, omission or  negligent act. 
 

      Limits of Liability shall be as follows: 
      $1,000,000 per occurrence and in the aggregate site specific. 
 

It is a requirement that this policy be maintained for a period of three (3) years following 
completion of the project. 

 
Certificates of Insurance of the types and in the amounts required shall be delivered to the City 
prior to the commencement of any work by the solar provider, subcontractor or lower tier 
contractor or any person or entity working at the direction or under control of the solar 
provider. The solar provider shall assume the obligation and responsibility to confirm insurance 
coverage for all sub-contractors or lower tier contractors who will participate in the project. 
 
The Certificate of Insurance and the policies of insurance shall include a sixty (60) day notice to 
the City of cancellation, non-renewal or material change in coverage or form. 
 
The City shall be named as an Additional Insured on the General Liability and Automobile 
Liability policies to the extent of the solar provider’s obligations under the Agreement.  The City 
shall fully cooperate with the solar provider, its representatives and insurers on any claim. 
 
The solar provider shall defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City, its officers, agents and 
employees from all suits, actions or claims of any character brought because of any injuries or 
damage received or sustained by any person, persons or property on account of the operations 
of the said solar provider; or to the proportionate extent caused by or on account of or in 
consequence of any neglect in safeguarding the work; or through use of unacceptable materials 
in construction of the work; or because of any act or omission, neglect, or misconduct of said 
solar provider, but only to the extent caused by negligent acts or omissions of the solar 
provider, a subcontractor, anyone directly or indirectly employed by them or anyone for whose 
acts they may be liable, regardless of whether or not such claim, damage, loss or expense is 
caused in part by a party indemnified hereunder; or because of any claims or amounts 
recovered from any infringements or patent trademark, or copyright; or from any claims or 
amounts arising or recovered under the “Workmen’s Compensation Act” or of any other law, 
ordinance, order or decree. 
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Proposal Process 
 

Sealed bids for the power purchase agreement for solar photovoltaic systems (BID#24-20) will 
be received by the City of South Portland Purchasing Agent at the South Portland City Hall until 
2:00pm on Wednesday, February 5, 2020, and then at said office publicly opened and read 
aloud. Bids submitted after this time will not be accepted. Each bidder must submit six (6) 
bound copies and an electronic version in pdf on a thumb drive of their proposal, which must 
be clearly marked "Bid for Solar Photovoltaic Projects (BID#24-20).” 
 
The City reserves the right to reject any or all Bids, to waive any technical or legal deficiencies, 
and to accept any Bid that it may deem to be in the best interests of the City.  
 
At the time of the opening of bids, it will be presumed that each bidder has inspected the site 
and has read and is thoroughly familiar with the plans and contract documents and all addenda. 
The failure or omission of any bidder to examine the site or to receive any form, instrument, or 
documents shall in no way relieve any bidder from any obligation in respect to the bid. 
 
The Contractor shall make the Bid from their own examinations and estimates, and shall not hold 
the City, its agents, employees or independent Engineer or agents hired by the City, responsible 
for or bound by any schedule. If any error in any Plan, Drawing, Specification or direction, relating 
to anything to be done under this Contract, comes to bidder’s knowledge, the bidder should 
report it at once to the City. 
 
Process Timeline 
 

RFP Release date    Monday, December 2, 2019 
Mandatory pre-bid meeting   Wednesday, January 8, 2020 
Deadline for submitting RFP questions  Wednesday, January 22, 2020 
RFP proposals Due     Wednesday, February 5, 2020 
 
*The solar provider(s) must be available to present their proposal to the City Council and public 
at three (3) or more City Council workshops and/or meetings. 
 
Pre-Proposal Bid Meeting 
 

A mandatory pre-proposal bid meeting is scheduled for 9:00 a.m. on Wednesday, January 8, 
2020. Please meet at South Portland City Hall, 2nd floor City Council Chambers. You must attend 
this pre-proposal site tour in order to submit a proposal for this project. 
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Addenda, Interpretations, Questions, and Inquiries 
 

It is the respondent’s responsibility to advise this RFP’s official contact, Julie Rosenbach, 
concerning any conflicting requirements, omissions of information, or the need for clarification 
before proposals are due. Contact with any other City of South Portland employee can result in 
disqualification. No interpretation of the meaning of the plans, specifications, or other contract 
documents will be made to any bidder orally. Every request for such interpretation, including 
questions concerning the RFP process and procedures, the RFP's specifications, or the PPA must 
be submitted by Wednesday, January 22, 2020 in writing by email and directed to:  
 
 Julie Rosenbach, Sustainability Director 
 jrosenbach@southportland.org 
 
Any and all such interpretations and any supplemental instructions will be in the form of written 
addenda to the Specifications which, if issued, will be emailed to all known plan holders, at the 
respective addresses furnished for such purposes, not later than one (1) day prior to the date 
fixed for the opening of bids. Failure of any bidder to receive any such addendum or 
interpretation shall not relieve any bidder from any obligation under their bid as submitted.  All 
addenda so issued shall become part of the contract documents. 
 
Qualifications of Bidders 
 

The City may make such investigation as it deems necessary to determine the ability of the bidder 
to perform the work, and the bidder shall furnish to the City all such information and data for 
this purpose as the City may request.  The City reserves the right to reject any bid if the evidence 
submitted by, or investigation of, such bidder fails to satisfy the City that such bidder is properly 
qualified to carry out the obligations of the Contract and to complete the work contemplated 
therein. Conditional bids will not be accepted. The City may require pre-qualification data from 
bidders unknown to it. 
 
Submission Requirements  
 

Given the scale of the solar PV program intended, the City is interested in establishing a 
relationship with one or more solar provider(s) that clearly demonstrate the ability to fully deliver 
the scope of services called for in this RFP.  
 
As such, all proposals shall include the following information and documents, be clear and 
unambiguous, and be presented in the manner set forth below: 
 

A. Qualifications 
 

mailto:jrosenbach@southportland.org
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• Demonstrated extensive experience with the successful installation and 
management of multiple, large commercial or public solar electric systems. 

• Previous work with a public entity on a solar PV program.  
• Possession of all applicable valid and pertinent State of Maine licenses for the 

installation of commercial solar PV systems in Maine.   
• If not a locally-based firm, has established a partnership with a local office or 

project manager, or will do so if selected. Local is defined to be within a 50-mile 
radius of South Portland, Maine. 

• Sufficient, current information indicating the solar provider’s financial strength 
and the stability of the solar provider in terms of length of service, professional 
capabilities, construction experience and capabilities over time.  

 
B. Project team profile 

 

• Resumes of personnel to be directly involved with the development of the 
proposed systems.  

• Team leader identification for the entire proposal, including full contact 
information. 

• Identification of each entity, sub-contractor, person or firm involved in the 
proposal and their role/responsibility (e.g. design, installation, permitting, 
equipment supply by component, operations, and maintenance), including the 
relationship between team members.  

• A brief description of each team member’s firm and their ability to contribute to 
successful solar PV program implementation (history, performance of similar 
scope of services, etc.). 

• History of past projects that the team members have worked on together. 
 

C. Project Experience 
 

• Provide an overview of the firm's commercial grid-connected PV experience (do 
not include residential PV experience).  

• Breakdown of the number of arrays installed by your company that are roof 
mounted, ground mounted, and installed on capped landfills.  

• Average commercial grid-connected PV system size installed by your company 
during the last five years.  

• Total commercial MWs of grid-connected PV systems installed under straight sales 
and Power Purchase Agreements.  

• Experience evaluating, siting, and managing offsite projects. 
• Experience with local government projects.  
• Experience with projects in Maine.  
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D. References 
 

• List five (5) or more references for power purchase agreements for solar PV 
projects or developments within the past five (5) years. Include for each project:  

 Project name & location 
 Project size (total cost and project capacity in kW) 
 Project type – turnkey or third party energy sales 
 Cumulative kWh produced since system installation 
 Year completed 
 Name of project manager 
 Name of client contact 
 Physical description of the project (equipment manufacturer, model, etc.) 
 A brief discussion of any specific challenges and how they were overcome 

 
E. Technical description  

 

• A system schematic design layout for the solar PV system, including PV model type 
and model number, wattage, number of modules, year 1 estimated production, 
degradation percentage, inverter type and model, mounting system type, 
azimuth, tilt, and system size (AC and DC).  

• Details about the estimated kilowatt hours (kWh) generated by the proposed PV 
systems, including all necessary assumptions such as sunlight availability, dark 
time, maintenance downtime, mean time between failures, efficiency of the 
system proposed, efficiency losses, and net metering. 

• A complete project schedule indicating major project milestones and durations. 

• A description of the solar provider’s capability to monitor PV generating systems 
(for example, the number of systems it monitors in centralized stations, etc.). 

• A description of the solar provider’s ability to respond quickly, efficiently and cost 
effectively to service calls so the photovoltaic systems are operating at optimum 
output.  

• The impact of the proposed project on the City’s utility bills. 

• A pro forma statement inclusive of buy-out/purchase options, pricing schedule, 
capacity (demand) utility attributes, Renewable Energy Credits (RECs) attributes, 
tax credits, accelerated depreciation, other environmental credits attributable to 
financing of the project. 

• Completed proposal forms listed in Exhibits 1 and 2. An Exhibit 2 form must be 
filled out for each proposed project. 
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• A copy of the solar provider's solar PPA agreement. Solar providers shall indicate 
any exceptions to the City's PPA requested terms and conditions. 

 
Selection Criteria 
 

The City will accept the proposal(s) that, all things considered, the City has determined is in its 
best interest. Although price will be an important factor, it will not be the only basis for award. 
Proposals will be evaluated by the City based on:  
 

• The competence to perform the services as reflected by past experience in providing the 
services outlined herein. (15 pts) 

• The ability to meet the requirements of this RFP within the timeline. (15 pts)  
• Experience completing successful projects in Maine. (25 pts) 
• Experience completing successful projects on capped landfills. (20 pts)  
• Overall package and financial benefit to the City. (25 pts) 

 
The City reserves the right to select or short-list any firm that, in its opinion and at its sole 
discretion, is deemed to be most advantageous and in the best interests of the City and its 
residents, including granting a preference to local contractors. The City also reserves the right to 
delay or discontinue this selection process at any time during the process. The City shall not be 
liable for any cost incurred by any firm during the selection process. The City also reserves the 
right to reject the selected firm and contract with another party if the City and the selected firm 
cannot successfully negotiate a contract for the proposed work (or the terms of any related solar 
host agreement, site lease, or PPA). 
 
RFP Attachments 
 

A. ReVision feasibility assessment 
B. Aerial photographs of sites  
C. Summary of city electrical accounts 
D. Feasibility study for solar energy at the City's capped landfill 
E. Geotechnical study of City's capped landfill 
F. Model PPA contract 
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EXHIBIT 1 
PROJECT PROPOSAL FORM FOR SOLAR PHOTOVOLTAIC PROJECTS 

BID/RFP #24-20 
 

** THIS SHEET MUST BE INCLUDED IN YOUR PROPOSAL ** 
 
The undersigned hereby declares that they have read and understand all conditions as outlined 
in this Request for Proposals, and that the proposal is made in accordance with the same. 
 
COMPANY NAME: ______________________________________________________________ 

AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE: ________________________________________________________ 

DATE: _________________________________________ 

PRINT NAME & TITLE: ____________________________________________________________ 

ADDRESS: _____________________________________________________________________ 

E-MAIL ADDRESS: _______________________________________________________________ 

PHONE NUMBER: _____________________ FAX NUMBER: ________________________ 

TYPE OF ORGANIZATION (PARTNERSHIP, CORPORATION, INDIVIDUAL, OTHER):  

______________________________________________________________________________ 

STATE OF INCORPORATION, IF APPLICABLE: __________________________________________ 

FEDERAL TAX IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (Required): ___________________________________ 

AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE: 
_________________________________________________________________________ 

DATE: __________________________________________ 
 
NOTE: Proposals must bear the handwritten signature of a duly authorized member or 
employee of the organization submitting a proposal. 
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EXHIBIT 2 
PRICING PROPOSAL FORM FOR A SOLAR POWER PURCHASE AGREEMENT 

BID/RFP #24-20 
 

PAGE 1 
 
* This form must be filled out for each proposed project. 
 

Solar Provider Name:  
Facility Name:  

 
System Equipment 

Photovoltaic Module:  
     Manufacturer or equivalent:  
     Model or equivalent:  
     Quantity (panels):  
Inverter:  
     Manufacturer or equivalent:  
     Model or equivalent:  
     Quantity (inverters):  

 
 
System Cost     Cost     $/kilowatt 

Generating equipment:   
Balance of system:   
Engineering and permitting:   
Construction and installation:   
Operations and maintenance:   
Removal cost:   
Total:   
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PAGE 2 
 

Solar Provider Name:  
Facility Name:  

 
    kW (STC)   kW (PTC) 

kW capacity:   
 
    kWh at the meter 

Annual AC production  
 
Price Schedule 

  Year Price per kWh 
1  
2  
3  
4  
5  
6  
 7  
8  
9  

10  
11  
12  
13  
14  
15  
16  
17  
18  
19  
20  

 
Buyout price at the end of six (6) years ___________ 



 
 

ATTACHMENT A: ReVision feasibility assessment 
 



 

1 

 

Executive Summary 
 

Under Contract with the City of South Portland, ReVision Energy was tasked with preparing a 

solar feasibility assessment for the City. This assessment takes into consideration the passage of 

LD 1711 to help the City maximize the savings opportunity of its existing solar arrays, and the 

development of new solar projects in order to reduce the City’s energy costs and greenhouse 

gas emissions.  

LD 1711- Changes to Traditional Net Energy Billing and the New Solar Tariff 

In June of 2019, Maine passed several solar-focused bills, including LD 1711, which directly 

impacts the City of South Portland’s existing solar energy systems, as well as its opportunities for 

future on-site and off-site solar projects.  

Included below are the changes under LD 1711 that impact the City of South Portland’s existing 

and future solar energy projects.  

1. The regulatory capacity cap of 660 AC kilowatts (kW) was lifted to 5 megawatts (MW). 

2. The regulatory Group NEB cap of nine offsite meters, and ten total meters, was 

removed. 

3. A new Commercial and Institutional (C&I) Net Energy Billing (NEB) program (summarized 

below) was introduced which provides the option of a monetary credit, rather than a 

volumetric credit, to C&I solar customers. 

The C&I NEB program significantly increases the value of solar for City of South Portland 

projects. Under this new program, municipalities, other nonprofits, and businesses receive an 

on-bill, monetary credit (or tariff) for all of their solar array’s generation. This on-bill credit can 

offset all charges on that customer's electricity bill (including the monthly service charge, 

demand charge, delivery charge, and supply charge).  

Under traditional NEB, a solar customer receives a kWh credit for its solar generation, which 

only offsets the kWh charges- delivery and supply. For customers like the City of South Portland 

who have many accounts with high demand charges (which are not offset by traditional NEB), 

this results in a lower value for those customers’ solar generation than customers who don’t 

have a demand charge.  

The new C&I NEB credit is independent of the rate that the solar customer pays the utility and 

its third party supplier for its electricity consumption, so C&I customers continue to pay for their 

electricity at their current delivery and supply rates. At the end of each billing period, they 

would receive a monetary credit for their solar generation during that period. Based on the law, 



 

2 

 

to be codified at 35-A M.R.S.A. § 3209-B, this C&I NEB credit will be worth 100% of the standard 

offer supply rate plus 75% of the small commercial rate class’s delivery rate. If a customer 

finances a solar project through a Power Purchas Agreement (PPA), that customer will be billed 

for their solar generation every quarter at an agreed up on PPA rate with the solar investor. The 

savings opportunity under the new C&I NEB program and a solar PPA is the difference between 

the monetary credit and the PPA rate.  

The C&I NEB section of LD 1711 is currently going through a rule making by the Maine Public 

Utilities Commission (PUC), to be complete by December of this year, but from the language 

included in the new statute, this new solar tariff increases the value of the City of South 

Portland’s solar generation from $0.06-$0.07 per kilowatt hour to $0.095/kWh for Intermediate 

and Large General Service (IGS/LGS) accounts, and $.12-$0.13 per kilowatt hour for Medium 

General Service (MGS) accounts. 

 

Feasibility Assessment Tasks 

This report addresses the following questions: 

Task 1 – Existing Landfill Solar Array 

How can the City of South Portland maximize the economic potential of its existing landfill solar 

array under the new NEB rules? 

Task 2 – Additional On-Site Solar Potential 

How much additional solar can the City of South Portland build on City land/facilities that is 

either cost-effective or cost-saving? 

Task 3 – Load Allocation for Off-Site Solar 

How much of the City’s electrical load should it commit to a proposal to aggregate in an offsite 

project, led by Portland and Competitive Energy Services? 
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Load Study 
 

The City of South Portland uses roughly 5.5 million kilowatt hours (kWh) of energy annually and 

the South Portland School Department uses roughly 3 million kWh of energy annually.  

The City has two existing solar arrays; one located at the Planning Department building, and one 

located at the Landfill. The Planning Department array’s estimated yearly production is ~24,000 

kWh, and the Landfill array’s estimated production is ~1,248,000 kWh per year. The South 

Portland School Department does not currently have any solar arrays.  

Here is an overview of the City of South Portland’s annual electricity consumption and expenses 

on all of its accounts (Table 1), its solar accounts (Table 2 and Table 3), and its remaining 

accounts not currently offset by solar (Table 4). Also included in Table 5 is the South Portland 

School Department’s annual electricity consumption and expenses.1 The tables break out the 

load between the City’s Small General Service (SGS) accounts and its MGS/IGS/LGS accounts, 

because the billing structure for the SGS rate class makes traditional NEB more valuable for 

these accounts, while the billing structure for the MGS rate class makes the new C&I NEB 

program more valuable for these accounts, as mentioned above.  

City of South Portland 

Table 1. Annual Electricity Consumption and Cost for All City of South Portland Accounts 

  Annual Use (kWh) Annual Cost 

Total 5,406,378 $719,908 

SGS 576,610 $101,958 

MGS/IGS 4,829,768 $617,950 
 

                                                                 

1 Except for the landfill accounts, the City and School Department Annual Electricity Use and Expenses 

data is from the City’s data on electricity bills from January 2018 to December 2018. The landfill accounts’ 

data is from before the landfill’s solar installation. The breakdown between City and School Department 

use assumes that 30% of the High School/Community Center meter is used by the Community Center, and 

70% is used by the High School. Additionally, to account for the City’s recent street light upgrade to LEDs, 

these numbers assume that all street light accounts will see their use and costs reduced by 65% from 

2018 data. Finally, this feasibility assessment assumes the City’s street light accounts can be offset by 

solar through the new Commercial and Institutional (C&I) NEB program. This is not confirmed but will be 

determined once the Maine PUC rule making is complete in Dec. 2019.  
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Table 2. City of South Portland Accounts Under Planning Office Array NEB Agreement 

  Annual Use (kWh) Annual Expense 

Total 23,174 $3,779 

SGS 23,174 $3,779 

MGS/IGS 0 $0 
 

Table 3. City of South Portland Accounts Under Landfill Array NEB Agreement2 

  Annual Use (kWh) Annual Expense 

Total 2,469,707 $274,722 

SGS 219,455 $30,421 

MGS/IGS 2,250,252 $244,301 

 

Table 4. Remaining City of South Portland Accounts Not Under NEB Agreement 

  Annual Use (kWh) Annual Expense 

Total 2,913,497 $441,407 

SGS 333,981 $67,758 

MGS/IGS 2,579,516 $373,649 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                 

2 The numbers for the landfill array accounts utilize electricity consumption data from before the solar 

installation in order to determine the annual use on these accounts before they received any solar credits 

through their NEB agreements.  
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South Portland School Department 

Table 5. South Portland School Department Annual Electricity Consumption and Expenses3 

School Annual Use (kWh) Annual Cost 

Brown 186,760 $24,108 

Dyer 172,240 $22,821 

High School & Community 
Center 

1,530,950 $164,263 

High School New Addition 211,440 $29,239 

Kaler 220,760 $31,490 

Skillin 196,920 $24,785 

Small 228,560 $31,378 

School Bus Bldg 165,520 $21,287 

Total (all MGS/IGS) 2,913,150 $349,371 

 

City and School Department 

Table 6. Combined City and School Department Annual Electricity Consumption and Expenses 

 Annual Use Annual Cost 

City Only 5,406,378 $719,908 

School Department 2,913,150 $349,371 

Total 8,319,528 $1,069,279 

 

 

 

                                                                 

3 The numbers above allocate 30% of the High School & Community Center’s electricity use and Expenses 

to the City and 70% to the School Department. The Memorial and Mahoney Middle Schools were 

excluded from this assessment since they will be consolidated soon. Additionally, the expected electricity 

consumption of the new consolidated Middle School currently includes too much uncertainty to include it 

in this assessment.  
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Existing Landfill Solar Array 
 

Several aspects of LD 1711, including the changes to traditional NEB and introduction of a C&I 

NEB program, give the City of South Portland the opportunity to update its NEB agreement for 

its Landfill array in order to maximize the City’s savings opportunity. As mentioned above, pieces 

of LD 1711, including the C&I NEB program are currently going through a rule making with the 

Maine PUC. This rule making will determine whether C&I NEB can be applied retroactively to 

existing solar energy projects, and it could have an impact on ReVision’s recommendation for 

the landfill NEB agreement.  

Our current expectation for the C&I NEB program is that it will be retroactive to existing solar 

projects, but C&I NEB cannot be mixed with Traditional NEB across accounts being offset by the 

same solar energy system. Based on these expectations, ReVision recommends that the City 

remove all of its SGS accounts, as well as the wastewater treatment account, as shown in Table 

7, from its landfill NEB agreement. At the same time, ReVision recommends that the City add 

the MGS accounts included in Table 8 to the landfill NEB agreement and apply for C&I NEB. This 

will maximize the savings opportunity of the existing landfill array and allow the City to offset its 

SGS accounts with future solar projects under traditional NEB which will have a higher value for 

this SGS consumption.  

Table 7. City of South Portland Accounts to Remove from NEB Agreement 

Building/Use Address Rate 
Class 

KWH AMOUNT 

Willard Square Station PILLSBURY ST*** SGS 11,337  $1,521 

Cash Corner Station 
(Rear/Garage) 

MAIN ST*** SGS 25,462  $3,216 

Street Light SOUTHBORO DR*** SGS 26,985  $3,034 

Street Light ME MALL RD RAMP 
LIGHTS*** 

SGS 6,861  $999 

Street Light VET MEM BRIDGE ST*** SGS 5,473  $671 

Wainwright Field 
Community Building   

WAINWRIGHT PVT LN*** SGS 33,612  $4,023 

Pump Station WINDING WAY*** SGS 23,803  $3,051 

Central Fire Station 684 BROADWAY*** SGS 36,307  $3,440 

WWTF WATERMAN DR*** IGS 1,707,973  $203,401 
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Table 8. City of South Portland MGS Accounts to Add to NEB Agreement 

Building/Use Address Rate 
Class 

KWH AMOUNT 

City Hall 25 COTTAGE ROAD MGS 111,200  $10,731.13 

Police Dept. 30 ANTHOINE ST MGS 62,194  $6,303.52 

Admin Office & Garage 
Bay 1 

ONEIL STREET MGS 29,680  $3,722.35 

MSF 929 HIGHLAND AVE*** MGS 226,320  $8,393.96 

Public Library 482 BROADWAY MGS 103,080  $13,572.48 

Branch Library  WESTCOTT RD        33.3% MGS 10,184  $1,293.80 

Club House WESCOTT RD          66.7% MGS 20,663  $2,758.62 

Pump Station HIGH ST MGS 34,050  $4,856.56 

Pump Station 152 FRONT ST MGS 161,300  $25,694.27 

Pump Station FISHERMANS LANE MGS 142,160  $18,808.65 

Pump Station PEARL ST. MGS 306,200  $35,690.74 

Western Ave Station 34 JAMES BAKA DR MGS 121,332  $12,639.42 

Public Safety 684 BROADWAY STREET MGS 193,564  $19,604.85 

Redbank Community 
Center 

MACCARTHUR CIR. MGS 35,863  $6,569.96 

Total NA NA 1,557,790 $170,640 

 

Table 9. Electricity Consumption and Expenses Breakdown for City of South Portland Landfill 

Array Following Recommended Account Adjustment  

 Annual Use/Generation 
(kWh) 

Annual Cost/Credit 

Solar Generation 1,248,000 $160,992 

SGS 0 $0 

MGS 1,557,790 $170,640 

Total 1,557,790 $170,640 

Buffer 309,790 (~25%) $10,640 (7%) 

 

This update will take the 240,000 kWh of annual SGS usage currently being offset by the landfill 

array and set that aside to be offset by a future project under traditional NEB. It then substitutes 

all of the SGS usage for MGS usage and switches the NEB agreement to a monetary credit from a 
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volumetric credit. As shown in Table 9 and Table 10, this will increase the blended utility offset 

rate for the landfill array from $0.08146/kWh to $0.129/kWh.4  

Table 10. Blended Solar Offset Rate Under Traditional NEB with Original City of South Portland 

Accounts 

Market Rates   Supply T&D Total 

CMP SGS 18% $0.06443 $0.0581 $0.1225 

CMP MGS 82% $0.06870 $0.0038 $0.0725 

Weighted Average       $0.0815 

 

Table 11. Solar Offset Rate of Exported Electricity Under C&I NEB with Recommended Account 

Adjustment 

Market Rates   Supply T&D Total 

CMP SGS 0% $0.06443 $0.0581 $0.1225 

CMP MGS 100% $0.08544 $0.0436 $0.1290 

Weighted Average       $0.1290 

 

The remaining City load not offset by a current NEB agreement, following the recommended 

landfill account adjustment, is shown in Table 12.  For future projects, ReVision recommends 

that the City keep its SGS accounts and MGS/LGS accounts allocated to separate solar projects 

and under separate NEB agreements in order to maximize the savings opportunity for each 

future solar project. For the City’s SGS accounts, ReVision recommends that the City use 

traditional NEB, and for the City’s MGS/LGS accounts, ReVision recommends that the City use 

C&I NEB.  

 

 

 

 

                                                                 

4 More clarity into the ability to pair traditional and C&I NEB with the same solar energy system will be 

available once the PUC completes their rule making in December, 2019.  
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Table 12. Remaining City Electricity Consumption and Expenses Not Offset by Solar Following 

Landfill Account Adjustment 

  Annual Use (kWh) Annual Cost 

City 

Total 3,825,414 $545,489 

SGS 553,436 $98,179 

MGS/IGS 3,271,978 $447,310 

School Dept 

Total 2,913,150 $349,371 

SGS 0 $0 

MGS/IGS 2,913,150 $349,371 

City and School 

Total 6,738,564 $894,860 

SGS 553,436 $98,179 

MGS/IGS 6,185,128 $796,681 
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Additional On-Site Solar Potential 
 

In the City of South Portland’s feasibility assessment request and during the kickoff meeting, the 

City and ReVision identified the following sites as potential on-site solar locations. ReVision put 

together a preliminary design for each site to provide the City with an on-site solar potential 

summary.  

• Landfill Expansion Array 1- 929 Highland Ave, South Portland 

• Landfill Expansion Array 2- 929 Highland Ave, South Portland 

• Wainwright Sports Complex- 125 Gary L Maietta Way, South Portland 

• Community Center- 21 Nelson Rd, South Portland 

• Cash Corner Fire Station Rebuild- 360 Main St, South Portland  

• Main Library- 482 Broadway, South Portland 

• City Hall- 25 Cottage Rd, South Portland 

• South Portland High School- 637 Highland Ave, South Portland 

Included in Attachment A is an overview of the preliminary system size, components and 

generation that ReVision has designed for the identified sites. These preliminary designs are 

based on our review of previous sites as well as a remote assessment of the location using our 

solar design and performance modeling software.  
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Landfill Array Expansion 1- Old Cap 

• System Size: 498.4 kW DC / 333 kW AC 

• Annual Production Estimate: 631,151 kWh 

• Additional Notes: This array will tie into the existing service at the transfer station to 

combine with the existing landfill system. 
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Landfill Array Expansion 2- New Cap 

• System Size: 2.39 MW DC / 1.95 MW AC 

• Annual Production Estimate: 3,010,770 

• Additional Notes: This system will involve a new service installed specifically for the 

solar array.  
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Wainright Sports Complex 

• System Size: 263.2 kW DC / 216.6 kW AC 

• Annual Production Estimate: 336,244 kWh 

• Additional Notes: The above numbers summarize the preliminary ground mount array 

(rendering included below). ReVision has also reviewed a high visibility array on the 

rooftop of the Wainright Sports Complex building, shown below. This would have a 

system size of 24.5 kW DC and an expected annual production of 30,277 kWh. Since it 

was not discussed during our kickoff meeting, this is not currently included in our on-site 

solar opportunity summary but can be added.  
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Community Center 

• System Size: 184.5 kW DC / 148.2 kW AC 

• Annual Production Estimate: 214,411 kWh 

• Additional Notes: The Community Center has an excellent flat roof for solar. Revision 

chose to also include the Center’s pitched, south-facing roof due to its near perfect 

orientation and its high visibility from the southern parking lot. If the City chooses to 

pursue this project, we would recommend having a new service installed specifically for 

the solar project. This would be included in the solar installation cost and would allow 

the rooftop array to take advantage of C&I NEB for all of its solar generation.  
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Cash Corner Fire Station 

• System Size: 74.6 kW DC / 66.6 kW AC 

• Annual Production Estimate: 85,598 kWh 
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Main Library 

• System Size: 104.7 kW DC / 91.2 kW AC 

• Annual Production Estimate: 124,576 kWh 
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City Hall 

• System Size: 25.7 kW DC / 22.8 kW AC 

• Annual Production Estimate: 31,306 kWh 
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South Portland High School 

• System Size: 402.9 kW DC / 300 kW AC 

• Annual Production Estimate: 465,633 kWh 

• Additional Notes: The South Portland High School’s flat roofs are excellent for a ballasted 

solar array. This design is meant to provide the School Department with an idea of the solar 

potential if it chooses to maximize the roof-space. The system size can be adjusted if the 

School Department is interested in a smaller design.  
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Table 13. City and School Department On-Site Solar Potential 

Site Array Size (kW DC) Production 

Landfill Expansion 1 498.4 631,151 

Landfill Expansion 2 2390.0 3,010,770 

Wainright Sports Complex 263.2 336,244 

Community Center 184.5 214,411 

Cash Corner Fire Station 74.6 85,598 

Total 3410.7 4,278,174 
 

Summary of On-Site Solar Project Options 

Following our review of the available South Portland sites, ReVision identified both Landfill 
locations, the Wainright Sports Complex ground-space, the Community Center rooftops, and the 
Cash Corner Fire Station rooftop as the most cost-effective solar site options for the City. The 
Main Library and City Hall systems were excluded from consideration because of project cost-
effectiveness and viability. While the South Portland High School has enough rooftop space for a 
cost-effect solar array, which would offset roughly 20% of the School Department’s annual 
consumption and costs, this site option was excluded from our consideration due to structural 
capacity constraints of the building.  
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Load Allocation for Off-Site Solar 

As shown in Table 14, the City of South Portland has enough on-site solar potential to offset all 
of its unallocated annual electricity consumption and costs (please see assumptions below). In 
total, South Portland has the opportunity to offset 50% of the City and School Department’s 
total annual electricity consumption, and 62% of the costs, not currently under an existing NEB 
agreement, with on-site solar.  

 

Table 14. Feasibility Assessment Summary 

  

Annual 
Use/Production 
(kWh) 

Annual 
Cost/Credit Percentage 

City of South Portland 

Total Use 5,406,378 $719,908 65% 

Accounts on NEB Agreements 
(following landfill adjustment) 1,580,964 $174,419 19% 

Unallocated Use 3,825,414 $545,489 46% 

School Department 

Total Use 2,913,150 $349,371 35% 

Accounts on NEB Agreements 0 0 0% 

Unallocated Use 2,913,150 $349,371 35% 

City and School Department 

Total Use 8,319,528 $1,069,279 100% 

Accounts on NEB Agreements 1,580,964 $174,419 19% 

Unallocated Use 6,738,564 $894,860 81% 

On-Site Solar Energy Options 

Landfill Expansion 1 631,151 $81,418 - 

Landfill Expansion 2 3,010,770 $388,389 - 

Wainright Sports Complex 336,244 $43,375 - 

Community Center 214,411 $26,801 - 

Cash Corner Fire Station 85,598 $10,700 - 

Total 4,278,174 $550,684 51% 

Summary 

Total Use Not Offset by On-Site Solar 2,460,390 $344,176 30% 

Recommended 20% Buffer 492,078 $68,835 6% 

Use for Aggregated Project 1,968,312 $275,340 24% 
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On-Site and Off-Site Solar Comparison 

Please see attachment B for a comparison between the expected savings opportunity of an on-

site solar project and an off-site solar energy system. In these preliminary cash flows, we have 

assumed a PPA rate of $0.0975 per kilowatt hour for a 250 kW on-site ground mount, and 

$0.085 per kilowatt hour for an off-site aggregated project. The preliminary cash flows show the 

savings opportunity for 250 kW of solar for each project option. The on-site cash flow assumes 

that the project would be financed through an Impact Investor. The off-site, aggregated option 

assumes that the project would be financed by a solar investment partner and that the 

aggregated project would be 4 MW DC to 7 MW DC, in size.  

ReVision expects the benefits of the on-site system to include the following: 

• An on-site solar project typically will have a faster development period than an off-site 

aggregated system and we would expect an on-site project to be commissioned a year 

sooner than an off-site system.  

• The City of South Portland and South Portland School Department would be the only 

entities involved in the Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) for an on-site project and 

could therefore acquire ownership of the system anytime after the first 5 years of the 

PPA. This would allow the City to realize the full value of its solar generation if it chooses 

to buyout of the PPA early. Under an aggregated, off-site project, the ability to buyout 

of the PPA early is uncertain since all entities involved in that project would have to 

agree to purchase the system in the same year.  

• For systems of a certain size (typically below 250 kW) the City could have the 

opportunity to enter into a PPA with local, mission-driven impact investors. 

• The systems would be located in the South Portland community and therefore involve 

many community engagement and educational opportunities. 

• Some of the on-site systems provide an opportunity to retrofit the solar energy system 

with storage in the future.  

ReVision expects the benefits of the off-site system to include the following: 

• The City of South Portland would see slightly greater economies of scale and initial 

savings under the Power Purchase Agreement. 

• Under this option the City does not have to use any of its valuable land-space to offset 

its energy consumption and costs with solar and achieve its clean energy and carbon 

reduction targets.  
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Summary of Major Assumptions 

This feasibility assessment relies on our best assumptions about the outcome of the ongoing 

PUC rule making and some uncertainty still remains. An update on the results of the PUC rule 

making and its impact on our assumptions can be provided once the PUC’s review is complete in 

December 2019.  

 

As noted on Page 3, except for the landfill accounts, the City and School Department Annual 

electricity use and cost data is from the period starting January 2018 and ending December 

2018. The landfill accounts’ data is from a 12 month period before the landfill’s solar 

installation.  

 

It’s important to point out that this feasibility assessment includes the City’s streetlight accounts 

which have a tariff rate. Under traditional NEB, the tariff rate cannot be offset by solar. 

However, the tariff rate could be offset through the new Commercial and Institutional (C&I) NEB 

program. This will be determined during the Maine PUC’s rule making.  

 

Additionally, the breakdown between City and School Department use assumes that 30% of the 

consumption on the High School/Community Center account is used by the Community Center, 

and 70% is used by the High School. Additionally, to account for the City’s recent streetlight 

upgrade to LEDs, we assumed that all streetlight accounts experience a 65% reduction in their 

use from the 2018 data. 

 

The Memorial and Mahoney Middle Schools were excluded from this assessment since they will 

be consolidated soon. Additionally, the expected electricity consumption of the new 

consolidated Middle School currently includes too much uncertainty at this point to include it in 

this assessment. Once there is more clarity into the future electricity consumption of this new 

facility, we would recommend that the City of South Portland look into another solar project to 

offset this additional load.  

 

Finally, in order to provide a monetary value for the on-site solar energy options we had to 

make some assumptions about the monetary credit that the on-site solar energy options would 

receive for their generation. The Annual Credit amounts shown for the City and School 

Department’s on-site solar potential, in Table 14, assume that the new ground mount arrays will 

provide a solar tariff worth $0.129/kWh through the new C&I NEB program, and that the 

rooftop arrays will provide a credit value of $0.125/kWh. 
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Summary of Recommendations 
1. Landfill Net Energy Billing Agreement 

Under the expectation that the C&I NEB program will be retroactive and available to the 

City’s landfill array, ReVision is recommending that the City remove all of its 9 group net 

metered accounts from the current agreement (8 SGS and 1 IGS), and add the MGS accounts 

included in Table 7 to that agreement. ReVion also recommends that the City switches this 

agreement to C&I NEB as soon as this is available for the landfill array. This adjustment will 

increase the blended solar credit from $0.08146/kWh to roughly $0.129/kWh, which means 

that the City will see an annual savings under its current Power Purchase Agreement. It will 

also create more unallocated electricity use that can be offset by future solar. Finally, it 

allows for all of the SGS load to be offset by future systems that net metering through 

traditional NEB which has higher value for those accounts.  

2. Constellation Accounts 

The City of South Portland and School Department both currently have a portion of their 

CMP accounts under a separate supply billing agreement with Constellation. Under LD 1711, 

the new commercial solar credit can offset 100% of the charges on CMP bills, but not a third 

party supplier’s bills. ReVision’s assessment and the provided use/cost numbers include all 

of the City’s third party supply charges. ReVision is therefore recommending that the City 

and School Department tie these separate Constellation bills into their CMP bills once the 

City is ready to offset the usage on these accounts with solar. Table 15 shows the third party 

supply charges that can be offset by solar once the City makes this adjustment. If this 

change does not occur, this assessment should be adjusted accordingly, with the third party 

supply costs removed.   
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Table 15. Constellation Supply Charges  

Building/Use Address Rate Class Supply 

City 

Western Ave Station 34 JAMES BAKA DR MGS $8,261 

Public Safety 
684 BROADWAY 
STREET MGS $13,136 

Redbank Community Center MACCARTHUR CIR. MGS $3,631 

Pump Station MAIN ST MGS $1,766 

Pump Station 463 WESTBROOK ST MGS $16,164 

Pump Station 257 WESTERN AVE MGS $3,310 

School Department 

Brown 37 Highland Ave MGS $12,828 

Dyer 52 Alfred St MGS $11,836 

High School & Community Center 637 Highland Ave MGS/IGS $150,255 

High School New Addition 637 Highland Ave MGS $15,610 

Kaler 165 S Kelsey St MGS $18,317 

Mahoney Middle School 240 Ocean St MGS $12,141 

Memorial Middle School 120 Wescott Rd MGS $23,816 

Skillin 180 Wescott Rd MGS $13,457 

Small 87 Thompson St MGS $17,011 

School Bus Bldg 1144 Highland Ave MGS $14,429 

Total NA NA $335,968 

 

3. On-Site Solar Projects 
 

ReVision has taken into consideration the City’s goals of high visibility clean energy systems 

in the South Portland community, and the ability to eventually acquire ownership of its 

arrays through a PPA buyout (which provides the greatest lifetime savings opportunity to 

the City). Based on these goals, ReVision recommends that the City focus on maximizing its 

on-site system options with the five provided systems and 4.28 million kWh of solar 

generation potential.  

 

4. Buffer Between Solar Generation and Annual Use/Expenses 

Under traditional NEB, solar credits are good for 12 months, but expire after this period. 

Additionally, the utility does not provide the solar customer with any compensation for their 

expiring credits. We expect this aspect of C&I NEB to be consistent with traditional NEB.  
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ReVision therefore recommends that the City of South Portland include a buffer of 20% 

between it’s the total solar credit generation that it pursues through an aggregated solar 

project and its remaining annual electricity consumption and expenses. This will help ensure 

that the City is not at risk of losing credits in the future if it pursues energy efficiency 

upgrades or electricity rates go down. This recommendation should also be applied to each 

on-site solar energy system and NEB agreement.   

5. Aggregate Solar Project 

As shown in Table 14, if the City of South Portland maximizes its on-site solar energy 

potential, as ReVision recommends, the City will have roughly 2.46 million kWh and 

$344,000 of remaining electricity use that will not be offset by solar. We recommend that 

the City pursues offsetting 80% of this use, or 1.97 million kWh, with an aggregate, off-site 

solar energy project. If the City decides against installing any of the provided on-site solar 

energy projects, this aggregate solar recommendation can be adjusted accordingly.   

 



 

 

Attachment A: On-Site Solar Energy Opportunities for South Portland 
 
 

 

Site Array Size (kW DC) Array Size (kW AC) Panels Production 

Landfill Expansion 1 498.4 333 1424 631151 

Landfill Expansion 2 2390.0 1950 6816 3010770 

Wainright Sports Complex 263.2 216.6 752 336244 

Community Center 184.5 148.2 527 214411 

Cash Corner Fire Station 74.6 66.6 213 85598 

Total 3410.7 2714.4 9732.0 4278174.0 

 
 



System Size (DC) 250 kW PPA Rate $0.0975/kWh System Size (DC) 250 kW PPA Rate $0.085/kWh
System Size (AC) 200 kW PPA Escalator 2% System Size (AC) 200 kW PPA Escalator 2%
Y1 Generation 336,244 kWh Escalator Year 3 Y1 Generation 336,244 kWh Escalator Year 2
Generation Derate 0.5% Estimated Buyout $347,424 Generation Derate 0.5% Estimated Buyout NA
Utility Escalator 2.5% Buyout Year 6 Utility Escalator 2.5% Buyout Year NA

Buyout Method Financed Buyout Method NA
Investor Type Local Impact Investor Interest Rate 4% Investor Type Solar Investment Partner Interest Rate NA
Buyout Option Yes Bond Term 10 Buyout Option No Bond Term NA

Year Avoided Utility Cost PPA Rate
Operating 

Expenses
Buyout Payment Annual Revenue

Cumulative 

Revenue
Avoided Utility Cost PPA Payment

Operating 

Expenses
Buyout Payment Annual Revenue

Cumulative 

Revenue
2020 42,031$                    32,784$                           -$                     -$                       9,247$                       9,247$                    -$                          -$                                    -$                    NA -$                             -$                          
2021 42,866$                    32,620$                           -$                     -$                       10,246$                     19,493$                  42,031$                    28,581$                              -$                    NA 13,450$                       13,450$                   
2022 43,718$                    33,106$                           -$                     -$                       10,612$                     30,105$                  42,866$                    29,007$                              -$                    NA 13,859$                       27,309$                   
2023 44,587$                    33,599$                           -$                     -$                       10,988$                     41,092$                  43,718$                    29,439$                              -$                    NA 14,279$                       41,588$                   
2024 45,473$                    34,100$                           -$                     -$                       11,373$                     52,465$                  44,587$                    29,877$                              -$                    NA 14,709$                       56,297$                   
2025 46,377$                    34,608$                           (1,659)$                (42,210)$               4,545$                       57,010$                  45,473$                    30,323$                              -$                    NA 15,150$                       71,448$                   
2026 47,298$                    35,124$                           (1,692)$                (42,210)$               5,294$                       62,304$                  46,377$                    30,774$                              -$                    NA 15,602$                       87,050$                   
2027 48,238$                    35,647$                           (1,726)$                (42,210)$               6,069$                       68,374$                  47,298$                    31,233$                              -$                    NA 16,065$                       103,115$                 
2028 49,197$                    36,178$                           (1,761)$                (42,210)$               6,869$                       75,243$                  48,238$                    31,698$                              -$                    NA 16,540$                       119,655$                 
2029 50,175$                    36,717$                           (1,796)$                (42,210)$               7,695$                       82,938$                  49,197$                    32,171$                              -$                    NA 17,027$                       136,682$                 
2030 51,172$                    37,264$                           (1,832)$                (42,210)$               7,130$                       90,068$                  50,175$                    32,650$                              -$                    NA 17,525$                       154,207$                 
2031 52,189$                    37,819$                           (1,869)$                (42,210)$               8,111$                       98,179$                  51,172$                    33,136$                              -$                    NA 18,036$                       172,243$                 
2032 53,227$                    38,383$                           (1,906)$                (42,210)$               9,111$                       107,290$                52,189$                    33,630$                              -$                    NA 18,559$                       190,802$                 
2033 54,284$                    38,955$                           (1,944)$                (42,210)$               10,130$                     117,420$                53,227$                    34,131$                              -$                    NA 19,095$                       209,897$                 
2034 55,363$                    39,535$                           (1,983)$                (42,210)$               11,170$                     128,590$                54,284$                    34,640$                              -$                    NA 19,645$                       229,541$                 
2035 56,464$                    40,124$                           (2,023)$                -$                       54,441$                     183,031$                55,363$                    35,156$                              -$                    NA 20,207$                       249,749$                 
2036 57,586$                    40,722$                           (2,063)$                -$                       55,523$                     238,554$                56,464$                    35,680$                              -$                    NA 20,784$                       270,533$                 
2037 58,730$                    41,329$                           (2,104)$                -$                       56,626$                     295,180$                57,586$                    36,211$                              -$                    NA 21,374$                       291,907$                 
2038 59,898$                    41,945$                           (2,146)$                -$                       57,751$                     352,931$                58,730$                    36,751$                              -$                    NA 21,979$                       313,886$                 
2039 61,088$                    42,570$                           (2,189)$                -$                       58,899$                     411,830$                59,898$                    37,299$                              -$                    NA 22,599$                       336,486$                 
2040 62,302$                    43,204$                           (18,025)$              -$                       44,277$                     456,107$                61,088$                    37,854$                              -$                    NA 23,234$                       359,719$                 
2041 63,540$                    43,848$                           (2,278)$                -$                       61,263$                     517,370$                62,302$                    38,418$                              -$                    NA NA NA
2042 64,803$                    44,501$                           (2,323)$                -$                       62,480$                     579,850$                63,540$                    38,991$                              -$                    NA NA NA
2043 66,091$                    45,164$                           (2,370)$                -$                       63,722$                     643,572$                64,803$                    39,572$                              -$                    NA NA NA
2044 67,405$                    45,837$                           (2,417)$                -$                       64,988$                     708,559$                66,091$                    40,161$                              -$                    NA NA NA
2045 68,745$                    46,520$                           (2,466)$                -$                       66,279$                     774,838$                67,405$                    40,760$                              -$                    NA NA NA
2046 70,111$                    47,213$                           (2,515)$                -$                       67,596$                     842,434$                68,745$                    41,367$                              -$                    NA NA NA
2047 71,504$                    47,917$                           (2,565)$                -$                       68,939$                     911,374$                70,111$                    41,983$                              -$                    NA NA NA
2048 72,925$                    48,631$                           (2,616)$                -$                       70,309$                     981,683$                71,504$                    42,609$                              -$                    NA NA NA
2049 74,375$                    49,355$                           (2,669)$                -$                       71,706$                     1,053,389$            72,925$                    43,244$                              -$                    NA NA NA
2050 75,853$                    50,091$                           (2,722)$                -$                       73,131$                     1,126,520$            74,375$                    43,888$                              -$                    NA NA NA
2051 77,361$                    50,837$                           (2,777)$                -$                       74,584$                     1,201,104$            75,853$                    44,542$                              -$                    NA NA NA
2052 78,898$                    51,594$                           (2,832)$                -$                       76,066$                     1,277,170$            77,361$                    45,206$                              -$                    NA NA NA
2053 80,466$                    52,363$                           (2,889)$                -$                       77,578$                     1,354,747$            78,898$                    45,879$                              -$                    NA NA NA
2054 82,066$                    53,143$                           (2,947)$                -$                       79,119$                     1,433,866$            80,466$                    46,563$                              -$                    NA NA NA
2055 83,697$                    53,935$                           (3,005)$                -$                       80,691$                     1,514,558$            82,066$                    47,257$                              -$                    NA NA NA
2056 85,360$                    54,739$                           (3,066)$                -$                       82,294$                     1,596,852$            83,697$                    47,961$                              -$                    NA NA NA
2057 87,057$                    55,555$                           (3,127)$                -$                       83,930$                     1,680,782$            85,360$                    48,676$                              -$                    NA NA NA
2058 88,787$                    56,382$                           (3,189)$                -$                       85,597$                     1,766,379$            87,057$                    49,401$                              -$                    NA NA NA
2059 90,551$                    57,222$                           (3,253)$                -$                       87,298$                     1,853,677$            88,787$                    50,137$                              -$                    NA NA NA

Attachment B: On-Site and Off-Site Solar Power Purchase Agreement Comparison

On-Site PPA Off-Site PPA

Project Design and Assumptions PPA Assumptions Project Design and Assumptions PPA Assumptions

Investor Assumptions Investor Assumptions



 
 

ATTACHMENT B: Aerial photographs of sites 
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929 Highland Ave

Land�ll site 1
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929 Highland Ave

Land�ll site 2



City of South Portland, ME November 25, 2019

Commun ity Center - 21 Nelson Rd

Property Information

Property ID 035*0000*001A
Location 21 NELSON RD
Owner SOUTH PORTLAND

MAP FOR REFERENCE ONLY 
NOT A LEGAL DOCUMENT

City of South Portland, ME makes no claims and no
warranties, expressed or implied, concerning the validity or
accuracy of the GIS data presented on this map.

Geometry updated 12/21/2017
Data updated 11/19/2018

1" = 120 ft



City of South Portland, ME November 25, 2019

Redban k Commun ity Center - 95 MacArt hur Crl

Property Information

Property ID 049*0000*042*
Location 95 MACARTHUR WEST CR
Owner SOUTH PORTLAND

MAP FOR REFERENCE ONLY 
NOT A LEGAL DOCUMENT

City of South Portland, ME makes no claims and no
warranties, expressed or implied, concerning the validity or
accuracy of the GIS data presented on this map.

Geometry updated 12/21/2017
Data updated 11/19/2018

1" = 120 ft



City of South Portland, ME November 25, 2019

Wester n Ave Fire Statio n - 34 James Baka Dr

Property Information

Property ID 049*0000*210*
Location 34 JAMES A. BAKA DR
Owner SOUTH PORTLAND

MAP FOR REFERENCE ONLY 
NOT A LEGAL DOCUMENT

City of South Portland, ME makes no claims and no
warranties, expressed or implied, concerning the validity or
accuracy of the GIS data presented on this map.

Geometry updated 12/21/2017
Data updated 11/19/2018

1" = 120 ft



 



 
 

ATTACHMENT C: Summary of city electrical accounts 
 



Account Number Description
Annual Usage 

(kWh)
Total Cost

3501‐6904‐811 WWTF 1,707,973           $203,401.47 Key:

3501‐1807‐969 High School/Community Center 2,187,071           $234,662.00 TL‐ Traffic Light

SL‐ Street Light

3501‐1780‐091 City Hall 111,200               $10,731.13 PS‐ Pump Station

3501‐1771‐587 Police Dept. 30 Anthoine 62,194                 $6,303.52

3501‐1771‐231 Central Fire Station 36,307                 $3,440.39

3501‐4305‐698 Streetlights 701,529               $268,059.85

3501‐4615‐427 Municipal Services Facility 226,320               $8,393.96

3501‐1798‐499 Main Library 103,080               $13,572.48

3501‐4500‐546 Branch Library/Club House 30,847                 $4,052.42

3501‐1783‐020 High St. Pump Station 34,050                 $4,856.56

3501‐1783‐640 Front St. Pump Station 161,300               $25,694.27

3501‐1786‐494 Fishermans Ln. Pump Station 142,160               $18,808.65

3501‐1805‐302 Pearl St. Pump Station 306,200               $35,690.74

3501‐7198‐705 Brown School 186,760               $24,108.00

3501‐1774‐615 Mahoney School 176,720               $23,360.00

3501‐1807‐365 Dyer School 172,240               $22,821.00

3501‐1119‐654 Western Ave. Fire Station 121,332               $12,639.42

3501‐3710‐914 Public Safety 193,564               $19,604.85

3501‐3199‐571 Redbank Community Center 35,863                 $6,569.96

3501‐1813‐587 Main St. Pump Station 29,528                 $7,204.26

3501‐1649‐288 Westbrook St. Pump Station 259,360               $34,421.14

3501‐2223‐539 Western Ave. Pump Station 57,502                 $5,557.55

3501‐1810‐260 High School New Addition 211,440               $29,239.00

3501‐1822‐462 Memorial  School 342,960               $40,810.00

3501‐5934‐827 Skillin School 196,920               $24,785.00

3501‐0799‐258 Kaler School 220,760               $31,490.00

3501‐0799‐035 Small School 228,560               $31,378.00

3501‐1798‐309 Highland Ave/Boo‐Brown 27                         $187.81

3501‐6181‐238 Broadway 48                         $190.52

3501‐6181‐741 Broadway 11                         $185.46

3501‐0278‐691 Broadway School LTS‐ Kaler 21                         $186.99

3501‐2118‐424 Alfred St. 22                         $186.99

3501‐2118‐192 Northeast Lane 18                         $186.40

3501‐1783‐897 Small Sch (Dyer Beacon 2) 404                       $445.11

3501‐0278‐949 Broadway 22                         $186.97

3501‐5457‐068 Westbrook/Coach Rd‐ Skillin 26                         $136.07

3501‐5457‐589 Westbrook/Filmore St 44                         $189.98

3501‐1802‐309 Planning Office Trailer 3,320                   $785.88

3501‐1802‐549 Planning Office  3,507                   $555.57

3501‐1777‐279 Assessor's Office 16,347                 $2,437.32

3501‐1780‐323 513 Broadway 34                         $188.84

3501‐1789‐290 Security Light Beach 3,929                   $739.21

3501‐1771‐496 Police Garage 17,153                 $2,533.87

3501‐1789‐043 Williard Square Station 11,337                 $1,520.57

3501‐1816‐614 Cash Corner Rear 25,462                 $3,215.75

3501‐1816‐937 Thornton Heights Station 6,959                   $1,142.83

3501‐0143‐002 Public Safety 647                       $341.99

3501‐5137‐801 Cash Corner Front 1,108                   $349.01

3501‐2239‐527 TL Cummings Rd. 296                       $240.25

Municipal and School Electricity Accounts

IGS Accounts (Total: 2 Accounts and 3,895,044 kWh)

MGS Accounts (Total: 25 Accounts and 4,348,696 kWh)

SGS Accounts (Total: 114 and 536,681 kWh)



Account Number Description
Annual Usage 

(kWh)
Total Cost

Municipal and School Electricity Accounts

3501‐1768‐930 TL Waterman/Market 1,780                   $425.43

3501‐1771‐926 TL Broadway/Ocean 3,002                   $591.04

3501‐1777‐006 TL Ocean/Hinkley 2,349                   $502.49

3501‐1780‐794 TL Broadway/Cottage 2,567                   $532.11

3501‐1789‐779 TL Cottage/Pillsbury 152                       $220.14

3501‐1798‐994 TL Highland/Ocean 3,070                   $616.70

3501‐1802‐812 TL Ocean/Sawyer 1,203                   $362.08

3501‐1805‐088 TL Elm/Broadway 2,529                   $540.60

3501‐1807‐142 TL Broadway/Evans 1,972                   $467.27

3501‐1810‐633 TL Broadway/Lincoln 1,529                   $403.08

3501‐1813‐280 TL Main/Lincoln 315                       $242.20

3501‐1816‐382 TL Main St.  2,916                   $595.52

3501‐1819‐204 TL Main/Froswick 1,444                   $395.46

3501‐1819‐394 TL Main/Conrell 2,507                   $539.19

3501‐1819‐683 TL Turnpike/Main 2,450                   $532.16

3501‐1819‐980 TL Main N 2,224                   $501.57

3501‐1825‐300 TL Broadway/Westbrook 2,463                   $533.87

3501‐1825‐540 TL Westbrook/295 2,831                   $582.51

3501‐1825‐854 TL Western/Westrbook 2,771                   $575.60

3501‐1828‐114 TL Western/Gorham 2,577                   $549.28

3501‐1828‐288 TL Clarks Pond/Gorham 2,965                   $587.96

3501‐1828‐627 TL Western/Foden 2,257                   $490.20

3501‐1831‐282 TL Maine Mall 2,527                   $526.72

3501‐1831‐662 TL Gorham/Mall 1,818                   $430.61

3501‐1831‐936 TL Gorham/Payne 1,566                   $339.61

3501‐1834‐252 TL Running Hill 2,047                   $475.60

3501‐1834‐542 TL Maine Mall 2,548                   $572.56

3501‐1834‐898 TL 154‐1 Maine Mall 1,938                   $446.32

3501‐1837‐123 TL Cor Gorham/Philbrook 2,615                   $538.36

3501‐1837‐677 TL Maine Mall 5,065                   $870.23

3501‐3685‐090 TL Broadway/Mussey 1,895                   $456.68

3501‐3760‐687 TL Sawyer/High ‐                       $183.91

3501‐6738‐045 TL Anthoine/Broadway 6,140                   $1,032.56

3501‐1837‐099 TL Broadway 7                           $200.15

3501‐1837‐354 TL Broadway 4                           $169.11

3501‐1837‐651 TL Cottage  1                           $184.07

3501‐2960‐577 TL Waterman  3,295                   $2,912.66

3501‐3084‐013 TL Cottage 7                           $169.53

3501‐4068‐841 TL Sawyer 359                       $248.18

3501‐4754‐168 TL John Robers/Phi 397                       $239.02

3501‐0155‐428 TL Running Hill 2,080                   $481.99

3501‐1385‐941 TL Maine Mall ‐                       $183.93

3501‐1807‐670 TL Cor Cottage/Highland 6,142                   $1,033.73

3501‐1765‐969 SL Southboro 26,985                 $3,033.64

3501‐1768‐286 SL B Street 10,889                 $7,896.54

3501‐4394‐023 SL E Street ‐                       $183.93

3501‐5524‐867 SL Brick Hill 7,503                   $1,213.85

3501‐6342‐905 SL Maine Mall 1,771                   $505.59

3501‐0205‐546 SL Maine Mall Ramp 6,861                   $999.30

3501‐1143‐134 SL Broadway Exit 12,607                 $1,895.93

3501‐3261‐835 SL Ocean/Knightville 13,765                 $2,042.22

3501‐5169‐143 SL Main/Southwells 12,701                 $1,916.22

SGS Accounts (Total: 114 and 536,681 kWh)



Account Number Description
Annual Usage 

(kWh)
Total Cost

Municipal and School Electricity Accounts

3501‐6222‐909 SL MacArthur 620                       $283.56

3501‐6881‐464 SL West Broadway 1,080                   $346.06

3501‐3185‐513 SL VMB Multi Use 8,833                   $1,396.64

3501‐3185‐745 SL Vet Mem Bridge 5,473                   $671.21

3501‐1774‐342 Mill Creek Bandstand 1,632                   $398.88

3501‐1777‐501 Pump Mill Creek Park 11,730                 $1,643.47

3501‐1777‐824 Mill Creek Xmas Lights (Hinkley) 367                       $232.51

3501‐1780‐620 Mill Creek Xmas Lights (Cottage) 495                       $247.41

3501‐1786‐288 Willard Beachhouse 1,498                   $406.62

3501‐1789‐514 Shoreway Paths ‐                       $199.39

3501‐3834‐755 Willard Xmas Lights ‐                       $199.42

3501‐0787‐048 Wainwright Community Building 33,612                 $4,022.61

3501‐1273‐436 Wainwright Irrigation Pumps 6,454                   $1,091.85

3501‐2084‐782 Erskine Park Pumps/Lights ‐                       $184.20

3501‐2298‐432 Mill Creek Park (Art in the Park) 44                         $189.83

3501‐1822‐687 Golf Course Maintenance Building 3,948                   737.42

3501‐1825‐045 Westbrook St. Irrigation System 272                       291.65

3501‐1822‐521 Bug Light Ranger Station 202                       227.39

3501‐6362‐291 Bug Light Outlets 97                         212.89

3501‐3662‐958 Portland Street Pier 1,893                   459.93

3501‐1461‐031 Redbank Neighborhood Hub 15,478                 4141.79

3501‐5463‐116 Thomas Knight Park 2,278                   492.43

3501‐5520‐956 PS Winding Way 23,803                 $3,050.98

3501‐6213‐916 PS Stillman St. 2,092                   $483.01

3501‐6486‐769 PS Southborough Dr. 8,459                   $1,384.22

3501‐2235‐830 PS Gannett Dr. 8,354                   $1,384.73

3501‐1768‐609 PS B St. 4,864                   $842.46

3501‐1786‐700 PS Bay Rd. 20,159                 $2,920.10

3501‐1805‐583 PS Mechanic St. 7,672                   $1,291.26

3501‐1828‐932 PS Western Ave. 13,362                 $2,049.30

3501‐1837‐347 PS John Roberts Rd. 5,992                   $1,047.40

3501‐0884‐480 PS Elm St. 578                       $217.98

3501‐2960‐981 PS Appletree Dr. 8,733                   $1,385.01

3501‐3660‐929 PS Snowberry Dr. 7,405                   $1,160.62

3501‐1336‐589 PS Boysenberry Dr. 9,409                   $1,476.13

3501‐5062‐009 PS Crestview 8,648                   $1,368.19

3501‐2975‐500 PS E St. 1,180                   $343.95

3501‐3300‐039 PS Cushing Rd. 8,458                   $1,409.69

3501‐5483‐338 Sewer Maint. Facility 9,706                   $1,572.08

3501‐7100‐088 Water Resources Dept.  19,653                 $1,859.13

SGS Accounts (Total: 114 and 536,681 kWh)



Account Number Description
Annual Uage 

(kWh)
Cost

3501‐1802‐309 Planning Office Trailer                      3,320  $785.88

3501‐1802‐549 Planning Office                       3,507  $555.57

3501‐1777‐279 Assessor's Office                    16,347  $2,437.32

Account Number Description
Annual Usage 

(kWh)
Cost

3501‐1780‐091 City Hall*                  111,200  $10,731.13 Landfill Solar NEB Project Info:

3501‐1771‐587 Police Dept. 30 Anthoine*                    62,194  $6,303.52 Solar Generation 1,248,000    

3501‐4615‐427 Municipal Services Facility*                  226,320  $8,393.96 Total Annual Use 1,615,140    

3501‐1798‐499 Main Library*                  103,080  $13,572.48

3501‐4500‐546 Branch Library/Club House*                    30,847  $4,052.42

3501‐1783‐020 High St. Pump Station*                    34,050  $4,856.56

3501‐1783‐640 Front St. Pump Station*                  161,300  $25,694.27

3501‐1786‐494 Fishermans Ln. Pump Station*                  142,160  $18,808.65

3501‐1805‐302 Pearl St. Pump Station*                  306,200  $35,690.74

3501‐1119‐654 Western Ave. Fire Station                  121,332  $12,639.42

3501‐3710‐914 Public Safety                  193,564  $19,604.85

3501‐3199‐571 Redbank Community Center                    35,863  $6,569.96

3501‐1813‐587 Main St. Pump Station                    29,528  $7,204.26

3501‐2223‐539 Western Ave. Pump Station                    57,502  $5,557.55

Summary of accounts on solar NEB agreements

Existing Landfill Solar NEB Agreement (Proposed accounts following rule change)

IGS Accounts (Total: 0)

SGS Accounts (Total: 0)

MGS Accounts (Total: 14)

SGS Accounts (Total: 3)

MGS Accounts (Total: 0)

IGS Accounts (Total: 0)

Planning Department Solar NEB Agreement



 
 

ATTACHMENT D: Feasibility study for solar energy at the City's capped landfill 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
Nationwide, federal and state agencies are increasingly recognizing the benefits of 

locating solar photovoltaic (PV) electric generation facilities on municipal solid waste and 
contaminated landfills.  Solar PV can provide economically viable reuse for sites like landfills 
that have low real estate development demand and are not suited for commercial or residential 
redevelopment.  Solar redevelopment of landfill sites generates strong community and 
environmental benefits, and returns what would otherwise be permanently idle land back to 
productivity. Moreover, landfills typically have low or no land costs for developers, have the 
minimal grade and open, unshaded areas needed for optimal siting of PV solar arrays, are located 
near existing roads and energy transmission or distribution infrastructure, are zoned for 
renewable energy, and are near commercial and residential load centers.   

 
Engineering studies at various landfills around the country have conclusively 

demonstrated that ballasted ground-mounted solar systems can meet landfill cap load restrictions 
and snow and wind loading requirements.  Solar panel and inverter costs are at all-time lows, and 
system efficiency is high.  With applicable federal and state incentives, PV solar is at long-term 
(15-20 year) grid parity and, in states with strong incentives, solar is competitive with all other 
energy sources on a year-to-year basis.  These factors are making PV solar the fastest growing 
new power source both nationally, and globally.  

 
The short- and mid-term financials for solar, however, are still very challenging, 

particularly in Maine due to limited available incentives and utility rates that discourage 
investments in distributed and behind-the-meter renewable energy.  For these reasons, ReVision 
believes that additional support – in the form of grants, rate changes, NTA payment eligibility, 
PUC waiver for a demonstration large scale solar farm project, or other innovation – is necessary 
to move forward.   

 
Our study concludes that the South Portland Landfill site is suitable for a solar array of 

any size up to a maximum of three megawatts (MW).  A 3 MW solar array provides the electric 
power requirements of 600 homes based on average usage; or put another way, 46% of the 
current electric power needs of all municipal facilities in South Portland.  There is sufficient 
existing utility infrastructure nearby to interconnect an array of this size.  The planned 
redevelopment of the southern portion of the site for the Municipal Facility will make it possible 
and economical to build in the onsite infrastructure needed for the interconnection of a solar farm 
on the landfill cap.  A solar farm can coexist with current recreational trails and roadways, and 
may improve the maintenance of the landfill cap by restricting access to areas currently abused 
by 4-wheeler traffic.  In sum, a solar development at the South Portland Landfill is a significant 
and viable approach to re-use of the Landfill site. 

 
We expect that, given present incentives and rate structures, the site may be developed in 

phases leading to the eventual build-out of 3 MW.  We recommend that the City consider a 
Phase One development of .66 MW (660 kW) on the area designated ‘Area 1’ of the Site Plan, 
with future development on both ‘Area 2’ and ‘Area 3’.   
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SCOPE OF WORK 
 
The City of South Portland requested ReVision Energy, LLC (“ReVision”) to provide a 

preliminary feasibility assessment for a large-scale photovoltaic solar generating facility at the 
South Portland Landfill off Highland Avenue in South Portland.  The Site Feasibility Study 
Proposal dated November 22, 2013 specifies that ReVision will apply “a three-part study to 
determine the site feasibility of the project from an electrical engineering perspective, a solar 
suitability perspective and a financial perspective.” 

 
I. SOUTH PORTLAND LANDFILL SITE REVIEW 

 
a. Background  

 
The City used the landfill for disposal of municipal solid wastes, municipal treatment 

plant sludge and demolition debris during the period of 1965 to 1987. Since then, the City has 
operated a temporary transfer station facility on nearby portions of the same parcel of property 
and all municipal refuse is transferred to regional waste systems facilities. 

 
In 1987, the City retained Sevee and Maher Engineering, Inc., to complete hydrological 

investigations and to work toward final closure plan development for the landfill. The Maine 
Department of Environmental Protection (Department or DEP) conducted Phase I landfill 
investigations through a contract with CH2MHill Co., during 1990 and 1991. Final Department 
requirements for the landfill closing were related to the City in a letter dated May 8, 1997. 
 
The landfill occupies about 28 acres on City-owned property off Highland Avenue. To the 
southeast, the landfill abuts property owned by the Highland Cemetery Association; to the south 
and west lies private land; to the north a railroad right-of-way; to the north-northeast, property 
owned by Hannaford Brothers; and to the east property owned by Portland Pipeline Company. 
There is residential property along Highland Avenue, and the service road to the existing transfer 
station area and the inactive landfill cuts between two residential properties. 
 
The landfill is located in a topographically low area, bounded to north, east and west by wooded, 
marshy terrain. The southern part of the landfill is bounded by a wooded area and borrow pits 
located several hundred feet from the landfill. An undefined use area is located due southeast of 
the landfill and is vegetated with trees and shrubs. The native ground surface slopes gently uphill 
toward Highland Avenue which is located to its south.1 

 
b. Design Issues for Solar Projects on Landfills 

 
The first solar project permitted on a landfill in New England was a 2 MW system 

designed by TRC Consultants in Greenfield, Mass., in 2010.  TRC reports that its geotechnical 
engineers, environmental scientists and electrical engineers spent a considerable amount of time 
designing a solar system that can operate within the environmental restrictions of a closed 

                                            
1 Department of Environment Protection City of South Portland Landfill Closure Order, 
9/18/1997, included as Attachment 1 
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landfill, including protection of the landfill cap, integration with the stormwater management 
system, and without interfering with the gas collection and treatment system.2  Key to TRC’s 
analysis, was an engineering assessment for a ballast-weighted PV mounting system, which 
determined that total PV system loads would be less than the maximum weight-loading 
limitation of the landfill caps.3 

 
Since then, a number of landfill solar projects have been designed and permitted in New 

England, and the growing focus on brownfield redevelopment for solar generation has led the 
Massachusetts Department of Energy Resources to publish The Guide to Developing Solar 
Photovoltaics at Massachusetts Landfills (July 24, 2012).  As described in the Guide, key design 
configurations that must be engineered into every solar project on a former landfill include: 

 
Landfill Settlement:  The threshold criterion to determine suitability of a former landfill 
for a solar array is to determine existing and projected landfill settlement based on 
compression, biodegradation, and creep.  Once the site stability is determined, then the 
PV system foundations must be designed to float on top of rather than penetrate the 
landfill cap, prevent ponding or infiltration of water, prevent release of landfill gas, and 
support the system load while providing sufficient flexibility to allow for any future 
settlement. 
 
Stormwater:  Solar modules are not defined as impervious surfaces.  Nonetheless, system 
design must account for stormwater runoff to protect the vegetative cap, account for new 
impervious surfaces (foundations, access roads), and meet existing stormwater discharge 
permit requirements, if any.  
 
Grounding:  Because traditional grounding rods would penetrate the landfill cap, landfill 
sites require star grounding, using bare copper wire in shallow trenches.    
 
Landfill Gas Management: Engineers must evaluate existing gas control system, gas 
characteristics, and gas migration pathways.  Every building, inverter, transformer, and 
every subsurface utility conduit located on or in close proximity to a landfill becomes a 
new “landfill gas receptor” and should be strictly controlled. All building structures 
should be above ground and be designed to prevent the accumulation of gas within the 
structure. To the extent feasible utility lines should be located above ground when located 
on or in close proximity to landfills. Subsurface utilities need to be designed to minimize 

                                            
2 Larry Fitzgerald (personal communication) June 15, 2012.  See also “Brownfields to 
Brightfields in Greenfield, Mass.”, Brownfield Renewal.Com (Dec. 2010-Jan. 2011), included as 
Attachment 2. 
3 Andrews, D. Calculations of Contract Bearing Pressure and Estimated Settlement of 
Foundation Footings for Axio Greenfield Solar. Internal report of Massachusetts Department of 
Environmental Protection (MassDEP), June 11, 2010, reviewed by B. Stafford, et al., Feasibility 
Study of Economics and Performance of Solar Photovoltaics at Massachusetts Military 
Reservation, NREL Technical Report, at 8 (July 2011), included as Attachment 3.  
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the potential for landfill gas to enter the conduit and create a safety (explosion, fire) or 
health hazard.  
 
Construction Limitations: Due to the hazard of landfill gas releases, monitoring, 
management and protection of cap integrity are of paramount importance during 
construction.  A site-specific OSHA health and safety plan must be developed that 
includes worker training, gas management controls and landfill gas monitoring. Limits on 
loading, depth of excavation, travel areas and deadweight loading events must be 
established.  Temporary roadway surfaces should be used to minimize localized 
compaction and overall soil disturbance, and developers must have pre-established cap 
repair, erosion and sediment control, gas management, and other contingency plans. 
 
In July 2012, EPA and NREL released a DRAFT Best Practices for Siting Solar 

Photovoltaics on Municipal Solid Waste Landfills4 addressing common technical challenges for 
siting solar photovoltaics (PV) on Municipal Solid Waste (MSW) landfills  (included as 
Attachment 4).  As with the Massachusetts guide, the federal study recommends best practices 
unique to siting solar PV on landfills and includes extensive analysis landfill PV citing 
challenges, including cap protection, settlement, gas management, PV anchoring and mounting 
systems,  system weight characteristics, wind/snow loading (snow fence effect), lightning 
protection, security, and construction and operations considerations. EPA has extended the 
comment period on the draft through October 15, 2012. 
 

c. Federal Regulatory Requirements 
 

The Department of Environmental Protection Landfill Monitoring and Remediation 
Specialist states that DEP is currently unaware of any federal regulatory requirements governing 
use or re-use of the South Portland Landfill.5 
 

d. State Regulatory Requirements  
 

Maine DEP regulates closed landfills in the state.  38 M.R.S.A. §§ 1310-E-1 (Municipal 
Landfills) and 1319-S (Hazardous Waste Landfills).  Reuse of a closed landfill requires agency 
approval. 06-09 CMR ch. 401, § 6.  DEP currently does not have a regulatory path to develop 
solar arrays on a closed landfill and ReVision can find no examples where a solar farm has been 
built in a capped landfill in Maine.  Nonetheless, DEP’s Landfill Monitoring and Remediation 
Specialist has stated that the Department would be willing to consider a proposal regarding the 
SOPO Landfill, and would likely look to the EPA and NREL Best Practices from the July 2012 
draft cited above for permitting criteria.6 

 
 
  

                                            
4 Draft included as Attachment 4. 
5 John James, Maine DEP (personal communication), February 14, 2014. 
6 John James, Maine DEP (personal communication), February 14, 2014. 
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II. ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
 

Objective: The objective of the electrical engineering study is to determine the feasibility 
of interconnecting the solar array to the utility grid, including an evaluation of the existing 
electrical infrastructure provided by the utility both on site and in the vicinity, any limitations 
that the existing electrical infrastructure puts on the solar project, and service upgrades that will 
be required and the costs of such upgrades.  To complete this work, ReVision will seek 
cooperation from Central Maine Power and adjacent energy consumers that might be interested 
in the project. 

 
Result: Specific details of interconnection are discussed in the following sections.  The 

overall conclusion of this Study is that interconnection of a large solar farm at the South Portland 
Landfill Site to the existing utility infrastructure is feasible.  However, an interconnection of any 
solar array will require Application with the controlling utility (Central Maine Power or CMP) 
and will be subject to its review under the Public Utility Commission’s rules for interconnection 
of small generators, 65-407 C.M.R. ch.  324.  CMP will reserve the right to review all 
interconnection details at that time and will not grant approval in any form, prior to a formal 
application being submitted.   
 

a. Perform Site Visit. 
 

Performed on December 11, 2013, by William Behrens and Sam Lavallee.  Utility 
substation, branch feeders, and regional transmission lines were identified.  Existing service to 
existing landfill facilities was identified. 

 
b. Identify existing electrical service including switchgear, transformers, power 

lines and substation infrastructure.  Coordinate with Central Maine Power 
personnel to complete electrical survey. 

 
The Landfill site on Highland Avenue is served by a branch feeder with three phase 

primary power at 12,470 volts.  This branch feeder extends from the utility substation located off 
of Pleasant Hill Rd. in Scarborough, approximately 1.5 miles to the south.  The South Portland 
Landfill site is currently served by a single transformer supplied by a single primary voltage 
conductor.  Connection of a large solar array through the Highland Avenue service line would 
require construction of a new primary 3-phase service line from the street to the site.  To the 
extent that a new 3-phase service line is included as part of the site development for the South 
Portland Municipal Facility a separate line for the solar array would not be necessary.   

 
The Highland Avenue/Pleasant Hill Rd. substation is supplied by transmission at 115,000 

volts from CMP’s primary distribution system.  Several 34,500 volt lines extend from the 
substation, including Line 152 which passes nearby the south-west corner of the Landfill 
property, extending across the rail lines.   

 
Thus, interconnection of a large solar farm on the Landfill site is feasible either to Line 

152 or to the 12.47KV line on Highland Avenue.  Either interconnection point will require 
Application under 65-407 PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION Chapter 324: SMALL 
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GENERATOR INTERCONNECTION PROCEDURES.  Connection to Line 152 would likely 
require a Level 4 application including an Impact Study.  Connection to Highland Avenue of a 
system capacity of 2MW or less would likely require a less expensive Level 2 application.  
Chapter 324 is included as an Appendix to this Report.   

 
Information regarding CMP infrastructure in the area has been provided to us by Carol A. 

Purinton, Manager of Interconnection Services, in private communication, including a map of 
area transmission services which we are not permitted to provide to the City; however said map 
would be available directly to the City upon their individual application to CMP Interconnection 
Services.  

 
c. Analyze minimum electrical service, transformer, power line, substation 

requirements to interconnect solar array to the grid. 
 

In Section III we identify the maximum solar array size that can be feasibly sited at the 
Landfill as 3MW.  As CMP is unwilling to review a proposed interconnection without a formal 
Interconnection Application from the City (which would only be undertaken at the time when a 
solar installation has been approved for construction), this Report cannot be definitive as to the 
acceptability of interconnection.  Acceptability will be determined by the Technical Screens of 
Chapter 324; compliance or noncompliance with those screens requires knowledge of the local 
loads and fault current conditions and other utility data which is unavailable.  However this 
Report can make general recommendations as to the form of interconnection most likely to be 
acceptable to the utility, and thus guide the City toward a process with the expected lowest cost 
and highest chance of approval by the utility. 

 
Interconnection of the full array size requires a total transformer capacity in excess of 

3000KVA in order to adequately supply backfeed current to the utility grid.  As comparison, a 
normal household service transformer is 10KVA.  Transformers are used to convert the voltage 
of the source (in this case the PV array; at this scale, typically 480 volts) to the voltage at the 
point of interconnection (in the case of the Highland Avenue connection, 12,470 volts; if to Line 
152, 34,500 volts).   As any connection at the higher voltage of 34,500, if approved, will require 
more costly equipment, we would advise application for interconnection to the Highland Avenue 
line. 

 
Given the high density of load served by the Highland Avenue/Pleasant Hill Rd. 

substation and the 12.47KV line along Highland Ave., connection of an (up to) 3MW generator 
is not likely to fail technical screens of interconnection; however due to CMP’s requirement that 
formal application be made prior to any review, this Report cannot be definitive as to this point.  
Yet it is clear that, should a proposed Highland Ave. interconnection fail the technical screens, 
interconnection to Line 152 can be considered as a backup strategy.   

 
 It is important to note that solar arrays of 660 KW or less may be interconnected under 

the State’s Net Energy Billing statutes as defined by the Public Utilities Commission’s Chapter 
313 (attached as appendix).  Net Energy Billing allows a utility customer (e.g. the City of South 
Portland) to install renewable energy equipment at a single location, partially or completely 
serving the load at that location, and to credit excess generation against load at other meter 
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locations owned by the same customer; the total allowed number of remote meters credited is 9.  
Interconnection under Chapter 313 may be a preferred method for the City.  An eventual 3MW 
solar farm may be viewed as a series of 660KW NEB projects. 

 
d. Determine whether existing utility infrastructure is adequate to support 

transmission of energy generated from solar array onto the grid. 
 

Capacity of Highland Avenue line to allow for acceptance of (up to) 3MW solar array is 
expected to be adequate; subject to final approval by utility as part of Chapter 324 
Interconnection Application. 

 
e. Itemize all necessary utility infrastructure upgrades to support transmission 

of energy generated from solar array onto the grid. 
 

The upgrade required to connect to Highland Avenue will be a new, 3 phase, primary 
voltage service running presumably underground from Highland Avenue along the existing 
utility corridor to a common point of connection located within the proposed Municipal Facility.  
This service should be sized for the connection of the solar array rather than for the load of the 
Municipal Facility if the solar array is contemplated.  Other than this new service line, no other 
utility infrastructure upgrades are perceived to be required. 

 
f. Provide cost estimates for necessary upgrades found in (v) for energy 

transmission onto the grid. 
 

Cost of underground primary service and data line is estimated at $50-$100 per foot for 
any portion not covered by development of the South Portland Municipal Facility.  Within the 
boundaries of the Landfill site, from the farthest point of the solar farm to the likely point of 
service termination of the Municipal Facility is 2000 feet.   

 
g. Provide summary of likely process including scheduling for CMP’s 

interconnection application, system impact study, and review and approval 
process. 

 
Scheduling and timing of an Interconnection Application to the utility is governed by 

Chapter 324 cited previously.  This Study finds that a solar farm of 2MW or less, connected to a 
primary service connected to the Highland Avenue distribution line, can be expected to meet the 
Level 2 screening criteria, and that such application might expect approval within 30 days.  
Should the Application fail any of the screening tests, or if a 3MW solar farm is applied for, the 
Application will be Level 4 and will require an Impact Study.  Connection to Line 152 would be 
deemed Level 4 and require Study.  In such circumstances likely utility response time is 120 
days, but is subject to application queue and other delays.  For a Level 2 Application of 2MW the 
fee to the utility is $2,050.  Fees associated with a 3MW Level 4 Application are $6,100 plus 
Feasibility and Impact Study costs, as determined by the Utility. 
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h. Explore the feasibility of running new distribution lines directly to nearby 
industrial off takers such as the Hannaford Distribution facility.  

 
Construction of new distribution lines to other offtakers may be estimated at $50-$100 

per foot, and will depend on the route chosen and the proportion overhead or underground.  
Distance from the most likely inverter location on the landfill to the ‘culvert’ at the rail crossing 
is 750 feet.  Distance to the intersection of Duck Pond Rd. and Dartmouth St. is 1500 feet.  At 
$100 per foot, line construction cost for this option is estimated at $225,000; additional costs 
may be incurred due to the required rail line crossing.  While this option may be attractive for 
other reasons, the single best approach is to connect at Highland Avenue and serve City loads as 
under Net Energy Billing. 

 
III. SOLAR SUITABILITY ENGINEERING 

 
The objective of the solar suitability study is to determine the feasibility of designing a 

solar array that maximizes energy production, including evaluation of the existing site, the 
limitations that the existing site puts on the solar project and the costs to overcome such 
limitations or the impact of such limitations on energy production by the solar array. 

 
a. Perform site visit. 

 
Solar Suitability Engineering Site Visit performed December 11, 2011. 
 

b. Identify usable solar array space on site, taking into consideration design 
limitations caused by site obstructions and sloping. 

 
There are three suitable areas for solar arrays. See Figure 1. The first location, 

designated “Area 1” on the Plan, is the south-facing out-slope of the demolition debris area.  The 
second location designated “Area 2” is the north end of the municipal landfill area and is 
separated from “Area 3” by a drainage swale.  The third area is the cap of the municipal landfill.  
Nearly all other areas of cleared land are unsuitable as to slope.  There are additional potential 
areas currently wooded, and have not been assessed. 

 
a. Perform shading analysis to identify any further design limitations caused by 

excessive shading, if any. 
 

Shading analysis has identified that effective use of location “Area 1” requires removing 
tree cover to the south of the roadway.  All trees greater than 20’ in height and within 100’ of the 
roadway, opposite “Area 1”, will need to be removed.  The area involved is approximately 1.1 
acres.  All other locations are not impacted by surrounding woodland. 
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7 

                                            
7 Figure 1 also included as Attachment 5 

Figure 1: Locations suitable for potential solar development, capped landfill, South Portland, Maine. 
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b. Determine ideal array orientation and tilt angle based on design limitations 

found in (ii) and (iii) above. 
 

Ideal orientation of the solar array in all locations has been determined to be at a slight 
(38 degree) diagonal to the orthogonal borders of the locations.  We would recommend that 
arrays be laid out in rows of varying lengths to accommodate the terrain and that individual rows 
be approximately 11’ (two panels) deep, set at an angle of 35 degrees, and that inter row spacing 
be approximately 22’ to minimize winter shading between rows.  In all of “Area 2” and parts of 
“Area 3”, inter row spacing will need to be increased to 33’ to accommodate adverse slope 
conditions. 
 

c. Generate a large format to-scale solar array rendering on the landfill site.  If 
GIS software is available, convert this rendering to GIS. 

 
A large format to-scale solar array rendering is attached to this report.  We have not 

identified any readily available GIS database for this site. 
 

d. Perform PV Watts analysis to determine estimated energy output of the solar 
array based on recommended equipment and configuration. 

 
A PV Watts analysis of the suggested solar arrays determines that the expected output in 

kilowatt- hours per year, from each kilowatt of solar panels (Nameplate DC rating) is 1268.  See 
Figure 2 below.8 

 

 
Figure 2: Generation analysis per kW of installed capacity. 

 
 

                                            
8 PV Watts analysis also included as Attachment 6. 
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The productivity assessment and financial analyses assume the following equipment 
configured at 660 kW: 

 
• Tier 1 poly-silicon solar modules with insurance-backed warranty coverage, as 

manufactured by Canadian Solar (www.canadiansolar,com)   CSI panels carry 25 
year warranties and are bankable at utility scale. 2,640 CSI 250-watt panels per 
660 kW array. Specification sheets attached. 

• American-made inverters by Solectria (www.Solectria.com); Solectria 
manufactures in Massachusetts and provides warranty extensions to 15 years.  
Two Solectria SGI 300 inverters per 660 kW array. Specification sheets attached. 

• Schletter PvMax 3 Ballasted Ground Mount System (www.schletter.us), which 
has been specifically designed for surface deployment in areas with high wind and 
snow loads, while keeping installation costs low.  The PvMax3 is designed for 
landfill applications where pier driven posts are not possible and has been 
optimized to minimize the number of ballasted concrete foundations.  Ballasted 
ground mounting systems offer the advantage of being easily relocated (i.e. if 
there are cap issues). Specification sheets attached. 

 
 

IV. FINANCIAL ANALYSIS 
 

The objective of the financial study is to determine the feasibility of building a solar array 
that meets both the financial goals of its investors and the City’s goals for sustainable economic 
development. The financial study will include an evaluation of ownership structure options, 
available state and federal incentives and energy off-taker options, and a discussion of the 
advantages and disadvantages of each such option.  The financial study will consider various 
scenarios of participation by the City including: pre-development of portions of the area by the 
City for future development by solar entrepreneurs; solar developments with the capability of 
providing energy assistance to low income residents; and options yielding economic and/or 
sustainability benefits to the City and its residents and businesses. 

 
a. Available state and federal renewable energy incentives. 

 
i. Tax-based Renewable Energy Incentives 

 
Investment Tax Credit (ITC):  Photovoltaic solar arrays are eligible for the federal 

investment tax credit under section 48 of the Internal Revenue Code if installed by December 31, 
2016.  The amount of the credit is 30% of the installed cost of qualified energy property, taken in 
the tax year the energy property is placed in service.  After 2016, the credit is reduced to 10%.  
The ITC is taken in lieu of the federal Production Tax Credit and is only available to tax paying 
entities. Other key factors to understand are: 

• The ITC is subject to passive activity rules, but unused portions of the credit may 
be carried backward one year or forward 20 years. 
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• Taxpayers must reduce the energy basis of the property for depreciation purposes 
by 50% of the energy credit taken. 

• The tax credit is subject to full or partial recapture if the taxpayer disposes of the 
property within 5 years after the project is placed in service or reduces its 
partnership interest in the energy property by more than one-third (recapture 
provisions decline by 20% per year over five years).  

• Leasing of the energy property to an ineligible entity (non-profit or municipality) 
during the recapture period will trigger recapture.   

• Energy produced by a qualifying system may be sold to an ineligible entity under 
a service contract (PPA), but only within certain restrictions.  The 3rd Party 
investor must operate the system and must bear risks/benefits of over or under 
production. Additionally, if the non-profit entity has the option buying the energy 
system for a fixed price during or at the close of the PPA, it will be deemed a 
lease and will be disqualified. 

 
Federal Depreciation: Qualified energy property, including photovoltaic solar energy 

arrays, are eligible for five year MACRS depreciation if installed by 2016.  Reductions to the 
energy basis due to the ITC must be taken prior to calculating depreciation. Thus, the 
depreciation schedules for a 2014-2016 project are as follows: 
 

 2014-2016 
Year 1  20% 
Year 2 32% 
Year 3 19.2% 
Year 4 11.52% 
Year 5 11.52% 
Year 6 2.88% 

 
State Depreciation: Tracks federal schedule.  See 26 M.R.S.A. § 5122(2)(AA). 

 
Property Tax Exemption (BETE):  Under Maine’s Business Equipment Tax 

Exemption, 36 M.R.S.A. § 691, personal property used in a trade or business and placed in 
service after 2007 is exempt from property taxes.  Energy equipment is exempt, but only if 
owned and used by a public utility.  An applicant must apply for BETE each year with their local 
assessor, so that the town can file for reimbursement from the state.  

 
ii. Revenue-based Renewable Energy Incentives 

 
Renewable Energy Certificates (RECs): All of the New England States require retail 

electric suppliers to meet escalating Renewable Portfolio Standards.  To meet these statutory 
requirements, suppliers must purchase RECs from eligible renewable electricity generating 
facilities.  One REC is created for every 1,000 kWh (1 MWh) of electricity generated by a PV 
solar array.  This has created an interstate market for RECs that currently ranges from $18.00 per 
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REC in the Maine Class I REC market to $62.50 per REC in the Massachusetts Class I REC 
market. 

 

 
Figure 3 : Regional Renewable Energy Credit Markets. 

 
To obtain RECs an owner must register with the New England Independent System 

Operator (ISO-NE) NEPOOL Generator Information System (GIS), and with the applicable state 
agency.  RECs are allocated directly to generators on a quarterly basis.  Suppliers can then sell 
directly or through a broker into the spot market, or enter into contracts with regulated suppliers 
in order to provide greater assurance of long-term revenue.  

 
The Maine Public Utilities Commission requires owners of certified Maine renewable 

energy generating units to also meet state Renewable Portfolio Standards imposed on electricity 
suppliers.  35-A M.R.S.A. § 3210.  Thus, for 2014 RECs, a generator selling into the Maine RPS 
market must set aside (or acquire from other sources) 30 percent of its generation in Class II 
(hydro) RECs and 7 percent of its generation in Class I (new renewables) RECs.  The Class II 
REC requirement is fixed, the Class I requirement increases 1 percent annual, until it reaches 10 
percent in 2017, and is fixed thereafter.  

 
The Forward Capacity Market (FCM) is operated by ISO-New England and is 

designed to attract new resources to constrained regions of the New England electric grid.  FCM 
prices are based on forecasted demand, plus reserves, approximately three years in advance.  
Participants, including new and existing resources, must be pre-qualified to bid.  The 100 kW 
minimum size for intermittent resources, such as solar, is based on winter and summer seasonal 
capacity factors of approximately 10% and 50% respectively – thus, only large utility-scale solar 
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arrays tend to participate in the FCM.  Recently, the minimum bid for generation in the Maine 
sub-region of the ISO-NE grid doubled, from $3.15 to over $7 per kW Month.  

 
Rebates or State Incentives.  Maine does not have a rebate9 or any other state incentives 

like those that have made large-scale solar projects, including projects on capped landfills, viable 
in Massachusetts, New Jersey, California and other states.  Just by way of comparison, over the 
last three years Massachusetts S-RECs (RECs available only to solar projects located in 
Massachusetts) have sold for $280 to $600 per MWh, and there is a guaranteed floor price of 
$280/MWh for 10 years.  The same REC for a Maine-based solar array has sold for an average 
of $10 to $40 per MWh.  Maine has no floor price and is no guarantee of any value in future 
years. Massachusetts S-RECs are not included in the above chart, since the price would be, 
literally, off-the-chart. 

 
Other neighboring states also have major incentives not available in Maine.  Vermont 

provides a solar adder that provides a guaranteed 20 cent/kWh price for up to six years.  New 
Hampshire has a Commercial & Industrial rebate worth up to $50,000 per project (50 cents/watt 
up to 100 kW) and competitive grant program for larger projects.  For commercial projects up to 
200kW, the New York State Energy Research and Development Authority (NYSERDA) offers a 
$1.00/watt incentive for the first 50kW, and $0.60/watt for the next 150kW capped at $140,000 
per project. NY State also has a competitive grant process for projects greater than 200 kW.  

 
iii. Grid Reliability Payments 

 
Maine Smart Grid Pilot Program.  Pursuant to an order by the Maine Public Utilities 

Commission (Docket 2008-255), Central Maine Power and GridSolar are required to develop a 
joint proposal to evaluate the ability of nontransmission alternatives (NTAs) to meet reliability 
requirements in several constrained areas of the Maine electric grid, including South Portland.   
The first area of the state to implement the NTA pilot is in Boothbay.  Although small (just 2 
MW), the Boothbay Pilot has demonstrated that NTAs, including PV Solar, can effectively meet 
reliability requirements at a fraction of the cost of building new transmission.  Part of the 
purpose of the Boothbay pilot is identification and effectiveness of various NTA technologies, 
and discovery of market pricing.  According to the Interim Report on the Boothbay Smart Grid 
Reliability Pilot Project recently issued by GridSolar in PUC Docket 2011-138, PV solar 
participating in the pilot is eligible for lifetime reliability payments of approximately $1/watt, 
spread over three years.  

 
This year CMP is expected to issue a revised reliability needs analysis for the electric 

grid as it loops through South Portland. If a need is identified, it is unclear whether NTAs will be 
deemed a viable technical solution and, if so, whether the Commission will extend the NTA pilot 
program to the South Portland area.  Such an NTA program, if approved, would create a 
potentially significant incentive to locate a large scale solar array at the landfill site. 

 
                                            
9 Maine’s solar rebate program expired in July 2013.  Although the program was reauthorized by 
the Legislature this spring, even if signed into law by Governor LePage, the total rebate per 
project will like be capped at $1,000 to $2,000 – which is too small to impact project finances. 
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iv. Inapplicable Programs 
 
Inapplicable programs have been included as Attachment 7. 

 
b. Identify possible ownership structure scenarios and discuss advantages and 

disadvantages of each (cost/benefits to investors and developers). 
 

The standard development structure for municipal projects is turnkey development. In 
this approach, the municipality serves as the developer, financier, builder, and owner of the 
project, and would typically obtain capital cost using low-cost tax exempt bonds. As owner, the 
municipality would enjoy all of the direct benefits resulting from the project, including electricity 
savings and revenues from REC sales.  The turnkey model, however, fails in the renewable 
energy sector because, as a government entity, the municipality is ineligible for the 30% federal 
Investment Tax Credit and for the depreciation benefits.  These incentives alone can add up to 
about half the project cost and lower payback periods by a decade or more; thus very few 
municipal solar projects in the U.S. have been built by municipalities directly. 

 
Instead, municipalities and other non-profit entities are turning to a third party ownership 

structures utilizing Power Purchase Agreements (PPAs).  A Solar PPA offers competitive energy 
pricing and environmental benefits without the upfront expense or ongoing maintenance cost of 
owning or leasing a solar facility.  Under a PPA, the developer leases the site from the 
municipality and is responsible for all of the necessary financing, installation, operation and 
management of the system for a period of 20 or more years.  As a for-profit entity, the developer 
can monetize the federal renewable energy tax credits.  The municipality, in turn, agrees to buy 
the power from the PV system at a negotiated rate, typically at a fixed price with an agreed upon 
escalator or a price that is indexed to the actual cost of electricity from a retail supplier.  At the 
end of the PPA (or earlier, if a buyout option is exercised), the municipality may have the option 
to purchase the equipment at fair market value, have it removed without any added expense, or 
extend the PPA.  

 
A hybrid structure is also being used, known as the Morris model, in which an unrelated 

public entity issues a (taxable) government bond at a low interest rate and transfers that low-cost 
capital to a developer in exchange for a lower PPA price for the public host.10  The hybrid model 
can provide additional benefits compared to self-ownership or third party models.  Like self-
ownership, the hybrid model allows the project to benefit from low-cost public debt.  Like a third 
party PPA, the hybrid model enables the project to utilize federal tax incentives.  In addition, the 
public host will receive fixed electricity costs over a long-term contract but without operating 
and maintenance responsibilities for the operating equipment.   

 
PPAs can also be arranged among multiple parties.  So long as it is done in a manner 

consistent with Maine’s Net Metering rules, low-cost (or subsidized) power from a PPA could be 
leased to a commercial or industrial consumer as an incentive to locate a facility and its jobs 
within the municipality. 

                                            
10 See NREL, Financing Solar PV at Government Sites with PPAs and Public Debt (Dec. 2011) 
included as Attachment 4. 
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c. Identify possible energy off-taker options and advantages and disadvantages 

of each (cost/benefits to energy users). 
 

Without access to the type of long-term guaranteed system revenue that has driven the 
market in other states, Maine has difficulty attracting solar developers willing to invest in large-
scale PPA projects.  Instead of returning a reasonable profit within a ten-year planning period, 
Maine solar projects typically take 12-14 years or longer, to break even.  The key factor in 
overcoming the lack of incentives will be obtaining the highest possible price for generated 
energy, as discussed below.  

 
Based on limited City loads adjacent to the landfill site, any commercial scale or larger 

solar array must either net meter in compliance with the Maine PUC’s current limits on size (660 
kW) and meters (10) for shared ownership (group, or virtual) net metering, or the project must 
include construction of a private transmission line to nearby loads (e.g. Hannaford’s) or new load 
must be located immediately adjacent to the facility.  As noted in the engineering analysis above, 
the minimum $225,000 fee to build private transmission to serve the nearest adjacent non-City 
loads may be cost-prohibitive.  This would also apply to new loads (unless located on-site).   
Accordingly, the remainder of this report assesses possible energy off-takers pursuant to virtual 
net metering.   

 
Net metered solar enables the off-taker to avoid purchasing the same amount of energy 

from their local utility (CMP).  As no local load is displaced, there are no demand, or per kW 
benefits to the host meter under current rate tarrifs.  Only per kWh costs are avoided.  Defining 
the value of those avoided kilowatt hours is a function of (1) the current price of energy in kWh 
paid by the off-taker, (2) future regulatory changes in rates or rate design, and (3) forecasted 
increases or decreases in the price of electricity over the 30-year PPA term.  

 
Under CMP’s current rates, an off-taker’s meter classification has a substantial affect on 

the price of avoided energy.  As shown in the table below, the price per kWh paid by a 
residential off-taker is more than 50% greater than a medium general service (MGS) meter, and 
the price paid by a small general service (SGS) off-taker is almost 40% greater than MGS.  (This 
is because MGS rates include a large demand fee, measured in kW, which by rule is not 
recoverable under net metering.) 

 
Price in $/kWh* MGS-P SGS Residential 
Supply (default) $0.088400  $0.075600  $0.075600  
T&D $0.004452  $0.059940  $0.068920  
Total $0.092852  $0.135540  $0.144520 
*Projected average 2014 prices, as of April 10, 2014. 

  
These rates, however, will almost certainly change in the very near future.  In a pending 

rate case before the Maine Public Utilities Commission (Docket No. 2013-168), CMP has 
proposed to phase out per kWh rates and transition SGS and Residential rates to fixed monthly 
fees.  If approved, this could negate the transmission and distribution (T&D) cost savings 
associated with these rate categories.  At the same time, CMP has proposed a standby charge that 
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would increase fixed costs across all rate classifications for behind-the-meter and net-metered 
generation.  In the case of virtual net metering, it is unclear what effect, if any the standby charge 
would cause.  Both of CMP’s rate proposals face substantial opposition.   

 
Meanwhile, an intervenor in the CMP rate case, GridSolar, LLC, has proposed an 

alternate rate design that would eliminate T&D rates per kWh and instead require the utility to 
pay a per kW Month fee for generation that reduces use or exports surplus energy during critical 
peak periods (and thereby reduces the cost of expanding the grid to meet growing critical peak 
loads).  Because solar generation is highly coincident with critical peak grid load – the hottest 
summer afternoons – the GridSolar rate would substantially improve project economics. 

 
ReVision has modeled the project based on current rates; however, in light of these 

regulatory uncertainties, the models should be viewed as temporary and subject to change.  Once 
the Commission decides the CMP rate case, the models should be revised.  

 
Finally, projection of long term changes in energy prices is notoriously difficult.  Over 

just the last five years, energy rates have flat lined due to the recession, new technologies and 
excess supply, and then suddenly rose by 8-10% in early 2014 with further increases projected.  
Accordingly, this assessment uses a modest 2% long-term annual escalator to project future 
pricing.  This variable can be further adjusted to provide alternative price scenarios.  
 

d. Recommend incentives, tax benefits, ownership structure and energy off-
taker option that will provide best investment for the City (cost/benefits to 
City). 

 
ReVision has modeled three project scenarios, each of which is capped in size at the 

current 660 kW size limit imposed by Maine’s net metering rule.  The landfill site is large 
enough to host up to 3 separate 660 kW projects, as described above.  The project scenarios 
listed below would scale at roughly the same installation cost; however there would be some cost 
savings by spreading the engineering and permitting costs over a larger project base. The 
scenarios are: 

 
1) Baseline:  Turnkey project of up to 660 kW with generation net metered against 

up to 10 City-owned meters;  

2) PPA: A 3rd party financed project of up to 660 kW, with generation net metered 
against up to nine other City or privately owned meters; and  

3) Community Solar Farm:  A 3rd party financed project of up to 660 kW, with 
generation sold or leased to city residents (150) at a price indexed to market rates.  

 
The first two scenarios can be permitted under existing rules.  To be built at full scale, the 

solar farm scenario would require a waiver under the Maine NEB rules (maximum project size 
under the current 10 meter limit would likely be about 60-70 kW, and would benefit only 9 
families).  Nonetheless, it is included here because it illustrates the best economics and because it 
is the only financial structure that could reasonably provide benefits to low income residents. 
ReVision presumes that a city-sponsored community solar farm designed to re-use the landfill, 
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benefit low income residents, and meet state energy and climate goals has a realistic chance of 
obtaining a waiver from the Commission under the Chapter 313 rules (or obtaining legislative 
authority).  

 
To ensure a valid comparison, ReVision applied the same assumptions across all three 

projects.  The basic project structure assumes the following: 
 

Expenses   
 Installed Equipment: $1,921,800 
 Professional (Legal and 

Engineering: 
$65,300 

 Development, 
Permitting, G&A: 

$149,155 

 Total Cost: $2,136,255.00 
 $/watt: $3.24 
Incentives   
 ITC (30%) $640,877  
 Federal Depreciation 5 years, mid-year convention, 34% tax rate 
 State Depreciation 5 years, mid-year convention, 8.5% tax rate 
 RECs  6 years, at $38 to $63/MWh 
 FCM Payments 8 years, at $3 to $7/kW Month 
CAPEX   
 Investor/Owner 35% 
 Debt Equity 65%, 10 year note at 5% interest 

 
Our modeling excludes geo-technical engineering, permitting and landfill liability 

insurance costs – as those are unknown at this time and beyond the current scope of review.  A 
detailed list of assumptions and variables is included as Attachment 8.   

 
The modeling results are graphed below.  As indicated, with limited available incentives 

and assuming current energy prices with a 2% escalator, a turnkey project will not break even 
within 20 years.  A traditional debt-financed PPA project design will go positive during the 6 
year depreciation period but then, without greater incentives or energy prices, will take 10 years 
to return to profitability. These results reflects current CMP pricing structures – which allocate a 
significant portion of MGS rates to per kW demand charges and do not reimburse distributed 
solar systems for the support they provide to the grid during peak use periods.   
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Figure 4:  20-year Cash Flow Analysis Results. 

 
e. Identify potential for project to provide energy assistance to low-income 

residents. 
 

Under Maine’s current net metering rule, the maximum size of a shared ownership 
(group) net metering project is 10 meters per system.  Based on typical residential loads, this 
would limit project size to 50 to 60 kW.  While it may be technically feasible to develop a series 
of 60 kW group net metering systems on the landfill, it would be cost prohibitive and would 
likely face opposition from CMP.  Regardless, a 60 kW, 9 member community solar farm would 
be too small to provide meaningful or cost effective energy assistance to low-income residents.  

 
On the other hand, in the event the Commission waived the 10 meter limit, then a full 

size 660 kW community solar farm would be sufficient to power approximately 150 homes at 4.4 
kW each – which is enough power to support 80% to 90% of the annual load of an average 
Maine household. The City could negotiate with the project developer and/or debt equity partner 
to provide a reduced rate (e.g. 2 cent/kWh discount) to a set number of qualified low-income 
residents.   

 
After discussion with City officials, ReVision will add a low-income scenario to the final 

report modeling results.  
 

f. Analyze initial cost of solar array, tax benefits, incentives, ongoing revenue 
streams and ongoing expenses.  Provide complete financial modeling 
including 30 year detailed projected cash flow.  Provide scenario 
comparisons of the most likely development strategies, in order to facilitate 
the City’s decision making process. 

 
Pro Formas included as Attachments 9, 10 and 11. 

 

 $(2,000,000) $(1,500,000) $(1,000,000) $(500,000) $- $500,000 $1,000,000
Y0 Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 Y6 Y7 Y8 Y9 Y10 Y11 Y12 Y13 Y14 Y15 Y16 Y17 Y18 Y19 Y20

Turnkey vs. PPA/Solar Farm Scenarios 

PPA-Res (Solar Farm) PPA-MGS (City/Business Load) Turnkey-MGS (City Owned)
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V. CONCLUSION AND NEXT STEPS 
 

The solar feasibility of the South Portland Landfill site is high, with good solar access in 
most areas, slopes suitable for arrays, and road and electrical infrastructure access.  The area can 
be developed with as much as three megawatts of ground-mounted (ballasted, without surface 
penetration) solar arrays, capable of meeting 46% of the current electrical needs of the City of 
South Portland.  Existing electrical infrastructure in the area is capable of receiving the 
generation of this solar farm, though specifics of interconnection will be determined only at the 
time of Application with the utility (Central Maine Power), and such Application will only be 
undertaken when a project is financially ready to proceed.  Because of present interconnection 
rules in the State of Maine, it is our opinion that the most likely project development scenario 
will be in a phased series of projects, each operating within the cap on Net Metered systems of 
660kW (.66MW).  The Phase One project would meet all the load of the adjacent (planned) 
Municipal Facility and would export generation that would be applied to other City 
meters.  Construction at the Municipal Facility could include underground electrical 
infrastructure to make a future solar farm connection straightforward.  Later Phases of solar 
construction could be used to address either City loads, or perhaps residential loads, pending 
changes in the Net Metering rules of the State.  We would suggest that further technical 
assessment of the site will also prove out, but should be delayed until the project can meet a 
financial viability metric acceptable to the City. 

 
PV Solar has reached long-term grid parity, in that over the life of any given project there 

are positive economic and environmental benefits compared to traditional fossil-fueled energy 
sources.  Nonetheless, the short and mid-term financials for solar are still very challenging, 
particularly in Maine due to limited available incentives and low electricity prices.  The 
financials to deploy solar on top of a regulated closed landfill are even tougher.  For these 
reasons, ReVision believes that additional support – in the form of grants, rate changes, NTA 
payment eligibility, PUC waiver for a demonstration large scale community solar farm project, 
or other innovation – is necessary to move forward.  

 
 It is likely that some of these changes may occur quite soon, particularly changes in 

rates.  Accordingly, ReVision considers the initial modeling runs preliminary and recommends 
that the City revisit the study once the CMP rate case is resolved, and/or an NTA program is 
initiated in the area, or other significant change occurs.  
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VI. LIST OF ATTACHMENTS 
 
Attachment 1: Department of Environment Protection City of South Portland Landfill Closure 
Order, 9/18/1997. 
 
Attachment 2: Larry Fitzgerald (personal communication) June 15, 2012.  See also “Brownfields 
to Brightfields in Greenfield, Mass.”, Brownfield Renewal.Com (Dec. 2010-Jan. 2011). 
 
Attachment 3: Andrews, D. Calculations of Contract Bearing Pressure and Estimated Settlement 
of Foundation Footings for Axio Greenfield Solar. Internal report of Massachusetts Department 
of Environmental Protection (MassDEP), June 11, 2010, reviewed by B. Stafford, et al., 
Feasibility Study of Economics and Performance of Solar Photovoltaics at Massachusetts 
Military Reservation, NREL Technical Report, at 8 (July 2011). 
 
Attachment 4: MA Department of Energy Resources. Best Practices for Siting Solar 
Photovoltaics on Municipal Solid Waste Landfills. 
 
Attachment 5: Array Layout 
 
Attachment 6: PV Watts Analysis 
 
Attachment 7: Inapplicable Programs 
 
Attachment 8: List of Assumptions for Financial Models 
 
Attachment 9: Pro Forma- Turnkey 
 
Attachment 10: Pro Forma- PPA with MGS Meters 
 
Attachment 11: Pro Forma- Residential Community Solar Farm 
 

 



 
 

ATTACHMENT E: Geotechnical study of City's capped landfill 
 



March 31, 2015 

Mr. Tex Haeuser Sent via E-mail 
Planning and Development Director 
City of South Portland 
25 Cottage Road 
South Portland, ME 04106 

Re: Geotechnical/Landfill Assessment for a Solar Installation at the Highland 
Avenue Landfill 

Dear Mr. Haeuser: 

TRC Environmental Corporation (TRC) is pleased to submit this geotechnical/landfill assessment 
of the City’s closed landfill at Highland Avenue as a possible site of a photovoltaic (PV) solar 
installation.  The assessment has been performed in general accordance with our proposal dated 
December 17, 2014. 

PROJECT UNDERSTANDING 
A 3 megawatts passive, fix-tilt PV solar array, is currently under consideration for construction 
on the City’s closed landfill. An understanding of the potential impacts of such an installation on 
the functionality of the landfill cap and possible constraints imposed by the landfill cap on design 
and installation of the solar array has been requested by South Portland. It is our understanding 
that the project will require permitting by the Maine Department of Environmental Protection 
(ME DEP). An assessment of the ME DEP’s “areas of interest” for the project and 
design/construction approaches to mitigate any concerns the ME DEP might have has also 
requested. 

TRC performed the following tasks as part of the assessment:   

1. Reviewed the existing technical information on the closed landfill provided by the City. 

2. Visited the landfill to observe current conditions and discussed the most current 
conceptual solar installation design with the City and ReVision Energy. 

3. Evaluated the various impacts and constraints of the project related to the landfill. As 
suggested by the ME DEP, this evaluation used the criteria from the Massachusetts’s DEP 
Guidelines for post-closure use of a landfill for a solar array and US Environmental 
Protection Agency general guidelines (note that these are very similar). We also reviewed 
ME DEP requirements for post closure reuse of landfills under Maine’s solid waste and 
beneficial reuse rules. 
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The subjects evaluated included, but not be limited to:  

a. Suitable slopes; 

b. Set-back requirement from gas vents, monitoring wells, and other landfill 
appurtances; 

c. Solar ballast block and inverter foundations design parameters; 

d. Cable burial; 

e. Landfill cap modifications; 

f. Settlement; 

g. Stability; 

h. Temporary and permanent access roads; 

i. Construction impacts;   

j. Stormwater run-off controls;  

k. Landfill  maintenance and monitoring; and 

l. ME DEP molar on closed Landfills permitting. 

Highland Street Landfill 

The Highland Avenue Landfill (landfill) is a municipal solid waste landfill that stopped accepting 
waste in 1987 and was closed in accordance with a ME DEP Closure Order  approximately 15 years 
ago (1998 -2000). The 34 acre site consists of two differently shaped waste masses: a rectangular 
area with relatively flat top and steep sides with  a smaller ridge like area  (plateau area) and a 
broad, gently sloping ridge/swale area (ridge area). Figure 1 (attached) shows the configuration 
and topography of the landfill. Both waste masses have about the same size footprint. The as-
constructed cover system on both areas is the same: 

 Grass Cover, 

 Six inches of topsoil, 

 Eighteen inches of a compacted “clay” with a design permeability of 1 x 10-7 centimeters 
per second, and  

 At least twelve inches of daily soil cover over compacted waste. 
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Surface water drainage from the plateau area is via overland flow to downcomer chutes in the 
corners of the closed landfill. The ridge area is drained by overland flow and the grass lined swale. 
The landfill has passive gas vents. There are no permanent roads on the landfill. 

Except as discussed in this letter report, it is our understanding that there are currently no 
significant outstanding environmental issues related to the landfill cover system. 

Proposed Solar Array 

The current concept for the solar array is a conventional, fix-tilt photovoltaic (PV) module array 
with at-grade ballast block foundations. Estimated output from the PV array is approximately 3 
MW. The inverters and transformers are shown on the landfill on concept drawings but, we 
understand, the use of string inverts and off site transformers will be used. Cabling would be 
buried in accordance with the electrical codes. The concept drawing shows has several new 
permanent access roads. The interconnection location from the PV array to the electrical grid is 
off the landfill. Details of the final array configuration, such as module heights, rack spacing and 
ballast block type have not be developed at this time. 

In the following sections, the general guidelines for each topic are stated and TRC’s assessment of 
the landfill conditions with respect to each topic are noted in italics.   

Suitable Slopes 

Current practice for installing PV arrays on closed landfills to only place the arrays on slopes that 
are no steeper than 10 percent. This criteria has been generally adopted by both regulators and 
PV rack designers.  

Figure 1 is an analysis of the landfill slopes based on the above criteria. The analysis shows that 
approximately 27 acres of the landfill, roughly 65 percent of the landfill footprint, meets the 10 
percent or less slope criteria. Using a standard initial approximation of 6 acres of closed landfill 
per megawatt, the landfill could produce approximately 4.5 MW of energy.  

There are racking systems available that can be used on slopes up to 15 percent depending upon 
the slope/rack orientation. We are aware of one PV array on a landfill with much steeper landfill 
slopes but that system is not expected to be not be suitable for Highland Avenue landfill because 
of the nature of the landfill cap  

Set-back Requirements  

The PV array must be set back from gas vents, monitoring wells, and access roads.  In addition, 
ballast blocks cannot be placed in defined drainage ways and diversions. Setbacks from the edges 
of steep slopes are also usually established to address potential stability issues.  

The Highland Avenue landfill has relatively few gas vents and no defined drainage ways in the 
suitable slope areas. While the edge of the plateau is steep, the ridge area has essentially no 
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unusable slope edges. Overall, the Highland Avenue landfill is, in our opinion, better than 
average in regard to efficient use of the landfill. 

Foundation Design  

The landfill cover and underlying waste must have adequate bearing capacity to support the live 
loads (wind and snow) and dead load of the ballast block foundation. Inadequate bearing capacity 
could result in damage to the underlying clay layer. 

Assuming the typical structural loads and ballast block used for PV arrays, our experience with 
similar landfill caps is that the Highland Avenue landfill will have an adequate allowable 
bearing capacity under the worst case conditions. Our experience with other similar landfills 
and arrays indicates that the actual bearing pressures are well below the allowable bearing 
capacity of the landfill cap and we expect that is the case at the Highland Avenue landfill. 
However, a rack specific, load/ballast block bearing capacity analysis will be required to 
confirm this assumption. It should be noted that the ballast block size can be modified to 
developed adequate bearing capacity. 

A second criteria required for foundation design at the landfill is that the ballast block contact 
stress on top of the clay layer not exceed 7 pounds per square inch (psi). This criteria assures that 
the clay layer is not over compacted by the ballast block: the 7 psi being the contact stress due to 
low ground pressure construction equipment that compacted the clay layer initially. 

Assuming typical loads and ballast blocks are used, our experience is that the criteria will be 
met or the ballast block can be readily modified to meet it. 

Cable Burial 

Cable conduits must be buried on the landfill to prevent damage during mowing and to be 
thermally stable. The National Electric Code (NEC) minimum direct soil burial depths over cables 
or conductors (NEC 300.5 (A)) is applicable to buried conductors on the landfill. Without a 
variance, the burial depth is required to be 24 inches or 12-inches underlying 2 inches of concrete.   

A 24-inch burial depth is not attainable for the landfill because the clay cap would be breached. 
In our experience, a variance for 12-inch deep burial without the 2-inch concrete cover can 
typically be obtained, because the solar array is on a secured site and is not a location where 
either heavy wheel traffic or digging is likely to occur. However, shallower burial depths are 
usually unacceptable and a variance for a burial depth less than 12 inches cannot be obtained. 

A burial depth of 12-inches on the Highland Avenue landfill would result in excavation into the 
low permeability clay layer. Because the functionality of the clay layer cannot be compromised, 
the trench would have to be backfilled with soil that meets the initial design criteria for that 
layer (permeability of less than 1 x 10-7 centimeters per second). There are several ways this can 
be done. One such method is the use of a sand/bentonite soil blend as backfill. However, the final 
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backfill method would have to be developed during design and requires approval of ME DEP as 
part of the permitting process. Minimizing the number of buried conduits would be a positive 
aspect in obtaining a variance to the burial depth. 

Landfill Cap Modifications 

Making modification the closed landfill, such as regrading or changing gas venting, to construct 
the array could be problematic in regard overall functioning of the cap and regulatory approval. 

It appears that the Highland Avenue landfill will not need to be modified in a manner that would 
require regulatory approval for this project.  

Settlement 

The weight of the solar array will cause some settlement of the landfill surface. In theory, if this 
settlement is excessive, the underlying clay layer could be compressed and, under extreme 
conditions, possible rupture.  

The rupture scenario would only occur if the ballast block load greatly exceeds the bearing 
capacity of the Highland Avenue landfill cap. A discussed above, this is not a concern as the 
ballast blocks is expected to be designed to have an acceptable factor of safety against bearing 
failure (i.e. rupture of the landfill cap). 

Significant compression of the clay layer would occur if that layer were to be subjected to a long-
term load greater than that of the construction induced compaction. The ballast block 
foundations, by design, are expected to impose a stress of no more than 7 psi on the clay layer. 
This stress is less than that created by in-place compaction of the clay layer during construction, 
therefore, compression settlement of the clay layer is expected to be negligible. 

A third settlement issue of concern would be the impact of the landfill settlement, due to internal 
waste decomposition, on the operation of the solar array. 

The fact that landfill gas has been generated is evidence of decomposition. The top of Highland 
Avenue has, therefore, settled since it was closed. The amount of settlement is not known. 
Landfill decomposition, and the resulting settlement, decreases steadily over time as the 
compostable organic matter in the landfill is consumed. It is generally observed that smaller 
landfills, like Highland Avenue, undergo the majority of their settlement within the first two or 
three decades after waste placement has ended.  

Because the landfill has been inactive for approximately 27 years, we except that future surface 
settlement will be limited and no significant differential settlement is expected to occur. PV 
racking systems are, by the nature of their design, relatively flexible and can be configured to 
be adjustable after installation. We are of the opinion, therefore, that landfill settlement is 
expected not to be significant issue. 
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Stability 

Wind forces on the array will impose overturning and sliding forces. Using standard structural 
design methods, the racking designer will determine the size of the ballast blocks so that the 
racking system has an adequate safe factor against overturning and sliding on the landfill surface. 
However, sliding of the racking system and landfill cap topsoil layer on the clay layer is still 
possible. 

A conventional landfill cap sliding stability analysis is used to check that the factor of safety for 
sliding on the clay layer is adequate. This is a rack specific analysis. Our experience is that it is 
likely that the factor of safety for this condition for the Highland Avenue landfill will be adequate 
or the ballast block design can be modified to obtain an acceptable factor of safety. 

Access Roads 

Permanent access roads must be constructed so as not to damage the cap or impact storm water 
run-off. 

Permanent on-landfill access roads have to be designed specifically for the anticipated traffic 
load and underlying soil cap properties. Based on our previous experience, we consider that 
suitable roads, if needed, can be designed for the Highland Avenue landfill.   

Storm Water Run-off  

Placing the impervious concrete ballast blocks on the landfill surface will increase the storm water 
run-off and decrease the infiltration of the landfill surface. Storm water conveyance systems, such 
as ditches, diversions and downcomers, are designed for peak storm water flow for a specific 
design storm. The change in peak flow caused by the ballast blocks must not compromise the 
existing drainage system. It should be noted that the PV modules are not considered “impervious 
surfaces” in evaluating storm water run-off in this case. 

The storm water run-off analysis can be performed to compare the existing landfill conditions 
to conditions that will exist after the array is installed using conventional hydraulic modeling 
software. The impact of the change in rainfall run-off on the storm water conveyance system 
can then be evaluated. This is an array specific analysis so a qualitative assessment cannot be 
done at this time. However, our experience indicates that given the limited design drainage 
system on the Highland Avenue landfill (primarily the corner downcomers) and very large area 
of overland flow, the change in peak run-off is expected to be minimal. Therefore, we expect that 
no change to the landfill’s drainage would be needed. 

Construction Impacts 

The erection of the solar array and conductor installation is an activity that could possibly damage 
the landfill cap. In fact, it is likely the installation activity, rather than the actual presence of the 
array itself, that poses the greatest risk to the cover system. Design elements, installation 
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specifications and quality control/oversight procedures must be developed that reduce the risk of 
cap damage.  

The Highland Avenue landfill, with its thin topsoil layer over the clay barrier layer, is expected 
to be more vulnerable to construction damage than a landfill with a thicker soil layer. Design 
elements specifications and oversight procedures will need to be written specifically for the 
landfill to so as to do no long-term damage to the landfill cap. Examples of these could include:  

 Predesign of temporary access roads on the landfill, 

 Pre selection of ballast block/rack system to minimize on cap traffic, 

 Use string inverters rather than large on-cap inverters, 

 Use of lower ground pressure equipment only on the cap, 

 Enforce set-back distances from gas vents, 

 Minimize disturbed areas, 

 Test pit before trenching,  

 Excavate with hand tools or  control depth trencher, 

 Full time, on-site monitoring of landfill condition, and 

 Frequent communication with stakeholders. 

Landfill Maintenance and Monitoring 

Maintenance and monitoring of the landfill, in accordance with the current approved plan, cannot 
be compromised by the solar array. The layout of the solar array on a landfill will need to be 
dimensioned so mowing of the grass can be performed as required. Access to gas vents, 
monitoring wells and other landfill features must be maintained. 

The above criteria are expected to be easily met at the Highland Landfill given the large area 
available for the array and limited number of gas vents on the landfill. The PV array will need 
to be designed to allow the above activities to occur unimpeded. 

ME DEP Solar on Closed Landfills Permitting 

The ME DEP has not yet approved a permit to install a PV system on a closed landfill and, 
therefore, the specific concerns of the ME DEP for such a project are not known. However, a 
February 2014 email from the ME DEP to the ReVision Energy 1 provides significant insight into 
the general permitting approach likely to be taken by the ME DEP and specific landfill concerns. 
The following permitting assessment is based on comments in that email. 

The Highland Avenue landfill must be in compliance with the Closure Order and ME DEP Solid 
Waste Management Rules before a permit can be approved. 

                                                        
1 John James, ME DEP to Sam Levallee, ReVision Energy, February 20, 2014 
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As of the date of the email, the ME DEP considers the landfill in compliance. 

The ME DEP identified two pending technical issues with the landfill – ATV damage and gas 
venting system may need repair or upgrading. 

Because the solar array must be fenced to meet NEC safety codes, the issue of ATVs damaging 
the landfill after installation of the array will be minimized or controlled. 

The ME DEP has suggested that the venting system be further investigated by the City. The gas 
venting system, according to the ME DEP, may need to be re-engineered. The possible 
remediation of the gas system could involve modifications to the landfill cover system. 
Therefore, this issue must be resolved, and any modifications made to the cap made, prior to the 
installation of the solar array. 

The ME DEP indicated they would need plans and assessments similar to those submitted to the 
Massachusetts DEP (MA DEP) for solar on closed landfill projects. 

TRC is very familiar with the engineering assessment requirements and criteria of the MA DEP 
Landfill Post Closure Use Permit application process. Our assessment of the Highland Landfill 
project is based on the MA DEP permitting process. In general, we see no significant problems 
meeting the criteria except as discussed above.  

If you have any questions on this letter report, please call either of us.  TRC appreciated the 
opportunity to assist the City of South Portland on this project and we look forward to continuing 
to work with you. 

Sincerely, 
TRC Environmental 

 
David W. Andrews, P.E. Lawrence J. Fitzgerald, C.G 
Senior GeoEnvironmental Engineer Remediation Manager  
  Northern New England 
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POWER PURCHASE AGREEMENT  

Dated as of  

   , 2020 between City of South Portland And 
  

POWER PURCHASE AGREEMENT  

This Power Purchase Agreement ("Agreement”) by and between _________ (“Provider”), and the 
City of South Portland ("Host") shall become effective on ________________________, 2020.  

WHEREAS, Host is the owner of the property located at __________________, South Portland Maine 
04106 and desires to make a portion of such property available to Provider for the 
construction, operation and maintenance of a solar powered electric generating project and to 
purchase from Provider the electric energy produced by the project  

WHEREAS, Provider desires to develop, design, construct, own and operate the project 
located on Host's property, and sell to Host the electric energy produced by the project.  

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises, the covenants set forth herein, and 
other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby 
acknowledged, the Parties agree as follows.  

PART A: LEASE OF SOLAR GENERATING AREA  

Lease. Host does hereby lease to Provider in accordance with the terms and conditions 
hereinafter set forth, approximately _____ square feet of the real property located at  
___________________, South Portland, Maine 04106, as described in further detail attached hereto 
as Exhibit D (Individually and collectively, the "Premises"), for the sole purposes of installing, 
maintaining and operating a solar powered electric generating project ("Generating Facility”). 
Consistent with Part B Section 3, Host hereby also grants to Provider, for the Term as defined in 
Part B Section 2, a non-exclusive right-of-way for vehicular and pedestrian ingress and egress 
to the Premises or the Generating Facility to the extent required by Provider and as mutually 
agreed upon by the Parties. Benefits. Provider hereby covenants to pay Host, on or before the 
Commercial Operation Date, and on or before each anniversary of the Commercial Operation 
Date during the Term as defined In Part B Section 2(c), as and for rent of the Premises$_____ 
(___).  

PART B: POWER PURCHASE AGREEMENT  

1. DEFINITIONS.  Certain capitalized terms used in this Agreement have the meanings set 
forth in the attached GLOSSARY OF TERMS.  

 
2. TERM.  

 
(a) Term. This Agreement shall consist of an Initial Period and an Operations Period.  As used 



herein, "Term" shall mean all of the Initial Period and the Operations Period, unless the 
Provider or Host terminates the Agreement prior to the end of the Initial Period pursuant to 
the terms of this Agreement.  

(b) Initial Period. The Initial Period will begin on the date set forth above and will terminate on 
the earlier of (I) the Commercial Operation Date or (II) the date the Agreement is 
terminated pursuant to the provisions of Section 4(b)or 4(d).  

(c) Operations Period. If applicable, the Operations Period will commence on the Commercial 
Operation Date and will terminate at 11:59 p m. on the last dayof the month in which the 
twentieth (20) anniversary of the Commercial Operation Date occurs or upon exercise of 
the purchase option pursuant to Section 9.  

(d) Extensions. Twenty-four months prior to the end of the Operations Period, the Parties will 
meet to discuss the extension of this Agreement on terms and conditions reflecting the then 
current market for solar generated electricity and with such other amendments and 
additional terms and conditions as the Parties may agree. Neither Party shall be obligated 
to agree to an extension of this Agreement  

 
3. ACCESS RIGHTS.  
 
(a) Access Specifications. Host hereby grants Provider and its designees (including Installer, 

persons responsible for implementing the Applicable Solar Program, and Financing Party) 
access to the Premises, for the Term, at reasonable times and upon reasonable notice to 
Host, for the purposes of designing, installing, inspecting, operating, maintaining, repairing 
and removing the Project, and any other purpose set forth in this Agreement, and otherwise 
in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement. Access Rights with respect to the Site 
include:  
(i) Vehicular & Pedestrian Access. Reasonable vehicular and pedestrian access across the 

Site to the Premises as designated on Exhibit D for purposes of designing, installing, 
operating, maintaining, repairing and removing the Project. In exercising such access 
Provider shall take all reasonable steps to prevent damage to the Site or disruption to 
activities occurring on the Site. Provider shall promptly repair any damage to the Site 
caused by the activities of Provider, its employees, agents or contractors and restore the 
Site to its condition prior to such damage. Provider shall assure that all persons and 
contractors entering the Site are appropriately insured in accordance with this 
Agreement, including, without limitation, maintaining coverage for workers 
compensation and comprehensive general liability claims. Provider shall indemnify and 
hold Host harmless from any and all claims or damages, including attorneys' fees, 
arising from or relating to Provider's failure to comply with the terms of this provision.  

(ii) Transmission Lines & Communication Cables. The right to locate surface and subsurface 
transmission lines and communications cables across the Site as designated on Exhibit 
D. The location of any such transmission lines and communications cables outside the 
areas designated on Exhibit D shall be subject to Host's approval and shall be at 
locations that minimize any disruption to Host's activities occurring on the Site.  

(iii) Storage. Subject to Host approval, the right for adequate outside storage space on the 
Site convenient to the Premises for materials and tools used during construction, 
installation, and maintenance of the Project. Provider shall be responsible for providing 
shelter and security for stored items during construction and installation.  

(iv) Utilities. Water, drainage, electrical (other than transmission lines as provided for in 
Section 3(a)(ii) of this Agreement), and Ethernet connections (other than 



communications cables as provided for in Section 3(a)(ii) of this Agreement) on the 
Premises for use by Provider In installing, operating and maintaining the Project.  Such 
connections shall be of the type otherwise ordinarily utilized at the Site.  

(b) Remote Monitoring.  Host will provide an internet portal or equivalent access by means of 
which Provider will communicate data from the revenue grade performance monitoring 
system. Provider will be responsible for connecting monitoring equipment for the Project 
to the internet so that it is possible for Provider and Host to remotely monitor the Project.  

 
4. PLANNING, INSTALLATION AND OPERATION OF PROJECT.  
 
(a) Site Assessment and Planning, During the Initial Period, Provider shall have the 

responsibility, at its own expense, to assess the suitability of the Premises for the Project 
and shall act diligently in conducting such assessment.  The assessment shall include the 
inspection of the physical condition of the structures on which the Project will be located; 
application for any building permits or other governmental authorizations necessary for 
the construction of the Project;  arrangement of interconnections with the local Electric 
Utility; application to the appropriate Public Utilities Commission or other agencies for 
receipt of payments for the Project under the Applicable Solar Program; application to any 
other governmental agencies or other persons for grants or other determinations necessary  
for the construction of or receipt of revenues from the Project; and any other investigation 
or determination necessary for the financing, construction, operation or maintenance  of 
the Project.  

(b) Termination of Development Activities.  At any time during the Initial Period, Provider shall 
have the right to cease development of the Project on the Premises, for any reason, in its 
sole discretion. If Provider gives Host notice of such determination, this Agreement shall 
terminate effective as of the delivery of such notice without any further liability of the 
Parties to each other, provided that (i) Provider shall remove any equipment or materials 
which Provider has placed on the Site; (ii) Provider shall restore, to the Host’s satisfaction, 
any portions of the Site disturbed by Provider to its preexisting condition; (iii) the Parties 
shall not be released from any payment or other obligations arising under this Agreement 
prior to the delivery of the notice; and (iv) the confidentiality provisions of Section 14, the 
indemnity obligations under Section 15 hereof, and the dispute resolution provisions of 
Section 23 hereof shall continue to apply notwithstanding the termination of this 
Agreement.  

(c) Commencement of Construction, Modification of Design. Provider shall provide at least 
fifteen (15) Business Days' notice to Host of its intention to commence construction of the 
Project.  The notice to Host shall include the most current set of plans and specifications for 
the Project, the identification of the Installer and major subcontractors and a narrative 
description of the anticipated plan for the construction, including a schedule and 
identification of the significant milestones for completion of the construction activities. 
Host shall approve or reject the planned construction and related activities within ten (10) 
Business Days of receipt. If rejected, the Parties shall cooperate, in good faith, to resolve any 
issues with respect to the plan. Provider shall have the right to commence construction of 
the Project on the Premises only upon Host's approval of the plan. Host may not 
unreasonably withhold approval of the plan.  
(i) As of the date hereof, Provider anticipates that the Project shall consist of the 

components and shall have the designs set forth in Exhibit E attached hereto and which 
are hereby approved by Host for commencement of construction.  



(ii) Notwithstanding subsection (i) above, Provider has the right to modify the design of the 
Project, including the selection of the components in the Project, as Provider, in its sole 
discretion, may determine, provided, however, that such changes shall not result in the 
Project exceeding the building footprint, location and height set forth in Exhibits D and 
E without Host's approval, and further provided that if such changes result in changes 
to the Project's nameplate capacity, Provider shall provide notice of any proposed 
modifications and an opportunity for Host to provide input.  

(iii) In the event that unplanned circumstances arise during construction, representatives 
of Provider and Host will meet at the construction site as soon as possible after the 
issue is identified and will make a good faith effort to immediately identify a mutually 
acceptable solution.  

(d) Construction Commencement Deadline. If within one hundred and twenty (120) days 
following the date of this Agreement (not including any days in which a Force Majeure 
Event existed), Provider has not commenced the installation of the Project on the Premises, 
Host may terminate this Agreement by delivering notice to Provider of its intention to 
terminate this Agreement, and the Agreement shall terminate twenty-one (21) days after 
Provider's receipt of such notice; provided, that if Provider commences installation of the 
Project within such twenty-one (21) day period, and diligently pursues completion of the 
same, this Agreement shall not terminate. Upon any termination in accordance with this 
Section 4(d) neither Party shall have any further liability to the other with respect to the 
Facility, provided that (i) Provider shall remove any equipment or materials that Provider 
has placed on the Site; (ii) Provider shall restore, to the Host’s satisfaction, any portions of 
the Site disturbed by Provider to their condition prior to the commencement of 
construction; (iii) the Parties shall not be released from any payment or other obligations 
arising under this Agreement prior to the delivery of the notice; and (iv) the confidentiality 
provisions of Section 14, the indemnity obligations under Section 15 hereof, and the dispute 
resolution provisions of Section 23 hereof shall continue to apply notwithstanding the 
termination of this Agreement.  

(e) Contractors. Provider shall enter into written agreement with qualified and, if applicable, 
properly licensed contractors to perform the work of installing, operating, and maintaining 
the Project. Provider intends to use Installer to perform such work, but may use other 
contractors, for all or a portion of such work, subject to the reasonable approval of Host. 
Provider shall be responsible for the conduct of Installer and its subcontractors and does 
hereby agree to indemnify, defend, and hold Host harmless from any and all claims or 
damages, of any kind or nature, arising from or relating to the installation, operation and 
maintenance of the Project. Nothing in this Agreement shall be interpreted to create a 
contractual relationship between Host and any party other than Provider, including, 
without limitation, Installer or its subcontractors. Provider shall ensure that Installer and 
other contractors hired by Provider maintain insurance applicable to the Installer's 
activities that satisfy the requirements in Exhibit F.  Installer and all other contractors shall 
add Host as an additional insured on their respective comprehensive general liability and 
automobile insurance policies.  

(f) Status Reports. Provider shall give Host regular updates, on a reasonable schedule 
requested by Host, on the progress of installation of the Project and shall notify Host of 
when Provider will commence testing of the Project.  Host shall have the right to have its 
representatives present during the testing process.  After Provider has determined, in its 
reasonable judgment, that the Project meets the requirements of the Local Electric Utility, 
has been installed in accordance with all Applicable Laws, and is capable of producing 



electricity on a continuous basis, Provider shall notify Host that installation of the Project is 
complete and shall specify the Commercial Operation Date for the Project, which will be 
immediately upon delivery of such notice to Host.  All electricity produced by the Project 
prior to the Commercial Operation Date shall be delivered to Host and Host shall pay for 
such electricity at the rate applicable to the first Operations Year, but in no event shall that 
rate be greater than the rate otherwise payable by Host to the Electric Service Provider.  

(g) Standard of Operation. Provider shall design, obtain permits, install, operate, and maintain 
the Project so as to keep it in good condition and repair, in compliance with all Applicable 
Laws and in accordance with the generally accepted practices of the electric industry, in 
general, and the solar generation industry, in particular. Such work shall be at Provider's 
sole expense. Except for emergency situations or unplanned outages, Provider shall cause 
the work to be performed between the hours of 7:00 am and7:00pm, Monday through 
Saturday, in a manner that minimizes interference with Host and Host's employees, visitors, 
tenants and licensees and their customers to the extent commercially practical.  Provider 
shall, and shall cause its contractors to, keep the Site reasonably clear of debris, waste 
material and rubbish, and to comply with reasonable safety procedures established by Host 
for conduct of business on the Site.  

(h) Hazardous Materials. Provider and Installer are not responsible for any Hazardous 
Materials encountered at the Site except to the extent introduced by or on behalf of 
Provider or Installer. Upon encountering any Hazardous Materials, Provider and Installer 
will stop work in the affected area and duly notify Host and, if required by Applicable Law, 
any Governmental Authority with jurisdiction over the Site. Upon receiving notice of the 
presence of suspected Hazardous Materials at the Site, Host shall take all measures 
required by Applicable Law to address the Hazardous Materials discovered at the Site. Host 
may opt to remediate the Site so that the Project may be installed on the Site, or determine 
that it is not economically justifiable or is otherwise impractical to remediate the Site, in 
which case Host and Provider may agree upon a different location for the Project 
whereupon such replacement location shall be the Site for purposes of this Agreement. 
Provider and Installer shall be obligated to resume work at the affected area(s) of the Site 
only after Host notifies Provider and Installer that Host has complied with all Applicable 
Laws, and a qualified independent expert provides written certification that (i) remediation 
has been accomplished as required by Applicable Law and (ii) all necessary approvals have 
been obtained from any Governmental Authority having jurisdiction over the Project or the 
Site. Host shall reimburse Provider for all additional costs incurred by Provider or Installer 
in the installation of the Project resulting from the presence of and/or the remediation of 
Hazardous Materials, including demobilization and remobilization expenses. 
Notwithstanding the preceding provisions, Host is not responsible for any Hazardous 
Materials introduced to the Site by Provider or Installer, nor is Host required to remediate 
an affected area if Host, in its sole discretion, deems such remediation to be economically 
unjustifiable or otherwise impractical.  

(i) Site Security. Host will provide security for the Project to the extent of its normal security 
procedures, practices, and policies that apply to all Host Premises, including the Project.  
Host will advise Provider immediately upon observing any damage to the Project.  Upon 
request by Provider, such as Provider receiving data indicating irregularities or 
interruptions in the operation of the Project, Host shall, as quickly as reasonably 
practicable, send a person to observe the condition of the Project and report back to 
Provider on such observations.  In no event shall Host be liable to Provider, its officers, 
directors, employees, or contractors for any damage arising out of a failure or breach of 



such site security, and Provider hereby releases and holds Host harmless for the same.  
(j) System Shut Down. Provider may shut down the Project at any time in order to perform 

required emergency repairs to the Project.  Provider shall give Host notice of the shutdown 
as may be reasonable in the circumstances. Provider shall not have any obligation to 
reimburse Host for costs of purchasing electricity that would have been produced by the 
Project but for such shutdown. Provider shall not schedule shutdowns during peak periods 
of electric generation and periods when peak energy and demand prices are charged by the 
Electric Service Provider, except as may be required in accordance with prudent electric 
industry safety practices in the event of equipment malfunction.  

(k) Applicable Solar Program Requirements.  Exhibit H identifies certain requirements of the 
Applicable Solar Program.  The Parties shall comply with the obligations identified in 
Exhibit H or subsequently adopted by the Applicable Solar Program. In the event of any 
inconsistency between the obligations of the Parties under this Agreement or any of the 
requirements of the Applicable Solar Program, the more stringent obligation shall govern, 
and if such cannot be determined, the requirements of the Applicable Solar Program shall 
govern.  
 

5. SALE OF ELECTRIC ENERGY. 

(a) Sale of Electricity.  Throughout the Operations Period, subject to the terms and conditions 
of this Agreement, Provider shall sell to Host and Host shall buy from Provider all electric 
energy produced by the Project, whether or not Host is able to use all such electric energy. 
The Point of Delivery of the electric energy shall be as indicated in Exhibit E. Title to and 
risk of loss with respect to the energy shall transfer from Provider to Host at the Point of 
Delivery.  

(b) Delivery of Electricity. The electric energy from the Project shall be delivered from Provider 
to Host at the specifications set forth in Exhibit E and otherwise in compliance with all 
requirements of the Local Electric Utility.  

(c) Limits on Obligation to Deliver. Provider does not warrant or guarantee the amount of 
electric energy to be produced by the limits on Project for any hourly, daily, monthly, 
annual or other period. Provider is not a utility or public see/ice company and does not 
assume any obligations of a utility or public service company to supply Host's electric 
requirements. Provider is not subject to rate review by governmental authorities.  

(d) Meter Testing. Provider shall install one or more meter(s) at the Project, as Provider deems 
appropriate, to measure the output of the Project at the Point of Delivery. Provider shall 
install an Interval Data Recorder (lDR) with industry standard telemetry at the Project. 
Provider shall conduct tests of the meters at such times as II deems appropriate in 
accordance with industry standards, but not less than once every two years. Host shall pay 
for any independent testing of the meter(s) in excess of such minimum testing schedule 
that Host deems necessary, except if, after such testing, the meter Is shown to be in error in 
Provider's favor by more than 2%, Provider shall pay for the cost of such test and shall 
make corresponding adjustments to the records of the amount of electrical energy provided 
by the Project delivered based on the period that is half-way in between the date of this 
testing and the last testing date of the meter. If there is an error of less than or equal to2% 
no billing adjustments will be made. In the event there is an error of greater than 2%, 
Provider shall adjust the next invoice to be provided to Host under Section 6(b) hereof, to 
either charge the Host additional amounts for energy produced over the stated meter 



amount during the applicable period at the applicable rate or provide Host a credit against 
future billing for energy produced under the stated meter amount during the applicable 
period, provided, however, that any deficiencies or credits not theretofore applied or 
satisfied at the expiration or earlier termination of the Operations Period shall be settled in 
cash.  
 

6. PAYMENT AND BILLING.  
 
(a) Rates. Host shall pay Provider for electricity produced by the Project at the rates set forth in 

Exhibit A attached hereto.  
(b) Billing. Host shall pay for the electricity produced by the Project quarterly in arrears. 

Promptly after the end of each quarter, Provider shall provide Host with an invoice setting 
forth the quantity of electricity produced by the Project in such quarter, the applicable rates 
for such, and the total amount due, which shall be the product of the quantities and the 
applicable rates.  

(c) Invoice Delivery. Invoices shall be in writing and shall be either (i) delivered by hand; (ii) 
mailed by first class, registered or certified mail, return receipt requested, postage prepaid; 
(iii) delivered by a recognized overnight or personal delivery service; {iv) transmitted by 
facsimile (such transmission to be effective on the day of receipt if received prior to 5:00 
pm local time on a Business Day or in any other case as of the next Business Day following 
the day of transmittal); or (v) transmitted by email if receipt of such transmission by email 
is specifically acknowledged by the recipient (automatic responses not being sufficient for 
acknowledgement), addressed as follows:  

 
Name City Manager City of South Portland  

(d) Payment. Host shall pay each invoice within thirty (30) days of receipt of the invoice. Any 
amounts not paid when due, including any amounts properly disputed and later 
determined to be owed, shall accrue interest on the unpaid amount at the rate equal to the 
lesser of (i) 1% per month or (ii) the highest rate allowed by applicable law.  

7. SUPPLEMENTAL POWER, NET METERING AND RECS.  

(a) Back-up and Supplemental Electricity. Except as otherwise provided herein, throughout the 
Term, Host shall be responsible for obtaining all of its requirements for electric energy in 
excess of the amounts produced by the Project and pay for such service pursuant to 
contracts with or applicable tariffs of the Local Electric Utility or other Electric Service 
Provider. Provider shall have no obligation to obtain or pay for such supplemental or back-
up electricity.  

(b) Net Metering & Utility Credits. The project requires a "net metering" (known in Maine as 
"Net Energy Billing") contract and interconnection agreement to be obtained as specified in 
section 7(c) of this contract. So long as the Net Energy Billing contract is in effect pursuant 
to Chapter 313 of the Rules of the Maine Public Utilities Commission, Host shall pay 
Provider for all of the electricity produced by the Project at the rates and in the manner 
provided in this Agreement. Host shall receive any credits or payments from the Local 
Electric Utility that may be available under the Net Energy Billing Contract or similar 
program. If Applicable Law or the Maine Public Utilities Commission Net Energy Billing 



Chapter 313 Rules change so as to limit the ability of the Host to deliver surplus electricity 
produced by the Project to the Local Electric Utility, then Host shall be obligated to 
purchase only the amount of electricity generated by the project that Host consumes. In 
such case, the Parties shall immediately seek to implement alternate arrangements to 
enable Host to utilize as much of the Project generation as possible, or to enable Provider to 
find an alternate buyer or use for any surplus electricity.  

(c) Interconnection. Provider shall be responsible for arranging the interconnection of the 
Project with Host's Local Electric Utility in a manner which includes bi-directional or "net 
metering" pursuant to Chapter 313 of the Rules of the Maine Public Utilities Commission. 
Host shall timely apply to its utility for the necessary approvals, agreements or contracts.  

(d) Applicable Solar Program Incentives. Except as provided in Section 7(b),Provider shall 
receive all payments available under any Applicable Solar Program. Host shall provide 
reasonable assistance to Provider in order for Provider to receive such payments, including 
designating Provider as the customer for purposes of the Applicable Solar Program or 
assigning payments or rights to payments from the Applicable Solar Program to Provider, 
provided that Provider shall be responsible for the preparation and submission of any 
necessary applications or other documents. If Host receives any payments under the 
Applicable Solar Program or other programs in respect of the Project, it shall promptly pay 
them over to Provider. Host's obligation to make any payments to Provider under this 
paragraph (d) is limited to any payments actually received by Host.  

(e) Ownership of Tax Attributes. Provider (and/or Financing Party) shall be the owner of any 
Tax Attributes that may arise as a result of the operation of the Project and shall be entitled 
to transfer such Tax Attributes to any person. Host shall provide reasonable  assistance  to 
Provider in order for Provider to receive  such Tax Attributes, and if Host is deemed to be 
the owner of any such Tax Attributes, Host shall assign the same (or the proceeds thereof to 
Provider, provided that Provider shall be responsible for the preparation and submission of 
any necessary applications or other documents.   If Host receives any payments in respect 
of such Tax Attributes, it shall promptly pay them over to Provider.  

(f) Environmental Attributes.   Provider (and/or Financing Party} shall be the owner of any 
Environmental Attributes which may arise as a result of the operation of the Project and 
shall be entitled to transfer such Environmental Attributes to any person.  Host shall 
provide reasonable  assistance to Provider in order for Provider to receive such 
Environmental Attributes, and if Host is deemed to be the owner of any such Environmental 
Attributes, Host shall assign the same (or the proceeds thereof to Provider, provided that 
Provider shall be responsible for the preparation and submission of any necessary 
applications or other documents.  If Host receives any payments in respect of such 
Environmental Attributes, it shall promptly pay them over to Provider.  

(g) Capacity & Ancillary Services. Provider shall be entitled to receive any payments for electric 
capacity or ancillary services that may become available as a result of the construction or 
operation of the Project. Host shall provide reasonable assistance to Provider in order for 
Provider to receive such payments, and if Host is deemed to be the owner or provider of 
such capacity or services, Host shall assign the same to Provider, provided that Provider 
shall be responsible for the preparation and submission of any necessary applications or 
other documents.  If Host receives any payments in respect of capacity or such services it 
shall promptly pay them over to Provider.  

(h) No Resale of Electricity. Except as contemplated by the provisions of Section 7(b), the 
electricity purchased by Host from Provider under this Agreement shall not be resold, 
assigned or otherwise transferred to any other person without prior approval of the 



Provider, which approval shall not be unreasonably withheld, and Host shall not take any 
action which would cause Host or Provider to become a utility or public service company.  

(i) Provider Is Not A Utility. Neither Party shall assert that Provider is an electric utility or 
public service company or similar entity that has a duty to provide service, is subject to rate 
regulation, or is otherwise subject to regulation by any governmental authority as a result 
of Provider's obligations or performance under this Agreement.  

 
8. PERMITS, OWNERSHIP OF PROJECT, LIENS, MORTGAGES  
 
(a) Permits. Provider shall pay for and obtain all approvals from governmental entities 

necessary for the construction and operation of the Project, including land use permits, 
building permits, demolition and waste disposal permits and approval.  

(b) System Ownership.  Except as provided in Section 9, Provider or Financing Party shall be 
the legal and beneficial owner of the Project at all times. The Project is personal property 
and shall not attach to or be deemed a part of, or fixture to, the Site.  The Project shall at all 
times retain the legal status of personal property as defined under Article 9 of the Uniform 
Commercial Code.  Host covenants that it will place all persons having an interest in or lien 
upon the real property comprising the Premises, on notice of the ownership of the Project 
and the legal status or classification of the Project as personal property. Host and/or 
Provider, at Provider’s expense, shall make any necessary filings to disclaim the Project as a 
fixture of its respective Premises and Site in the appropriate Land Registry to place all 
interested parties on notice of the ownership of the Project by Provider.  

(c) Liens. To the extent permitted by Applicable Law, each Party shall not directly or indirectly 
cause, create, incur, assume or suffer to exist any mortgage, pledge, lien, (including 
mechanics', labor or materialman's lien},charge, security interest, encumbrance or claim of 
any nature, including claims by governmental authorities for taxes (collectively referred to 
as "Liens" and each, individually, a "Lien"} on or with respect to the interests of the other in 
the Site, the Premises, and the Project, and in the Access Rights granted hereunder.  
Provider shall, to the extent allowed under Applicable Law, have Installer and its 
subcontractors any other Contractors hired by or on behalf of Provider execute lien waivers 
with respect to any mechanic's or materialman's lien against Host's interest in the Site. If 
permitted under Applicable Law, Provider will post notices of non-responsibility to notify 
Installer and others that Host is not responsible for work performed on the Project.  Each 
Party shall promptly notify the other of the imposition of a Lien on the property interests of 
the other Party, and shall promptly discharge such lien, provided however, that a Party may 
seek to contest the amount or validity of any Lien affecting the property of the other Party, 
provided it timely complies with all procedures for contesting such Lien, posts any bond or 
other security necessary under such procedures, and if such procedures do not require the 
posting of security, the Party establishes for the benefit of the other Party a deposit, letter 
of credit, or other security acceptable to the other Party to indemnify the other Party 
against any Loss which could reasonably be expected to arise if such Lien is not removed or 
discharged.  

(d) Non Disturbance Agreements. Host shall pay for and obtain all consents required for it to 
enter into and perform its obligations under this Agreement from its lenders, landlord, 
tenants, and any other persons with interests in the Site. If there is any mortgage or fixture 
filing against the Premises which could reasonably be construed as prospectively attaching 
to the Project, Host shall promptly upon request of Provider, provide an acknowledgement  
and consent from such lien holder, in form and substance reasonably acceptable to 



Financing Party, stating that the ownership of the Project remains in Provider and further 
acknowledging that the Project is personal property of Provider and agreeing not to disturb 
the rights of Provider in the Project and under this Agreement. If Host is the fee owner of 
the Premises, Host consents to the filing of a disclaimer of the Project as a fixture of the 
Premises in the Land Registry. If Host is not the fee owner, Host will obtain such consent 
from such owner of the Premises.  Such acknowledgment and consents, or acceptable 
notices thereof, shall be recorded, at host's expense, in the appropriate Land Registry. Host 
may in the future mortgage, pledge, and grant security interests in all or a portion of the 
Site and the improvements thereon, provided the mortgagee or other grantee of the 
encumbrance acknowledges this Agreement, the Project, the Access Rights granted 
hereunder, and the priority of Provider's (and/or Financing Party's) rights in the Project 
and the Access Rights.  

 
9. PURCHASE OPTIONS; REMOVAL AT END OF TERM.  

(a) Early Purchase Options. Beginning on the sixth (6) anniversary of the Commercial 
Operation Date (i.e., beginning in the seventh Operations Year), provided no Host Event of 
Default has occurred and is continuing, the Host shall annually have the option to purchase 
the Project from Provider at a price equal to the Fair Market Value of the Project at such 
anniversary date, plus, if applicable, repayment or recapture of Applicable Solar Program or 
other governmental payments occasioned by the exercise of such option. If Host desires to 
exercise this option, it shall no later than ninety (90) days prior to the applicable 
anniversary date notify Provider of its election to exercise the option, and on or before 
ninety (90) days after such anniversary date shall pay the purchase price to Provider by 
electronic transfer in immediately available funds to an account designated by Provider. At 
anytime following receipt of the notice from Host, but no later than thirty (30)days after the 
date Host gives notice of its election to exercise the option, Provider shall provide Host an 
appraisal of the Fair Market Value. If Host agrees with the appraisal of the Fair Market 
Value it shall pay such sum to Provider. If Host disagrees with the appraisal's estimate of 
the Fair Market Value of the Project, Host may request that the Parties meet to discuss the 
appraisal. If the Parties cannot agree within ten (10) days of the Host's receipt of the 
appraisal of the Fair Market Value, the Parties will be deemed to enter into a Dispute for 
purposes of Section 23(a) and shall follow the procedures in Section 23(c) for resolution of 
the Dispute. The process of determining the Fair Market Value of the Project in this 
Agreement shall be undertaken by an independent appraiser with experience and expertise 
in the solar photovoltaic industry acting reasonably and in good faith to determine the Fair 
Market Value of the Project. Upon execution of an early purchase option, a sum equal to the 
repayment or recapture of Applicable Solar Program or other government payments 
occasioned by the exercise of the option, if any, shall be added to the Fair Market Value.  

(b) End of Term Purchase Option. Host shall have the right to purchase the Project from 
Provider at the expiration of the Operations Period at the then Fair Market Value of the 
Project. No later than three (3) months prior to the expiration of the Operations Period, 
Host shall notify Provider if it intends to exercise the option. Within ninety-one (91) days of 
its receipt of such notice, Provider shall give Host its appraisal of the Fair Market Value of 
the Project at the end of the Term. Host may, but is not obligated to, accept such appraisal. If 
Host does not accept such appraisal within ten (10) days of receiving the appraisal from 
Provider, the Parties shall meet to discuss the appraisal. If they are unable to reach 



agreement within twenty (20) days of the Host's receipt of the appraisal from Provider, 
then, unless the Host, in its sole discretion, revokes its exercise of the purchase option, the 
Parties will be deemed to enter into a dispute for purposes of Section 23(a) and shall follow 
the procedures in Section 23 for resolution of the dispute. Notwithstanding the foregoing, 
in the event that Provider enters into a sale/lease back transaction in connection with 
funding the installation of the Project, the process of determining the Fair Market Value of 
the Project in this Agreement shall be undertaken by an independent appraiser with 
experience and expertise in the solar photovoltaic industry acting reasonably and in good 
faith to determine the Fair Market Value of the Project and shall be undertaken consistently 
with the terms of such transaction so that the process for determining Fair Market Value 
under this Agreement shall be the same as provided in the agreements for such 
sale/leaseback transaction  

(c) Transfer of Ownership. Upon Host's notice that it elects to exercise the option set forth in 
either Section 9(a) or 9(b) above, Provider shall prepare and deliver to Host a set of records 
on the operation and maintenance history of the Project, including a summary of known 
defects. Upon payment of the purchase price, Provider shall deliver, or cause to be 
delivered, to Host a bill of sale conveying the Project to Host. Such bill of sale shall contain a 
warranty against any defects in title arising through Provider and the warranty attached in 
Exhibit I. Provider shall use all reasonable efforts to transfer to Host any remaining 
manufacturer's warranties on the Project, or portions thereof, as well as all permits, 
consents, and releases required for the continued operation of the Project by or on behalf of 
Host.  

(d) Operation & Maintenance After Sale. Prior to the effective date of Host's purchase of the 
Project under Section 9(a) or 9(b), Host and Provider shall discuss entering into an 
operation and maintenance agreement under which Provider shall perform all or a portion 
of the operation and maintenance requirements of the Project following Host's purchase of 
the Project. However, neither Party shall be under an obligation to enter into such an 
agreement.  

(e) Decommissioning. If Host does not exercise the option set forth in Section 9(b) above, then 
Provider, at its expense, shall promptly decommission and remove the Project following the 
expiration of the Operations Period. Provider shall not be obligated, however, to remove 
any below grade structures, including foundations and conduits, or any roads. Host grants 
Provider and its representative’s reasonable vehicular and pedestrian access across the Site 
to the Premises for purposes of decommissioning the Project. In exercising such access and 
performing the decommissioning, Provider shall reasonably attempt to minimize any 
disruption to activities occurring on the Site. Host will provide Provider adequate outside 
storage space on the Site convenient to the Premises for materials and tools used during 
decommissioning. Provider shall be responsible for providing shelter and security for 
stored items during de-commissioning and removal. Host further agrees that its normal 
security measures, practices, and policies which apply to its own Premises shall also apply 
to the Project during decommissioning; Provider will comply with all Applicable Laws. In 
no event shall Host be liable to Provider, its officers, directors, employees, or contractors 
for any damage arising out of a failure or breach of such security, and Provider hereby 
releases and holds Host harmless for the same.  

(f) No Survival of Purchase Option. The options for Host to purchase the Project under Sections 
9(a) and 9(b) shall not survive the termination of this Agreement.  

 
10. SHUTDOWNS, RELOCATION; CLOSURE OR SALE OF SITE.  



 
(a) Host Requested Shutdown. Host from time to time may request Provider to temporarily 

stop operation of the Project for a period no longer than thirty (30) days, such request to be 
reasonably related to Host's activities in maintaining and improving the Site, During any 
such shutdown period (but not including periods of Force Majeure), Host will pay Provider 
an amount equal to the sum of (i) payments that Host would have made to Provider 
hereunder for electric energy that would have been produced by the Project during the 
period of the shutdown; (ii) revenues that Provider would have received with respect to the 
Project under the Applicable Solar Program and any other assistance program with respect 
to electric energy that would have been produced during the period of the shutdown; and 
(iii) revenues from Environmental Attributes and Tax Attributes that Provider would have 
received with respect to electric energy that would have been produced by the Project 
during the period of the shutdown. Determination of the amount of energy that would have 
been produced during the period of the shutdown shall be based, during the first 
Operations Year, on estimated levels of production and, after the first Operations Year, 
based on actual operation of the Project during the same period in the previous Operations 
Year, unless Provider and Host mutually agree to an alternative methodology.  

(b) Provider Safety Shutdown.  In addition to the right of Provider to shut down the Project for 
maintenance as provided in Section 4(j), Provider may shutdown the Project if Provider, in 
the exercise of reasonable judgment, believes Site conditions or activities of persons on a 
Site, which are not under the control of Provider, whether or not under the control of Host, 
may interfere with the safe operation of the Project. Provider shall give Host notice of a 
shutdown immediately upon becoming aware of the potential for such conditions or 
activities. Provider and Host shall cooperate and coordinate their respective efforts to 
restore Site conditions so as to not interfere with the safe operation of the Project and to 
reduce, to the greatest extent practicable, the duration of the shutdown. If a shutdown 
pursuant to this Section 10(b) continues for one hundred and eighty (180) days or longer, 
Provider may terminate this Agreement.  

(c) Project Relocation. Host may request to move the Project to another location on the Site or 
to another site owned by Host, but Host shall bear the cost of moving the Project, lost 
production during the relocation event, and reduced production, if any, at the new site 
compared to the original site.  Any such relocation shall be subject to the approval of 
Provider and Financing Party, which approval shall not be unreasonably withheld, delayed 
or conditioned. In connection with such relocation, Host shall execute an amendment to this 
Agreement reflecting the new location of the Project but otherwise continuing all the terms 
and conditions of this Agreement for the remaining term of this Agreement.   Host shall also 
provide any consents or releases required by Provider in connection with the new location. 
Host shall pay all costs associated with the removal and relocation of the Project, including 
installation and testing costs and interconnection costs.  In addition, during the Relocation 
Event, Host will pay Provider an amount equal to the sum of 
(i) payments that Host would have made to Provider hereunder for electric energy that 

would have been produced by the Project during the Relocation Event; (ii) revenues 
that Provider would have received with respect to the Project under the Applicable 
Solar Program and any other assistance program with respect to electric energy that 
would have been produced during the Relocation Event; and (iii) revenues from 
Environmental Attributes and Tax Attributes that Provider would have received with 
respect to electric energy that would have been produced by the Project during the 
Relocation Event. Determination of the amount of energy that would have been 



produced during the Relocation Event shall be based, during the first Operations Year, 
on the estimated levels of production and, after the first Operations Year, based on 
actual operation of the Project in the same period in the previous Operations Year, 
unless Provider and Host mutually agree to an alternative methodology.  

(d) Premises Shutdown: Interconnection Deactivated. In the event Premises are closed as a 
result of an event that is not (i) a Force Majeure Event or (ii) caused by or related to any 
unexcused action or inaction of Provider, Host shall nevertheless continue to pay Provider 
for all electricity produced by the Project on the Premises and delivered to the Point of 
Delivery. If an interconnection with the Local Electric Utility becomes deactivated for 
reasons that are not (i) a Force Majeure Event or (ii) caused by or related to any unexcused 
action or inaction of Provider such that the Project is no longer able to produce electricity 
or transfer electricity to its respective Premises or to the Local Electric Utility, Host will pay 
Provider an amount equal to the sum of (A) payments that Host would have made to 
Provider hereunder for electric energy that would have been produced by the Project 
following such closure; (B) revenues that Provider would have received with respect to the 
Project under the Applicable Solar Program and any other assistance program with respect 
to electric energy that would have been produced following such closure; and (C) revenues 
from Environmental Attributes that Provider would have received with respect to electric 
energy that would have been produced by the Project following such closure. 
Determination of the amount of energy that would have been produced following such 
closure shall be based, during the first Operations Year, on the estimated levels of 
production and, after the first Operations Year, based on actual operation of the Project in 
the same period in the previous Operations Year, unless Provider and Host mutually agree 
to an alternative methodology. If a shutdown pursuant to this Section 10(d) continues for 
one hundred and eighty (180) days or longer, Provider may terminate this Agreement and 
require Host to pay the Early Termination Amount.  

(e) Premises Shutdown: Provider Negligence. In the event the Premises are closed as a result of 
an event caused by a negligent act or omission of Provider or anyone for whom Provider 
may be responsible, Provider shall reimburse Host for all of Host’s costs associated with 
obtaining replacement electricity that exceed its costs had the shutdown not occurred. 
Determination of such excess costs shall be based on the rates set forth in Exhibit A, and, 
during the first Operations Year, on the estimated levels of production, and after the first 
Operations Year, based on actual operation of the Project in the same period in the previous 
Operations Year, unless Provider and Host mutually agree to an alternative methodology.  

(f) Sale of Site. In the event Host transfers (by sale, lease or otherwise) all or a portion of its 
interest in the Site, Host and if no Host Event of Default has occurred and is continuing and 
the transferee is reasonably acceptable to Provider and Financing Party and executes 
agreements assuming this Agreement in form and substance reasonably satisfactory to 
Provider and Financing Party, Host shall be released from further obligations under this 
Agreement.  

 
11. TAXES.  
 
(a) Income Taxes. Provider shall be responsible for any and all income taxes associated with 

payments from Host to Provider for electric energy from the Project. Provider (and/or 
Financing Party), as owner of the Project, shall be entitled to all Tax Attributes with respect 
to the Project.  

(b) Sales Taxes. Host shall be responsible for all taxes, fees, and charges, including sales, use, 



and gross receipts taxes, imposed or authorized by any Governmental Authority on the sale 
of electric energy by Provider to Host. Host shall timely report, make filings for, and pay any 
and all such taxes assessed directly against it and shall reimburse Provider for any and all 
such taxes assessed against and paid by Provider.  

(c) Property Taxes. Except as may be otherwise provided by law, Host shall be responsible for 
all ad valorem personal property or real property taxes levied against the Site, 
improvements thereto and personal property located thereon, except that Provider shall be 
responsible for ad valorem personal property or real property taxes levied against the 
Project. If Host is assessed any taxes related to the existence of the Project on the Premises, 
Host shall immediately notify Provider. Host and Provider shall cooperate in contesting any 
such assessment or seeking a waiver of taxes against the project; provided, however, that 
Host shall pay such taxes to avoid any penalties or interest on such Taxes, subject to 
reimbursement by Provider.  If after resolution of the matter, such tax is imposed upon 
Host related to the improvement of real property by the existence of the Project on the Site, 
Provider shall reimburse Host for such tax.  

(d) Tax Contests. Each Party has the right to contest taxes in accordance with Applicable Law 
and the terms of encumbrances against the Site. Each Party shall use all reasonable efforts 
to cooperate with the other in any such contests of tax assessments or payments.  In no 
event shall either Party postpone during the pendency of an appeal of a tax assessment the 
payment of taxes otherwise due except to the extent such postponement in payment has 
been bonded or otherwise secured in accordance with Applicable Law.  

(e) Payment of Delinquent Taxes. In the event either Party fails to pay any taxes that may 
become a lien upon the other Party's property, such Party may pay such amounts and in 
such event shall be entitled to recover such paid amount from the other Party, together 
with interest thereon at the rate of one percent (1%) per month.  

(f) Reimbursement Deadline. Any reimbursement of taxes owing pursuant to this Section 11 
shall be paid within twenty (20) Business Days of receiving an invoice therefore from the 
Party who paid the taxes.  

 
12. INSURANCE.  
 
(a) Coverage. Host and Provider shall each maintain the insurance coverage set forth in Exhibit 

F in full force and effect throughout the Term.  
(b) Applicable Solar Program Requirements. Host and Provider will also maintain the 

additional insurance requirements (if any) specified In Exhibit H to satisfy the 
requirements of the Applicable Solar Program.  

(c) Insurance Certificates. Provider shall furnish current certificates indicating that the 
insurance required under this Section 12 is being maintained. Each insurance policy 
provided hereunder shall contain a provision whereby the insurer, or alternatively, the 
Provider, agrees to give the Host written notice within 30 days before the Insurance is 
cancelled or materially altered.  

(d) Certain Insurance Provisions.  Provider’s insurance policies shall be written on an 
occurrence basis and shall include the Host as an additional insured as its Interest may 
appear. Provider’s insurer shall waive all rights of subrogation against the Host.  

(e) Insurance Providers. All insurance maintained hereunder shall be maintained with 
companies authorized to issue such policies by the State of Maine, and which are rated no 
less than A-as to Policy Holder's Rating in the current edition of Best's Insurance Guide (or 
with an association of companies each of the members of which are so rated).  



 
13. COOPERATION; SOLAR ACCESS; FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS.  
 
(a) Cooperation. The Parties acknowledge that the performance of each Party's obligations 

under this Agreement will frequently require the assistance and cooperation of the other 
Party.  Each Party therefore agrees, in addition to those provisions in this Agreement 
specifically providing for assistance from one Party to the other, that it will at all times 
during the Term cooperate with the other Party and provide all reasonable assistance to 
the other Party to help the other Party perform its obligations hereunder.  

(b) Host to Not Restrict Solar Access. Host, or any lessee, grantee or licensee of Host, shall not 
erect any structures on, or make other modifications to, or plantings on, the Site which will 
unreasonably interfere with the construction, operation or maintenance of, or solar access 
of, the Project.  

 
14. PRESS RELEASES AND CONFIDENTIALITY.  

(a) Press Releases. The Parties acknowledge that they each desire to publicize information 
about this Agreement and the Project. The Parties therefore agree that each may make 
independent press releases about entering into this Agreement, the size and location of the 
Project, and the identity of the other Party, but only with the prior written consent of the 
other Party, and subject to the confidentiality provisions set forth herein.  

(b) Limits on Disclosure of Confidential Information. Subject to the exceptions set forth below 
in Section 14(c), each Party agrees that, (i) without the consent of the other Party, it shall 
not disclose any Confidential Information received from the other Party to any other person 
and (ii) it shall use any Confidential Information received from the other Party only for the 
purpose of fulfilling its obligations under this Agreement.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, 
the Parties may, and shall, disclose any information required to be disclosed under rules, 
regulations and contracts implementing the Applicable Solar Program or Tax Attributes, 
required to be disclosed under Applicable Law, or required to be disclosed pursuant to a 
validly issued subpoena or required filing.  

(c) Permissible Disclosures. Provider may provide this Agreement, and any correspondence, 
notices and other information related to this Agreement to any person who has provided or 
who is interested in providing construction or permanent  financing, or any refinancing 
thereof, to Provider in connection with the Project.  In addition, if a receiving Party is 
required by Applicable Law, validly issued subpoena, required filing, or the rules of any 
stock exchange, to disclose any Confidential Information provided by the disclosing Party, 
the receiving Party may make disclosure as required by law, but, to the extent permitted by 
Applicable Law, the receiving Party shall prior to making any disclosure notify the 
disclosing Party of the requested disclosure and shall use its reasonable efforts to cooperate 
with the disclosing Party, but at the sole cost and expense of the disclosing Party, in any 
efforts by the disclosing Party to minimize the extent of the Confidential Information 
disclosed and the persons to whom disclosed. Provider understands, acknowledges and 
agrees that Host is a municipal corporation organized and existing under the laws of Maine 
and therefore subject to the Freedom of Access Act, 1 M.R.S.A  § 401 et seq., as may be 
amended from time to time.  

(d) Enforcement of Confidentiality Provisions. Each Party acknowledges that it may be 
impossible to measure the damages which may result from a breach of this Section 14 and 



agrees that the provisions of this Section 14 may be required to be specifically performed 
and each Party shall have the right to obtain preliminary and permanent injunctive relief to 
secure specific performance of the terms of this Section 14.  The provisions of this Section 
14shall survive until three years after the effective date of any termination of this 
Agreement.  

 
15. INDEMNIFICATION.  
 
(a) Provider Indemnification. Provider shall indemnify, defend and hold Host and its 

councilors, officers, employees, agents, volunteers, and invitees ("Host's Indemnified 
Parties"), harmless from and against all Losses incurred by the Host Indemnified Parties to 
the extent arising from or related to any claim alleging or resulting in : (i) any injury to or 
death of any Person or loss or damage to property to the extent arising out of the 
negligence or willful misconduct of Provider, its employees, agents, volunteers, contractors, 
subcontractors, invitees, or anyone else for whom it may be liable (“Provider’s 
Indemnifying Parties”); (ii) Provider’s Indemnifying Parties’ violation of Applicable Law; 
(iii) any failure to properly interconnect or comply with the procedures of the Local Electric 
Utility; or (iv) any failure to properly handle or dispose of any Hazardous Materials brought 
onto the Site by Provider or by any of Provider’s Indemnifying Parties.  Provider shall not 
be obligated to indemnify Host or any Host Indemnified Party for any Loss to the extent 
such Loss is due to the negligence or willful misconduct of Host or any Host Indemnified 
Party.  

(b) Notwithstanding any other provisions set forth in this Agreement. Provider warrants that 
its performance and provision of services, and the performance and provision of its 
subcontractors and suppliers, under the terms of this Agreement will not infringe upon or 
violate any trademarks, patents, copyrights, trade secrets or other third party property 
(whether intellectual or otherwise)  rights. Provider hereby agrees to indemnify and save 
the Host, its affiliates, employees, directors, officers, agents, and contractors, harmless from 
and against, and defend such parties from, all liabilities, claims, costs and damages, 
including, but not limited to, reasonable attorneys' fees, arising out of any violation of the 
warranties provided in this paragraph, or otherwise, arising out of any assertion that 
provision or performance of any of the services, or the use of any of the services, constitutes 
an infringement upon or violates any patent, trademark, copyright, trade secret, or other 
Intellectual property right. If any material, equipment, document, process, or apparatus 
provided by Provider, or if any of the services, or the use of any of the same, is held or 
determined to constitute an Infringement upon or violation of any patent, trademark, 
copyright, trade secret, or other intellectual property right, or the use of any of the same is 
enjoined, Provider shall, within a reasonable time, secure for the Host , at Provider's own 
expense, the right to continue to use such material, equipment, document, process, 
apparatus, and services by either obtaining the suspension or termination of any injunction, 
procuring for the Host a license or other right to use the same, or obtaining the right in 
some other manner. In the alternative, and solely at the Host's election, Provider shall, at 
Provider's expense and without injury or damage to any other property of the Host: (i) 
replace such material, equipment, document, process, apparatus, and services with non-
infringing items of the same quality and function; or (li) modify such items so that they 
become non-infringing but perform the same functions and have the same quality as they 
had prior to such modification.  

(c) Notice of Claims. Whenever any claim arises for indemnification under this Agreement, the 



Indemnified Person shall notify the Indemnifying Party in writing as soon as possible (but 
in any event prior to the time by which the interest of the Indemnifying Party will be 
materially prejudiced as a result of its failure to have received such notice) after the 
Indemnified Person has knowledge of the facts constituting the basis for such claim (the 
"Notice of Claim"), Such Notice of Claim shall specify all facts known to the Indemnified 
Person giving rise to the indemnification right and the amount or an assessment of the 
amount of the liability arising there from.  

(d) Survival of Indemnification. The obligations of indemnification hereunder shall survive 
termination of this Agreement.  

 
16. REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES.  
 
(a) Mutual Representations. Each Party hereby represents and warrants to the other, as of date 

hereof, that:  
(i) Organization. It is duly organized, validly existing and in good standing under the laws of 

its state of incorporation and of the state in which the Premises are located, 
respectively, and has the power and authority to enter into this Agreement and to 
perform its obligations hereunder.  

(ii) No Conflict.  The execution and delivery of this Agreement and the performance of and 
compliance with the provisions of this Agreement will not conflict with or constitute a 
breach of or a default under (1) its organizational documents; (2) any agreement or 
other obligation by which it is bound; (3) any law or regulation.  

(iii) Enforceability.  (1) All actions required to be taken by or on the part of such Party 
necessary to make this Agreement effective have been duly and validly taken; (2) this 
Agreement has been duly and validly authorized, executed and delivered on behalf of 
such Party; and (3) this Agreement constitutes a legal, valid and binding obligation of 
such Party, enforceable in accordance with its terms, subject to laws of bankruptcy, 
insolvency, reorganization, moratorium or other similar laws.  

(iv)  No Material Litigation. There are no court orders, actions, suits or proceedings at law 
or in equity by or before any governmental authority, arbitral tribunal or other body, or 
threatened against or affecting it or brought or asserted by it in any court or before any 
arbitrator of any kind or before or by any governmental authority that could reasonably 
be expected to have a material adverse effect on it or its ability to perform its 
obligations under this Agreement, or the validity or enforceability of this Agreement.  

(b) Providers Representations and Warranties.  In addition to the representations and 
warranties in Section 16(a), Provider hereby represents and warrants to Host, as of date 
hereof, that it has provided its best available representations of anticipated project cost, 
applicable renewable energy incentives, energy pricing and other calculations of future 
project costs and benefits.  

 
17. FORCE MAJEURE.  

(a) Excuse for Force Majeure Event. Except as provided in Section 17(b) or otherwise 
specifically provided in this Agreement, neither Party shall be considered in breach of this 
Agreement or liable for any delay or failure to comply with this Agreement, if and to the 
extent that such delay or failure is attributable to the occurrence of a Force Majeure Event; 
provided that the Party claiming relief as a result of the Force Majeure Event shall promptly 



(i) notify the other Party in writing of the existence and details of the Force Majeure Event; 
(ii) exercise all reasonable efforts to minimize delay caused by such Force Majeure Event; 
(iii) notify the other Party in writing of the cessation of such Force Majeure Event; and (iv) 
resume performance of its obligations hereunder as soon as practicable thereafter.  

(b) No Excuse for Payment for Prior Services. Obligations to make payments for services 
already provided shall not be excused by a Force Majeure Event.  

(c) Restoration. In the event of a casualty event, to the extent that such casualty event is 
attributable to the occurrence of a Force Majeure Event, which destroys all or a substantial 
portion of the Premises, Host shall elect, within ninety (90) days of such event, whether it 
will restore the Premises, which restoration will be at the sole expense of Host. If Host does 
not elect to restore the Premises, then Provider shall not restore the Project and this 
Agreement will terminate. If Host does elect to restore the Premises, Host shall provide 
notice of such election to Provider and Provider shall then elect within ninety (90) days of 
receipt of such notice, whether or not to restore the Project, at Provider’s sole expense, 
subject to the Parties agreeing on a schedule for the restoration of the Premises and an 
equitable extension to the Term of this Agreement. If the Parties are not able to so agree or 
if Provider does not elect to restore the Project, Provider shall promptly remove any 
portions of the Project remaining on the Premises, at Provider’s sole expense, and this 
Agreement shall terminate. In the event of termination of this Agreement pursuant to this 
Section, the Parties shall not be released from any payment or other obligations arising 
under this Agreement prior to the casualty event; and (ii) the confidentiality provisions of 
Section 14, the indemnity obligations under Section 15 hereof, and the dispute resolution 
provisions of Section 23 hereof shall remain in effect notwithstanding the termination of 
this Agreement.  

(d) Termination for Force Majeure Event. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this 
Section 17, if nonperformance on account of a Force Majeure Event continues beyond a 
continuous period of one hundred eighty (180) days, then either Party shall have the right 
to terminate this Agreement upon thirty (30) days notice to the other. Upon such 
termination, Provider shall be required to decommission and remove the Project from the 
applicable Site in accordance with the provisions of Section 9(e) (unless there has been a 
casualty event, in which case the provisions of clause (c) above shall apply to the removal of 
the Project). In the event of such a termination of this Agreement with respect to the 
Project, the Parties shall not be released from any payment or other obligation arising 
under this Agreement which accrued prior to the shutdown of the Project or the Premises, 
and the indemnity, confidentiality and dispute resolution provisions of this Agreement shall 
survive the termination of this Agreement.  

 
18. CHANGE IN LAW.  
 
In the event there is a Change in Law that is applicable to the operation of the Project, the sale 
of electric energy produced by the Project, or any other obligation of the Provider hereunder, 
and compliance with the Change in Law results in a material increase in Provider's costs to 
operate and/or maintain the Project, Provider will promptly submit to Host a written notice 
setting forth (i) the applicable Change in Law; (ii) the manner in which such Change in Law 
increases Provider's costs; and (iii) Provider's proposed adjustment to the then applicable and 
future rates for electric energy in this Agreement to reflect such increases in costs. Host agree 
to an adjustment in the then applicable and future rates such that the new rates compensate 
Provider for the total cost increase arising from the Change in Law, and said adjustment will 



remain in effect for as long as the costs arising from the Change in Law continue to be incurred 
by the Provider; provided, however any such increase shall be no greater than 5 percent (5%) 
of the rates set forth in Exhibit A.  
 
19. PROVIDER DEFAULT AND HOST REMEDIES.  
 
(a) Provider Events of Default.  Provider shall be In default of this Agreement if any of the 

following ("Provider Events of Default") shall occur.  
(i) Misrepresentation. Any representation or warranty by Provider under Section 16 hereof, 

is incorrect or incomplete in any material way, or omits to include any information 
necessary to make such representation or warranty not materially misleading, and such 
defect is not cured within fifteen (15) days after receipt of notice from Host identifying 
the defect.  

(ii) Abandonment During Installation. After commencement of installation of the Project. 
Provider abandons installation of the Project for thirty (30) days and fails to resume 
installation within fourteen (14) days after receipt of notice from Host stating that, in 
Host's reasonable determination, Provider has abandoned installation of the Project.  

(iii) Failure to Operate. After the Commercial Operation Date, Provider fails to operate the 
Project for a period of thirty (30) days which failure is not due to equipment failure, or 
damage to the Project, act of governmental authority, a requirement of the utility, or 
exercise of Provider's rights under this Agreement, or otherwise excused by the 
provisions of Section 17(b) (relating to Force Majeure Events); and Provider fails to 
resume operation within twenty-one (21) days after receipt of notice from Host stating 
that, in Host's reasonable determination, Provider has ceased operation of the Project, 
provided, however, that the cure period shall be extended by the number of calendar 
days during which Provider is prevented, by causes not otherwise under the control of 
the Provider, from taking curative action if Provider had begun curative action and was 
proceeding diligently, using commercially reasonable efforts, to complete such curative 
action.  

(iv) Failure to Maintain and Repair.  Provider fails to maintain and repair the Project so as 
to keep it in good condition and repair in compliance with Applicable Law and in 
accordance with generally accepted practices in the electric industry in general and the 
solar generation industry in particular.  

(v) Obligation Failure. Provider fails to perform any obligation in this agreement, such 
failure is material, such failure is not excused by the provisions of Section 17(b) 
(relating to Force Majeure Events), and such failure is not cured within: (A) ten (10) 
days if the failure involves a failure to make payment when due or maintain required 
insurance; or (B) sixty (60) days if the failure involves an obligation other than payment 
or the maintenance of insurance, after receipt of notice from Host identifying the failure.  

(vi) Insolvency. Provider (A) applies for or consents to the appointment, or the taking of 
possession by, a receiver, custodian, trustee or liquidator of itself or a substantial 
portion of its property; (B) admits in writing its inability, or is generally unable, to pay 
its debts as such debts become due; (C) makes a general assignment for the benefit of its 
creditors; (D) commences a voluntary case under any bankruptcy law; (E) files a 
petition seeking to take advantage of any other law relating to bankruptcy, insolvency, 
reorganization, winding up, or composition or readjustment of debts; {F) acquiesces  in, 
or fails to contest in a timely manner, any petition filed against Provider in an 
involuntary case under bankruptcy law or seeking to dissolve Provider under other 



Applicable Law; or (G) takes any action authorizing its dissolution.  
(b) Host Remedies. Upon an Event of Default by Provider, provided that Host complies with its 

obligations under Section 21, Host may terminate this Agreement, seek to recover any and 
all damages, including, without limitation, reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs, and costs of 
replacement electricity, and may pursue all other remedies available at law or equity.  

 
20. HOST DEFAULT AND PROVIDER REMEDIES.  
 
(a) Host Events of Default. Host shall be in default of this Agreement if any of the following 

("Host Events of Default') shall occur:  
(i) Misrepresentation. Any representation or warranty by Host under Section 16 hereof, is 

incorrect or incomplete in any material way, or omits to include any information 
necessary to make such representation or warranty not materially misleading, and such 
defect is not cured within twenty-one (21) days after receipt of notice from Provider 
identifying the defect.  

(ii) Obstruction. Host unreasonably obstructs commencement of installation of the Project 
or fails to take any actions necessary for the interconnection of the Project, or fails to 
take electric energy produced by the Project, and fails to correct such action within 
twenty-one (21) days after receipt of notice thereof from Provider.  

 
(iii) Payment Failure. Host fails to make any payment due under the terms of this 

Agreement, and fails to make such payment within twenty-one (21) days after receipt of 
notice thereof from Provider.  

(iv) Obligation Failure. Host fails to perform any other obligation hereunder, such failure is 
material, such failure is not excused by the provisions of Section 17(b) (relating to Force 
Majeure Events), and such failure is not cured within: (A) fourteen (14) days if the 
failure involves a failure to maintain required insurance; or (B) sixty (60)days if the 
failure involves an obligation other than payment or the maintenance· of insurance, 
after receipt of notice from Provider identifying the failure.  

(v) Insolvency. Host (A) applies for or consents to the appointment, or the taking of 
possession by, a receiver, custodian, trustee or liquidator of itself or a substantial 
portion of its property; (B) admits in writing its inability, or be generally unable, to pay 
its debts as such debts become due; (C) makes a general assignment for the benefit of its 
creditors; (D) commences a voluntary case under any bankruptcy law; (E) files a 
petition seeking to take advantage of any other law relating to bankruptcy, insolvency, 
reorganization, winding up, or composition or readjustment of debts; (F) acquiesces in, 
or fails to contest in a timely manner, any petition filed against Host in an involuntary 
case under bankruptcy law or seeking to dissolve Host under other Applicable Law; or 
(G) takes any action authorizing its dissolution. (b) Default Damages. Upon an Event of 
Default by Host, Provider may terminate this Agreement and, upon such termination, 
may (i) require Host to pay to Provider the Early Termination Amount; or (ii) sell 
electricity produced by the Project to persons other than Host, and recover from Host 
any loss in revenues resulting from such sales; and/or (iii) pursue other remedies 
available at law or in equity.  After Provider's receipt of such Early Termination Amount 
pursuant to this Section 2C(b), Provider shall collect no additional damages resulting 
from lost revenues from sales of electricity from the Project and shall have no other 
remedy against the Host.  



 
21. COLLATERAL ASSIGNMENT, FINANCING PROVISIONS.  

(a) Financing Arrangements. Subject to the Host’s prior written consent, Provider may pledge, 
grant security interests, assign, or otherwise encumber its interests in this Agreement to 
any persons providing financing for the Project.  

22. LIMITATIONS ON DAMAGES.  
 
EXCEPT AS EXPLICITLY PROVIDED IN THIS AGREEMENT (including, without limitation, in 
Sections 10 and 20(b)), AND EXCEPT FOR ANY AMOUNTS PAYABLE TO THIRD 
PARTIESPURSUANT TO ANY OBLIGATION TO INDEMNIFY, NEITHER PARTY NOR ANY OF 
ITSINDEMNIFIED PERSONS SHALL BE LIABLE TO THE OTHER PARTY OR ITS INDEMNIFIED 
PERSONS FOR ANY SPECIAL, PUNITIVE, EXEMPLARY, INDIRECT, OR 
CONSEQUENTIALDAMAGES, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THIS AGREEMENT.  
 
23. GOVERNING LAW; DISPUTE RESOLUTION; VENUE.  
 
(a) This Agreement shall be construed in all respects in accordance with, and governed by, the 

laws of the State of Maine.  
(b) Negotiation Period. The Parties shall negotiate in good faith and attempt to resolve any 

dispute, controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this Agreement (a "Dispute") 
within 30 days after the date that a Party gives written notice of such Dispute to the other 
Party.  

(c) Mediation. If any Disputes remain unresolved after the Negotiation Period, the parties may 
submit such Disputes to non-binding mediation which shall be conducted as the parties 
may mutually agree.  

(d) Arbitration. If, after mediation under the terms of Section 23(b), the Disputes remain 
unresolved, the parties may finally resolve such disputes by binding arbitration which shall 
be administered as the parties mutually agree.  

(e) Locale.  Unless otherwise agreed in writing by the Parties, all dispute resolution 
proceedings shall be held in Cumberland County, Maine.  

(f) In the event that the parties do not resolve their dispute by mediation or arbitration, all 
parties hereto hereby consent to the exclusive jurisdiction of the Superior Court for the 
County of Cumberland in the State of Maine, for all actions, proceedings and litigation 
arising from or relating directly or indirectly to this Agreement or any of the obligations 
hereunder, and any dispute not otherwise resolved as provided herein shall be litigated 
solely in said Court.  

(g) Survival of Dispute Resolution Provisions. The provisions of this Section 23 shall survive 
any termination of this Agreement and shall apply to all Disputes arising out of or relating 
to this Agreement. The dispute resolution mechanisms shall be binding upon the parties’ 
successors, assigns, foreclosing mortgagee and any trustee or receiver of any Party.  

 
24. NOTICES.  
 
Delivery of Notices.  All notices or other communications which may be or are required to be  
given by any party to any other party pursuant to this Agreement shall be in writing and shall  



be either (i) delivered by hand; (it) mailed by first-class, registered or certified mail. Return  
receipt requested, postage prepaid; (Iii) delivered by a recognized overnight or personal  
delivery service; (iv) transmitted by facsimile (such transmission to be effective on the day of  
receipt if received prior to 5:00 pm local time on a business day or in any other case as of the  
next business day following the day of transmittal); or (v) transmitted by email if receipt of  
such transmission by email is specifically acknowledged by the recipient (automatic responses  
not being sufficient for acknowledgement), addressed as follows:  
 
If to Host: City Manager 

City of South Portland 
25 Cottage Road 
South Portland, ME 04106 

If to Provider:  

Notices shall be effective when delivered (or in the case of email, when acknowledged by the 
recipient) in accordance with the foregoing provisions, whether or not (except in the case of 
email transmission) accepted by, or on behalf of, the Party to whom the notice is sent.  

Each Party may designate by Notice in accordance with this section to the other Party a 
new address to which any notice may thereafter be given.  
 
25. MISCELLANEOUS.  
 
(a) Rules of Interpretation. Section headings are for convenience only and shall not affect the 

interpretation of this Agreement. References to sections are, unless the context otherwise 
requires, references to sections of this Agreement. The words "hereto", "hereof” and 
"hereunder” shall refer to this Agreement as a whole and not to any particular provision of 
this Agreement. The word "person" shall include individuals; partnerships; corporate 
bodies(including but not limited to corporations, limited partnerships and limited liability 
companies); non- profit corporations or associations; governmental bodies and agencies; 
and regulated utilities. The word "including" shall be deemed to be followed by the words 
"without limitation". In the event of any conflict between the text of this Agreement and the 
contents of an Exhibit hereto, the text of this Agreement shall govern.  

(b) Severability. If any non-material part of this Agreement is held to be unenforceable, the rest 
of the Agreement will continue in effect. If a material provision is determined to be 
unenforceable and the Party which would have been benefited by the provision does not 
waive its unenforceability, then the Parties shall negotiate in good faith to amend the 
Agreement to restore to the Party that was the beneficiary of such unenforceable provision 
the benefits of such provision. If the Parties are unable to agree upon an amendment that 
restores the Party's benefits, the matter shall be resolved under Section 23(c)in order to 
restore to the Party that was the beneficiary of the unenforceable provision the economic 
benefits of such provision.  

(c) Amendment and Waiver.  This Agreement may only be amended by a writing signed by both 
Parties. Any waiver of any of the terms hereof shall be enforceable only to the extent it is 
waived in a writing signed by the Part y against whom the waiver is sought to be enforced.  
Any waiver shall be effective only for the particular event for which it is issued and shall not 
constitute a waiver of a subsequent occurrence of the waived event nor constitute a waiver 



of any other provision hereof, at the same time or subsequently.  
(d) Assignment. Neither Party may assign, sell, transfer or in any other way convey its rights, 

duties or obligations under this Agreement, either in whole or in part, without the prior 
written consent of the other Party which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld, 
conditioned or delayed.  

(e) No Joint Venture.  This Agreement does not create a joint venture, partnership or other 
form of business association between the Parties.  

(f) Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in two or more counterparts, each of which 
shall be deemed an original, but all of which together shall constitute one and the same 
instrument.  Delivery of signature by fax, or scan delivered by email, receipt acknowledged, 
or electronic signature are effective to bind a Party hereto.  

 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, intending to be legally bound hereby, Provider and Host have 
executed this Power Purchase Agreement as of the date first set forth above.  
 
 
CITY OF SOUTH PORTLAND  

_______________________________ By:____________________________ WITNESS Name: Its City Manager  

PROVIDER  

_______________________________ By:____________________________ WITNESS Name: Its:  



GLOSSARY OF TERMS  

"Access Rights" means the rights provided in this Agreement  for Provider and its designees, 
including Installer, to enter upon and cross the Site to install, operate, maintain, repair and 
remove the Project, and to interconnect the Project with the Local Electric Utility and to 
provide water, electric and other services to the Project.  

"Affiliate" means, as to any Person, any other Person which, directly or indirectly, is in control 
of, is controlled by, or is under common control with, such Person. For purposes of this 
definition, "control" of a Person means the power, directly or indirectly, to direct or cause the 
direction of the management and policies of such Person whether by contract or otherwise.  

"Agreement" means this Power Purchase Agreement, including all exhibits attached hereto, as 
the same may be amended from time to time in accordance with the provisions hereof.  

"Applicable Law” means any constitutional provision, law, statute, including, without 
limitation, 1 M.R.S.A. § 401 et seq., rule, regulation, ordinance, treaty, order, decree, judgment, 
decision, certificate, holding, injunction, registration, license, franchise, permit, authorization, 
or guideline issued by a Governmental Authority that is applicable to a Party to this Agreement 
or the transaction described herein. Applicable Law also includes an approval, consent or 
requirement of any Governmental Authority having jurisdiction over such Party or its property, 
enforceable at law or in equity.  

"Applicable Solar Program" means the program indicated on Exhibit H.  

"Business Day" means a day other than Saturday, Sunday, or other day on which 
commercial banks in New York City are authorized or required by law to be closed.  

"Change in Law" means that after the date of this Agreement, an Applicable Law is amended, 
modified, nullified, suspended, repealed, found unconstitutional or unlawful, or changed or 
affected in any material respect by any Applicable Law. Change in Law does not include 
changes in federal or state income tax laws. Change in Law does include material changes in the 
interpretation of an Applicable Law.  

"Commercial Operation Date" means the date, which shall be specified by Provider to Host 
pursuant to Section 4(d), when the Project is physically complete and has successfully 
completed all performance tests and satisfies the interconnection requirements of the Local 
Electric Utility.  

"Confidential Information" means information of a confidential or proprietary nature, 
whether or not specifically marked as confidential. Such information shall include, but not be 
limited to, any documentation, records, listing, notes, data, computer disks, files or records, 
memoranda,  designs, financial models, accounts, reference materials, trade-secrets, prices, 
strategic partners, marketing plans, strategic or other plans, financial analyses, customer 
names or lists, project opportunities and the like, provided however that Confidential 
Information does not include information which (i) was in the possession of the receiving 



Party before receipt from the disclosing Party; (ii) is or becomes publicly available other than 
as a result of unauthorized disclosure by the receiving Party; (iii) is received by the receiving 
Party from a third party not known by the receiving Party with the exercise of reasonable 
diligence to be under an obligation of confidentiality respecting the information; or (iv) is 
independently developed by the receiving Party without reference to information provided by 
the disclosing Party.  

“Dispute" means a controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this Agreement.  

"Early Termination Amount" means an amount determined in accordance with Exhibit B,as 
of the applicable anniversary date set forth thereon.  

"Electric Service Provider" means any person, including the Local Electric Utility, 
authorized by the State of Maine to provide electric energy and related services to retail 
users of electricity in the area in which the Site is located.  

"Environmental  Attributes" means Renewable Energy Certificates, carbon trading credits, 
emissions reductions credits, emissions allowances, green tags, Green-e certifications, or other 
entitlements, certificates, products, or valuations attributed to the Project and its displacement 
of conventional energy generation, or any other entitlement pursuant to any federal, state, or 
local program applicable to renewable energy sources, whether legislative or regulatory in 
origin, as amended from time to time, and excluding, for the avoidance of doubt, any Tax 
Attributes and the Applicable Solar Program.  

“Fair Market Value” means the price that would be paid in an arm's length, free market 
transaction, in cash between an informed, willing seller and an informed, willing buyer(who 
is neither a lessee in possession nor a used equipment or scrap dealer), neither of whom is 
under compulsion to complete the transaction, taking into account, among other things, the 
age and performance of the Project and advances in solar technology, provided that installed 
equipment shall be valued on an installed basis and costs of removal from a current location 
shall not be a deduction from the valuation. The process of determining the Fair Market Value 
of the Project in this Agreement shall be undertaken by an independent appraiser with 
experience and expertise in the solar photovoltaic industry acting reasonably and in good 
faith to determine the Fair Market Value of the Project.  

"Financing Party" means a Project lessor or Lender.  

"Force Majeure Event" means any act or event that prevents the affected Party from 
performing it obligations in accordance with this Agreement, if such act or event is beyond the 
reasonable control, and not the result of the fault or negligence of the affected Party and such 
Party had been unable to overcome such action or event with the exercise of due diligence 
(including the expenditure of reasonable sums). Subject to the foregoing, Force Majeure Event 
may include but are not limited to the following acts or events: (i) natural phenomena, such as 
storms, hurricanes, floods, lightning and earthquakes; (ii) explosions or fires arising from 
lightning or other causes unrelated to the acts or omissions of the Party seeking to be excused 
from performance; (iii) acts of war or public disorders, civil disturbances, riots, insurrection, 



sabotage, epidemic, terrorist acts, or rebellion; and (iv)strikes or labor disputes. Farce Majeure 
Events shall not include equipment failures or acts or omissions of agents, suppliers or 
subcontractors, except to the extent such acts or omissions arise from a Force Majeure Event. 
Changes in prices for electricity shall not constitute Force Majeure Events.  

"Governmental Authority" means any international, national, federal, provincial, state, 
municipal, county, regional or local government, administrative, judicial or regulatory entity 
operating under any Applicable Laws and includes any department, commission, bureau, 
board, administrative agency or regulatory body of any government.  

"Hazardous Materials" means all hazardous or toxic substances, wastes or other pollutants, 
including petroleum, petroleum hydrocarbons or petroleum products, petroleum by-products, 
radioactive materials, asbestos or asbestos-containing materials, gasoline, diesel fuel, 
pesticides, radon, urea formaldehyde, lead or lead-containing materials, polychlorinated 
biphenyls; and any other chemicals, materials, substances or wastes in any amount or 
concentration which are now Included in the definition of "hazardous substances”: hazardous 
materials,' "hazardous wastes," "extremely hazardous wastes,""restricted hazardous wastes," 
"toxic substances,' "toxic pollutants," "pollutants,""regulated substances," "solid wastes” or 
"contaminants" or words of similar import, under any Applicable law.  

"Host” means the City of South Portland and all successors and assigns.  

"Indemnified Person" means the person who asserts a right to indemnification under Section 
15. "Indemnifying Party" means the Party who has the Indemnification obligation under 
Section 15 to the Indemnified Person.  

"Initial Period" has the meaning provided in Section 2.  

"Installer" means the person designated by Provider to install the Project on the Premises.  

"Land Registry” means the office where real estate records for the Site are customarily 
filed.  

"Lender" mean persons providing construction or permanent financing to Provider in 
connection with installation of the Project.  

"Liens" has the meaning provided in Section 8(c).  

"Local Electric Utility" means the entity authorized and required under Applicable Law to 
provide electric distribution service to Host at the Site.  
 
“Losses" means any and all losses, liabilities, claims, demands,  suits, causes of action, 
judgments, awards, damages, cleanup and remedial obligations, interest, fines, fees, 
penalties, costs, and expenses (including all attorney's fees and other costs and expenses 
incurred in defending any such claims or matters or in asserting or enforcing any indemnity 
obligation).  



"Operations Period” has the meaning provided in Section 2.  

"Operations Year'' means a twelve month period beginning at 12:00 am on an anniversary of 
the Commercial Operations Date and ending at 11:59 pm on the day immediately preceding 
the next anniversary of the Commercial Operations Date, provided that the first Operations 
Year shall begin on the Commercial Operations Date.  

“Party" means either Host or Provider, as the context shall indicate, and "Parties" means 
both Host and Provider.  

"Point of Delivery" has the meaning set forth in Section 5(a) and Exhibit E.  

"Premises" means the portions of the Site described on Exhibit D.  

"Project" means an integrated system for the generation of electricity from solar energy 
consisting of the photovoltaic panels and associated equipment to be installed on each of the 
Premises in accordance with this Agreement.  

“Project Lessor" means, if applicable, any Person to whom Provider transferred the 
ownership interest in the Project, subject to a leaseback of the Project from such 
Person."Provider” means ______________, a Maine ___________________, and all successors and 
assigns.  

"Relocation Event” means the relocation of the Project, starting at the shutdown of the Project 
pursuant to such relocation, and ending at the commercial operation of the Project when such 
relocated Project is reinstalled at a new location, as determined by the Provider in its 
reasonable discretion.  

"Renewable Energy Certificate" or "REC" means a certificate, credit, allowance, green tag, or 
other transferable indicia, howsoever entitled, created by an applicable program or 
certification authority indicating generation of a particular quantity of energy, or product 
associated with the generation of a megawatt-hour (MWh) from a renewable energy source by 
a renewable energy project.  

"Site" means the real property described on Exhibit C attached hereto.  

"Tax Attributes" means the investment tax credits (including any grants or payments in lieu 
thereof) and any tax deductions or other benefits under the Internal Revenue Code or 
applicable federal, state, or local law available as a result of the ownership and operation of the 
Project or the output generated by the Project (including, without limitation, tax credits 
(including any grants or payments in lieu thereof) and accelerated and/or bonus depreciation.)  

"Term" shall have the meaning provided in Section 2 hereof.  

 
 



EXHIBIT A ENERGY PURCHASE RATES 
 
 
For the period commencing on the Commercial Operations Date and ending on the 6th 
anniversary thereof, the purchase price per kwh (kwh) of electricity shall be equal to Host's 
then-current Avoided Cost (as defined below) minus ____ cents. Thereafter for the remaining 
Term, the purchase price per kWh shall be equal to Host's then-current Avoided Cost without 
any reductions.  

Within thirty (30) days of becoming aware in any change in its then-current Avoided Cost, Host 
shall notify Provider of such change, and the revised Avoided Cost shall apply as of the effective 
date of such change.  

For the purposes of this Agreement, Avoided Cost shall mean the rate per kwh charged by 
Host's energy supplier and/or local electric utility, computed by adding all variable (perkwh) 
charges for energy and delivery of energy, but excluding any fixed or customer charges or 
charges for capacity (kw), as determined by the electric meter serving the Project.  

As an example of the calculation of Host's Avoided Cost, Host and Provider agree that as of the 
effective date of this Agreement, Host's per kwh energy charges are $0.065441 (CMP Standard 
Offer energy supply price) and per kwh delivery charges are $0.051677 (CMP Small General 
Service), and therefore, as of as of May 15, 2015, its current Avoided Cost is $0.117118kwh.  

 Operations Year  Price per kWh  
1  Avoided Cost minus  
2  Avoided Cost minus  
3  Avoided Cost minus  
4  Avoided Cost minus  
5  Avoided Cost minus  
6  Avoided Cost  
7  Avoided Cost  
8  Avoided Cost  
9  Avoided Cost  
10  Avoided Cost  
11  Avoided Cost  
12  Avoided Cost  
13  Avoided Cost  
14  Avoided Cost  
15  Avoided Cost  
16  Avoided Cost  
17  Avoided Cost  
 



CAPACITY BENEFITS  

The Parties recognize that under certain conditions behind-the-meter generation from the 
solar Generating Facility has the potential to reduce the per kilowatt (kW) capacity fee charged 
to Host by its energy supplier and/or local electric utility, but that under current rate design 
such savings are unpredictable.  To the extent that applicable laws or regulations change, or 
Host's energy supplier or electric utility changes rates, such that Host can realize actual savings 
in capacity fees due to the solar Generating Facility, Host agrees to purchase such capacity 
benefits from Provider and to negotiate in good faith to amend this Agreement to include such 
savings in the computation of Host's Avoided Cost.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



EXHIBIT B EARLY TERMINATION (EARLY PUCHASE OPTION) AMOUNTS  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Operations Year  Early Termination Amount  
1  Fair Market Value  
2  Fair Market Value  
3  Fair Market Value  
4  Fair Market Value  
5  Fair Market Value  
6  Fair Market Value  
7  Fair Market Value  
8  Fair Market Value  
9  Fair Market Value  
10  Fair Market Value  
11  Fair Market Value  
12  Fair Market Value  
13  Fair Market Value  
14  Fair Market Value  
15  Fair Market Value  
16  Fair Market Value  
17  Fair Market Value  
18  Fair Market Value  
19  Fair Market Value  
20  Fair Market Value  
 



EXHIBIT C DESCRIPTION OF SITE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



EXHIBIT D DESCRIPTION OF PREMISES 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



EXHIBIT E DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
EXHIBIT F INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS 

 
 
1. General Liability  

Provider will have a minimum level of commercial general liability insurance for the term of 
the Power Purchase Agreement of 1 million dollars ($1,000,000) for each occurrence, and 2 
million dollars ($2,000,000) in the aggregate. Insurance coverage shall be at least as broad as 
the Insurance Services Office (ISO) Commercial General Liability Coverage “occurrence" form, 
with no coverage deletions.  
 
2. Workers' Compensation  

Provider will have Workers’ Compensation insurance indicating compliance with any 
applicable labor codes, acts, laws or statutes, state or federal, at the Site where the work is 
performed. Employers' Liability insurance shall not be less than $500,000 for injury or death 
each accident.  
 
3. Business Auto  

Provider will have not less than one million dollars ($1,000,000) each accident for bodily injury 
and property damage, and one million dollars ($1,000,000) in the aggregate.  
 
4. Additional Insurance Requirements for Solar Incentive Programs  

As required.  
 
5. Additional Insurance Provisions  

Each party shall furnish the other with certificates of insurance and endorsements of all 
required insurance, as may be reasonably requested, including for purposes of compliance with 
Applicable State Solar rebate program.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



EXHIBIT H APPLICABLE SOLAR PROGRAMS 
 
 

1. Federal Investment Tax Credit 

Provider shall be exclusively entitled to the FEDERAL INVESTMENT TAX 
CREDIT, I.R.C. § 48. 
 
2. Accelerated Depreciation 

Provider shall be exclusively entitled to any and all accelerated depreciation 
benefits under THE TAX RELIEF, UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE 
REAUTHORIZATION, AND JOB CREATION ACT OF 2010 (H.R. 4853), as well 
as any other depreciation or other tax benefits. 
 
3. State Solar Rebates and Incentives 

Provider shall be exclusively entitled to Maine state photovoltaic solar 
project rebates awarded pursuant to 35-A M.R.S. § 3211. 
 
4. Renewable Energy Credits 

Provider shall be exclusively entitled to renewable energy credits awarded 
based on annual energy production from the project. 
 
5. Other Solar Programs 

Provider shall be exclusively entitled to any other solar or renewable energy 
programs that apply to this project or that may apply to this project in the 
future. 



EXHIBIT I WARRANTY COVERAGE 
 
 
In the event that the Host exercises its early termination option, ________________ will provide the 
following warranty coverage, dated from the Commercial Operation Date:  

1. Labor:  For a period of seven (7) years following the Commercial Operation Date of a grid-
tied solar electric system, _______________ will repair, at no cost to the customer, equipment 
sold to the customer by _______________ in accordance with the terms of the equipment 
manufacturer's warranty. Thereafter, _______________ shall service warranties of 
manufacturers of equipment sold to the customer by __________________ but the customer shall 
be responsible to pay the cost of ____________________ labor if not covered under 
manufacturer’s warranty.  
 

2. Workmanship:  For a period of seven (7) years following the Commercial Operation Date of 
a grid-tied solar electric system, _____________ warrants its workmanship supplied in 
connection with equipment purchased from and installed by ______________. The customer 
shall pay the cost of ________________ labor to service or repair equipment purchased from a 
supplier other than ________________.  
 

3. Other Costs:  The customer shall be responsible to pay any costs other than labor to service 
or repair equipment installed by _______________ including, but not limited to, shipping 
charges in connection with parts that are not covered by the manufacturer's warranty.  
 

4. Non-______________ Installations:  The customer shall be responsible to pay all costs, including 
those for labor, equipment and materials, incurred by ________________ to repair or service 
equipment purchased from us but installed by others.  
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